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SERMON. *
BY PROF, A. R. BENTON,
"And by it he beIng dcad, yet speaketh."-Hebrews
11.4.

To-day, there is devolved on me the sad
service of speaking a few words as a tribute
to the memory of one whv stood's'o recently ill.our midst,a beloved brother and esteem.d pastor. A few weeks since, Bro. Perry
Hall stood upon this very spot, which I now
occupy, and from this very volume before
me, made known the way of life and salva·
tion. So full of promise for longevity, and
apparently so endowed with'vigorous vitality, it taxes the imagination to conoeive
that no more shall we listen to that tread,
no more hang with delight upon t~e accents
of his tongue, and no more exchange the
cordial greeting, expressi'i'e bf sympathy
and love, until we meet on that farther
shore.

No. 1.

moral character should be delineated be any
hand. that labor of affection and respect
most properly is mine, .
His. whole scholastic, and nearly the
whole of his millisteriallabors were performed under my immediate observation.Hence whatever of imperfectness mayappear in my estimate of him as a scholar, a
preacher and a man, must be charged, not
to partial acquaintance and to limited obser.vation, but to a want of comprehension
of his true character and its teach\ngs.
.
Furthermore, in the remarks which I intend to make, I recognize the nec~ssity. o.f
calm and dispassionate fltatement, if not a
judicial severity, in treating of those elements of character for which our brother
was respected and beloved. I cannot but
feel that all exaggeration and extravagance
of expression would be greatly offensive to
him who loved Truth so well, and who lived
so true a life-true to home, true to school,
true to the Church, true to his country, true
to mankind, and true to God.

The opportmiity and the invitation to
dwell upon the instructive elements in the
,
character of our dear departed brother, is a
But, knowing the confidence and esteem
service too grateful to be declined. And it which he enjoyed, while occupying a conseems to me that if aught worthy of admir- .spicuous station in this church and commuation and imitation, in his intellectual and nity, I shall give utterance, withoUnme~sured
freedom and liberality to my admiration
*Preached at Christian Chapel, in Indianapolis, on
the 2nd Lord's day of 'Nov, last, in memory of PERny and affection, with the coDRdence of findHALL late Pastor of the church, who died of typhoid ing a full response in the warm sympathy of
fever,~contracted
while serving as Chaplain in the
those who hear me.
9Tth.Reg!m3111 lndilLna. Volunteer Inf,mtry.
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Death has been styled by one as a great the slummering eonbeiences of the dead in
teacher. A great conqueror he is, the troph- trespasses and sins. To-day it is pealing in
ies of whose prowe~s, and the symbols of our ears the alarm of Heaven, "be ye also
whose power are signally display.ed in every ready, for in such an hour as ye think not,
tenanted part of the globe. But life is real- the Son of Man cometh."
Iy the great teacher of mankind. How litThe Script~res, with great frequency and
tIe do we know of Death except as a dread emphasis point to eminent lives, and to
reality, and how immeasurably small in the the general results of character, in order to
amount of knowledge which we gain from instruct and to stimulate the virtues of the
Death contemplating it as the final fact of living. Thus the apostle affirms that Abel,
our earthly existence. After all its so call- though dead, even in spite of that. mandate
ed teachings, Death yet remains a mystery, whieh consigns mortals to the silence and
unsolved and even unrelieved by the mo- seclusion of the grave, yet speaks. So in
mentary repetition of deaths for six thou- the case of every true life .. Its voice is not
sa.nd years. It is a singular and striking hushed though the mortal tongue is palsied.
fact that those who die in our presence, who Its accents linger on the ear like the capaes through all the stages of a gradual de- dences of remembered music.
cline, down to death's portals, can do absoAs the perfume that steals over the garlutely nothing to lift the intercepting vail, den wall speaks its presence, by embracing
or to teach us what is that final and hidden all in its atmosphere of fragrance, so the
experience. i. e. to die. Here all is blank, life of a true man sheds its odors on the
torturing ignorance. No glimmer of light, virtues of the living, aud thus spraks its
no faint report of the whispering tones of presence and its power. But was not our
affection have transmitted from the spirit departed brother too young to leave behind
land this knowledge.
a lesson to the living?
Abel, too, was
The profoundest philosophy of all times young, and like him whose memory we tohas been unable to extort this secret, this day commemorate he was a youngest sonincommunicable experience .of what it is to hoth cut down in morning's prime by the
die. All are in the dark UpOl. this point, spirit of wickedness-yet
Abel is destined
as much as was Abel, who was the first .to to read a lesson of fidelity to duty and to
tr3ad this dark, mysterious way.
God for all time.
Not only do' we know but little of death,
So our young brother, engaged early in
but also from it how narrow and circum- the battle of life, not for a loqg campaign,
scribed the teachmg.
but for rapid sucoess and an early victory.
To us all, it is a profound and impenetra- He, too, in spite of death, yet speaks. 'Will
ble mystery with respect to what sensations we listen to-day to the words most plainly
and peculiarities of being are immediately pronounced by his life and character?
consequcnt upon o,.r departure from this
Hi,; life may be considered as peculiarly
condition of being. 'Ve go with our friends instructive to young men. His whole chardown to the very border of this dark, mys- acter, so far as it was open to public view,
terious realm, and there cpnsign them to bears the strongei,t testimony to the value
the strong arm of God, and henceforth all of the restraint, and guiding light of moral.offi;es and utterances, back and forth are ity and the Christian religion; and it is esinterrupted as forever, as far so this world is pecially valuable, as a commentary upon
.~oncernea. How nearto contact with Deity the powers and capacities of youth, when
and life beyond the grave have we come,and rightly directed.
how little have we learned of the future by
In him may be seen the possible distincthe teachings of death.
tion of youth, how much of honor, love
. ..••
Death isa solemn warning, a mighty alarm and influence may be heaped upon a young
be' 1,'to arou~e the apathetic aud to awaken man, and how attractive are the graces of

•
•

•
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the Christian life, even in the age when the
Of his early life we know but little. The
restraints of religion are supposed to be family Record will tell us that he was born
most irksome, and little needed.
J an. 4th, 1837, but the record of his ways
No doubt, there have been cases of ear- and habits during his earlier years until he
ly profligacy changed by the grace of God entered college is written only in the hearts
to patterns of purity and Christian excel- of fond parents, who, I am assured, contemlence. But in the multitude of cases it will plated with fond delight the early promise
be found that the harvest is as the sowing, of their son, That their tender solicit'ude
they who sow to the flesh, of the flesh reap was requited by the strongest filial attachcorruption.
ment is evidenced to my mind, bi a single
And should not the young entertain the incident.
wholesome dread, that even forsaken vice
On the evenin~ of that day in which he
will leave in the mind an ulcerated wound, had graduated with the highest honors of
that is slowly healed, or will leave a scar his class, at the fustival given in honor of
that will deform the moral beauty of its na- the graduates, when the heart of etery one
ture forever?
was bounding with happiness, with unusual
But the example of our dear brother, so consideration and forgetfulness of self, he
honored, so beloved, is a practical commen- devoted himself, not to the young, the gay
tary upon the value of early piety, and con- and, the beautiful, but to his mother. His
secration to God.
assiduous attentIOn to her, who was quite
Do you say his life was short, too short unused to such displays, and to the convento evinQe the practical value of the princi- tionalisms of fashionable life, made him
ples upon which his whole life was guaged? gracefully conspicuous in the eyes of all
In an important respect his life was long,those who discover the beauty of honoring
If we adopt the sentiment of the wise man, tbC"'father and the mother. At the time he
that, "honorable age is not that which stand- little knew the effect produced by this seemeth in length of time, nor which is meas- ingly unimportant incident. Therefore as
ured by number of years; but wisdom is a prophet looking bac~ward,with the strongthe grey hair unto men, and an unspo~ted est assurance, I can pronoun<Jeupon his filial
life is old age," then must we accord to our obedience, modesty and affection.
departed friend much of the privilege of
It was my fortune to become acquainted
a~e. To have been the subject of so many with him in the Spring of 1855 when he
experiences, to have inspired through so entered the Preparatory School of the Un'ilarge a circle ~entiments of esteem and versity, which was then u'ndcr my direction.
love, to have exhibited the beauty of relig- Then was inaugurated a friendship between
ion when ble~ded with youth, to have the pupil and his teacher, never interrupt.
adorned a conspicuous position in life with ed, or marred by a single unpleasant OCcur.
the graces of .Christian manhood, and to renee. As a scholar, h.eheld a high, but an
have lived in the hearts of multitudes who unenvied rank at achool. Endowed wIth a
waited on hi ministry, and to die regretted quick perception, a retentive memory, and
and lamented by all; thCfe surely are evi. with a power of analysis somewhat rare, it
dences of a long, as well as of an honorable is not wonderful that attention Was soon atcareer.
tracted to him. In addition to those literal
But under what propitious circumstan- gifts of nature, the conscientiousness witli
ces were his virtues fostered and matured which tLey were improved is deserving tlf
thus early, and what were the processes by our admintion.
In him we have an inwhich at the age of twenty-five he wa~ con- structive example of the influence of an enspicuous for symmetry of intellect, force lightened moral sense over the intellect._
of moral'principle 'and dignity of charac- All his studies were undprta~en and proseter.
cuted in the interest of truth, and hellce

.
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whatever he said or did in his public lire, of his soul, when he spoke of the transcenbetokened the clear, warm moral atmos· dent worth of religion, of its author, its virphere in which he lived. All his nature tues and its rewards.
seemed redolent of moral principle, and here,
2nd. In the next }"lace his preaching was
in the church of the living God, to whom with great plainness of speech.
and to duty his life was unreservedly given,
In his farewell discoUl'se to this Church
it is most fitting to commemorate it.
he alludes to this point in particular as
His tastes were evinced in the purity of promi~ent among his aims as a minister.
his speech and in his love for the'society of It would be difficult to designate a preacher
the cultivated and enlightened. His manners in any detlOmination, more free from obscure
were bland and courteous without any in- and technical phraseology, from subtleties
termingling of acrimony or unkindliness.
and unmeaning religious commonplaces than
But by most of those who hear me, he our brother.
He spoke manifestly in order
will be long held in affectionate remember- to be understood, and hence in a great
ance as a minister. In this field his trio measure he discarded that professional cant,
umphs were confessedly many, aul of hIll and that sonorous terminology-the
pulin this character we now propose to speak. pit's heritage of dullness. Believing that
We stand in a place devoted to the worship the Gospel was adapted even to the wants
of God, and we desire not to use the terms of the most illiterate, he aimed to address
of undiscriminating: praise and adulation, us in the common language of men. That
but to speak of our brother as he was, with mysticism and religious free.masonry which
calm and dispassionate words.
none but those acquainted with the proper
1st. The first characteristic deserving of countersigns mlly understand, were never
mention, in his ministry, was his earnest· obtruded on our attention.
His style was
ness.
plain, incisive and practical. and because
The earnestness of our brother was exhi- it was plain, it often, like the sword of the
bited, not in tones of thunder or in vehe- spirit, pierced the very joints and marrow
ment gesticulations, but in the utterance of of individual or soci I and organized wicktruth, as if it were truth.
Ilis was the edness.
heart stirring energy. springing from the
The affectations of the pulpit were undeep conviction that religion is an import- known to him, and his style was plain as
ant eonCtrn. The life and feeling that per- simplicity herself.
vaded his ministrations, were at' war with
3rd. Again, his preaching was eminently
evcrything like a professional air, and seem· practical.
ed to well up from deep convictions atd
This, 1 doubt not, he would regard as the
strong' religious sensibility.
'Where these most important feature of his ministerial
are wanting, there may be tricks of oratory, labor, and that he succeeded in this, he
but no unfailing source of religious earnest- would regard as the highest praise. By
ness.
prllctical preaching I do not mean such a
The life and energy of a preacher must clear sta;tement of truth to the intellect,
come from the depths of his own soul.
that all see it to be the truth, but such an
All else will sound superficial and hol- enforcement of it, as that it will bccome the
low. Tried by this test, the earnestness of practice of men's lives. There are multiour brother was of the genuine sort. His tudes of men who hear with satisfaction, if
inward life, his fOIce of thought and feeling not with positive delight, the praisE'S of
in~pired whatever of eloquence he possess: meekness, gentleness, humility, love, and
ed, and the chastened and subdued impres- the other Christian virtues.
So long as
sion left on the minds of those who heard teaching upon these subjects is merely obhim most, will long be held in grateful reo jective, and an ·intellectual plaything, they
membrance. He was earnest in every fi hre ,are content, but let the practical applica-
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tions of truth be pointed out, they are at proper sense. Preachers and hearers are
once offended. Our brother was constant very often ashamed of the very best things
in season and out of season in holding up, about them. Because a scrupulous regard
not merely for your admiration but for your to the rights of other men, because justice
imitation the ideal of a Christian life. Con- to our fellow-man, because mercy and comeerning himself but little with the theolog- prehensive benevolence are sometimes stigical subtleties and bickerings current in this matized as mere sentimentalism, sympathctic
age, his whole force was expended in rearing an'd pliant natures renounce the prac:ti<;c of
up in the mind and heart of his hearers, a goodness and are content merely to praise
more perfect conception of the true Ohris- it.
tian's life. This, in my estimation, was
'This is not simply weakness, but it is
his predominant characteristic as a preach- also wickedness. No man has any permiser.
sian to be ashamed of any good disp1sition .
The son of the Rev. Mr. Tyng, of New or good practice, with a view to conciliate
York city, a few years since was deposed the favor of the wicked.
f~om his pulpit in Philadelphia because of
I dwell on this point for the sole purthis practical kind of preaching, and a little pose of distinctly setting forth the ground
later falling sick,' to his father standing at and reasons for practical preaching, especihis bedbide of death, he said "Father, don't ally in its ethi,cal aspect.
be ashamed to stand up fQl Jesus."
What
With these views before us, it is the highan urgent need there is of men to stand up est enconium to pronounce on our brother
_ for Jesus.
that he was a practica'l preacher. He stood
There are thousands of preachers who up for Jesus as our true lite, and for his
are not ashamed of the historic reality of words al:\our practice.
Jesus; who maintain that he taught great
His warm, earnest and practical words
and novel truths; that he suffered and <lied; seemed to gush up frem a deep experience
that he rose from the dead and ascended in- of this high spiritual life. As Michael Anto heaven. Eulogies upon his life and gelo is said to have had an heavenward look
teaching are not uncommon, and it would acquired by looking up for many years, in
seem this is thought by some to be the chief executing his paintings on the ceiling of the
end of the Ohristian ministry.
Sistine Chapel at Rome, so our brother, by
But adver'sely to this view it is the pro- gazing up at the high practical import of
per business of the preacher to stand up Ohrist's words and life, reflerted in all his
for Jesus, being neither ashamed of him or ministrations the influence of his soul-comhis words; to stand up for him not merely munion with these spiritual conceptions
as a historic person, but in his personal re- embodied in the life and words of our Salations to us as the perfect pattern of a viol'. Such thoughts seemed to come to
Christian manhood, and not to be ashamed him not on compulsion but by elective afof his word., in their living operative qual- finity;. His nature was toned to harmony
ities. It is a hindrance to moral. growth, with a pure spiritual life. I do not mean
that men have conceived of the words of to speak of our friend as perfect. He no
Jesus as mere truths, and not as practical, doubt fell below his own ideal standard of
moral qualities.
Men are not ashamed of perfectness. He was subject to the infirmithe truths, couched in his words they are ties common to humanity.
only ashamed of the practice.
In the presence of God he now pleads
Humility, purity, f~rgiveness of enemies, not his own merits, but the mercy of Christ.
justice, love to mankind, are words of Jesus
But did he not bear the cross, and give
not as doctrine, but as' practices, and when up all for duty and for God? Did he not
they are preached in any 6ther way than as practically exemplify the religion of Ohrist,
practices, his words are not preached in any as well as teach a practical religion, 'with
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respect to the higher deportments of spiritual life. To-day-on
this calm Lord's
day morning, methinks his life and his words
speak to us of the ineffable blessedness
of a life thus practically;consecrated to God.
From these considerations we pass to
speak of the spirit in which he exercised
his ministry.
1. And first I would observe that it was
a Catholic spirit. By this I mean that he
llad nothing of the narrow mindedness
and illiberality that belongs to the bigot.
If there was one thing which stirred his resentment more than another, it was that
captious, illiberal spirit which would guage
everything by its own mustard seed dimensions. He was singularly alive and devoted
to every enterprise that looked to bettering
the cpndition of the human race.
It was not in his nature to stigmatize
with opprobrious epithels the earnest and
well meant efforts of others in any work of
reform.
Hence in no sense was he a religious partizan, flaming with iDordinate zeal to promote the interest of sect. His seemed to be
a ministry at large, large in/its adaptations
and large in the comprehension of its objects. On this account he may be thought
by some to have diverged from the true
line of his ministerial duty. B\lt to his enlarged view, the moral precepts of the
word of God were leveled at every form of
wrong in which individuals or confederate
men might intrench themselves. Believing
that if we ascend into heaven God is there
and if we make our bed in hell, God is
there, with him their could be no neutral
ground, or condition of men beyond the domain of God's government. Hence he contemplated every measure of private or public life as it stood related to the Divine
will, witp a breadth of view which no
doubt scemed to some visionary and impracticable.
2. In the next place, he exercized his
ministry in a spirit of reform. This to my
mind is one of the most engaging aspects of
his labor among us. With present attainments he was notcontp.ut, but hi~ aspirations

LUMINARY.

and labors, were for something better. Indeed I can not conceive of any public man,
possessed of large capacity for good in
whom this spirit is not predominant.
This is the vestal fire that warms and expands the human heart t1nvards every good
work, and where this spirit has died out, a
public man becomes like an extinct volcano, promiuent but powerless. His method
of reform was that of radiation.
It commenced with self, and worked outward.
Hence, that tame and frigid manner which
cleaves to some others in their public ministry, in him became animated diction, and
a free, and natural elocution, in the style of
men who handle vast co~cerns. This reformatory spirit, too, was seen in the many
improvements he aimed to effect, in the
Sunday school, in music, and in the order
of church services, so as to adapt them to
the wants of our society.
In carrying out these objects, it seems
hardly necessary to obberve that a nice
sense of propriety marked all that he said
or did.
I was nevcr afraid that a blush of shame
would mantle the cheek of anyone, on ac\:Jount of any awardness or ill considered remark of his. All about him was appropriate, chaste and adapted to the matter in
hand.
But his spirit of reform is seen best, and
in its most attractive light by the whole
coarse of his public life. I do not know
that our brother regarded the present age
as more corrupt than its predecessors; but
he did believe it as grossly defective, when
compared with the Christian standard, and
the 'privileges of the .present age.
He was not content when witnessing the
evils that oppress humanity merely to deplore, hnd to commiserate the case. He
was not only pafned at t~ese evils, but he
urned to advance the moral renovation of
the world.
-He did not, as do many, deem it romantic to look and labor for a better church
and a better organization of society, seeing
that we live in an age lustrous with Christian truth, and advanced in civilization.
It

THE CHRISTIAN
is a lamentable mistake made by public
men, when they suppose that evils of society are incurable, or that it is romantic to
expect that any changes can remove them.
This is not a whit more kind than for a
physician to congratulate his patients on
their comfort and general hefl-lthfulness,
when in torturing pain or in the throes of
dissolution.
No, this language of complacency with
respect to the miseries of mankind is neither the language of religion or philosphy.
Both spit upon and spurn it. The most
striking fact about mankind, is their susceptibility to improvement and it is the least
romantic and impraCticable work for a mwister to engage in this kind of moral revolution. The religion which he is ordained to
preach was designed to work widely, deeply
and mIghtily, until the whole of society
is. permeated with the leaven of its influences.
And as the greatest of all Reformers, the
immaculate Savior cared first for the physical maladies and then imparted his soul renovating truths, so the moral teacher of the
present day has no dispensation to ignore
the social and physical ills that burden
mankind.
As a remedy for the latter, he
preaches temperance, sobriety and self control; for the former,justice and equity between man and his neighbor.
Christianity was not in preparation four
thousand years, did not inspire the tongue
of enraptured prophets, nor was heralded
from the skies in anthems of angelic songs,
nor preached by the hallowed lips of martyred apostles, for the sake of proud
pagentry or being a stupendous show. -No.
No.
It carne down from heaven as the life and
power of God, to transform the wilderness
and make it glad and blosom like the rose,
to make all things new, and without spot or
wrinkle to present an innumerable company
before the throne of God's glory with ex·
ceedingjoy.
Then, so long as the present jarring, belligerent condition of the Christian world is
regarded as the ultimate, in attainable per-
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fection, and the evils of society as the predestined and immutable conditions of our
present being, so long will the ministry be
unvisited by the anxious desire for reform
and will be partially paralyzed, if not practically dead.
These views are offered because 'We as a
people have inscribed on our banner of progress the watchword, Reform; and even if
we should become practically recreant to
the first principle of our profession, we have
borne noble testimony to its worth and heavenly parentage.
"This, in my conception, was a leading
and a growing characteristic of the spirit of
our departed brother. For this, we should
honor him, and ever hold this in grateful
remembrance as the chiefest legacy of his
life to us.
3. Intimately connected with this spirit
of reform, was a heroic spirit. 1do not now
speak of heroism in its grosser aspects, but
of that moral Christian heroism and fortitude that draws its life from justice, from
the bevevolent principles of Christianity~
from a reverence for human nature and the
rights of man. I do not say that this firm
conviction of duty will secure a man from
crude or rash notions; but it is his moral
power after his convictions nave been prayerfullyand deliberately reached. Then he
should abide by his convictions at all hazard, not waiting to be backed by a crowd or
applauded by the multitude.
So far as my
observation goes, our brother in the exer·
cise of his gifts, like the apostle to the Gentiles, "conferred not with flesh and blood"
in determining the measure of his duty but
spoke fearlessly and trenchantly, according
to the iight that was in him. And though
he may occasionally have given offense,who
does not respect his spirit of candor and
that self sacrifice which impelled him to
part with friends, if need be, sdoner than
to sacrifice his conviction of truth and
duty.
Respect that comes from faithfulness to
principle, is far better than mere personal
attachments.
Moral obliquity and faithlessness to principle, even bad men despise,

8
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while all men look with tenderness or com- in the autumn of its year has 11 presage of
passionate regard on the imperfections of its own migration to the delectable ;fields
the judgment.
beyond the Jordan of death. As Christ
, Thus did he speak frankly and bodly that lives, we believe that we shall live als0, that
he esteemed great and vital truths; and with when Christ, who is our life, shall appear,
a conscientiousness that challenges our ad- then shall we alro appear with him in glomiration, conciliating the favor of none by ry. Of this the remrrection of Jesus is
base compliance, he was an unswerving ad- both a proof and a pledge. Rooted and
vocate of what he deemed to be the truth. grounded in this faith, we grow up and blosHis moral purpo e was clear and unmistaka- sam for eternal life.
ble. His Christian manhood with its preThis faith returns with us from thc tomb
cious birthrights were never bartered away from which no "Voiceof comfort or consolafor a mess of potage. Thank God for Chris- tion is heard. Imagination sees bodies distian nobility-a
nobility that will survive solving and mingling with the clods that
the ephemeral interests of this world, and cover them, and the winds sigh a mournful
outshine the splendor of the richest dia- dirge through the trees, waving in sullen
demo
majesty over this realm of eternal silence.
4. In the last place, comtemplate, with
But faith comes to repeople these deserts,
me, the value of that faith, by which he to reanimate these regions of forgetfulness.
lived and in which he died.
The tombs are burst. Mothers take to their
Everyone who has considered his own arms their,children,for they are alive again.
experience, or that of others, has C\bserved Fathers come forth in their vigor of rejuvethe discrepancy between the plenitude of nated age. The generations of men that slumhis desires and the means of satisfaction in bel' are awaking and come forth from the East
this life. Here is a great shasm that needs and the West, from the North and the South,
to be bridged over. Feeling the barrenness to sit down together in the kingdom of God.
and fragmentary condition of the present Thithcr our faith follows our departed
life, :we need to round it out and complete friend, who, in the radiancy of the transfigits fulness by a faith in a life to come, an uration, and with the beatitudes of heaeternal life.
venly joy, are crowned forever and forInstinct and the desires demand only a ever.
pretence, not the proof for believing in a
"Blessed are the dead who die in the
future life. The heart demands this con- Lord."
tinuity of being, life here, life there, life
•••••
forever. No scepticism, however hard or
DEATH OF THE AGED.
repulsive, but believes in the immortality of
The death of an old man's wife is like cutlove when the body of a loved one is follow- ting down an ancient oak that has long
ad to the grave. Noone who has followed shaded the family mansion. Henceforth the \
to their last resting place a wife, a husband glare of the world, with its cares llnd vicisor a child, remembering their flaming in- situdes, fall upon the old widower's hel\~t,
telligence, their blossoming love and their and there is nothing to break their force or
divine beauty of soul, can say gone, all gone shield him from the full weight of misforforever. No. Then it is that the yearnings tune. It is as if the right hand were witherand faith of the soul take us up to the very ed; as if one wing of an angel were broken,
gate through which the light, fro heaven and every movement that he made brought
glistens. We lose nothing by death; we him to the gronnd. His eyes are dim and
only send our friends before, to draw us up- glossy, and when the film of death falls over
ward by the chain or love. As the birds them he misses those accustomed tones
at tLis season of the year are meditating a which have smoothed his passage to the
passage to more genial climes, so the soul 'grave.
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THE HOLY PLACE.
Oh Thou Eternal One
Whom highest Heaven of heavens cannot contain,
Of the vast Universe, the central Sun
FIlling its Temple with thy glorious train;Thou, whom thought's loftiest flight
Can faintly reach, and gaining glimpse of Thee
, Recoils all blinded by the o'er powering light,
As doth the e;'e, when the noon sun we see:
How can weak mortal's cry,
Uttered with stam~ering lips and faltering tongue,
Pierce through the lIalleluiahs swelling high
And gain 'rhine ear, amidst the angelic throng?
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And a sweet dread and holy awe, o'er me
Doth Thy invisible Presence softly fling.
Then, while Thy pardoning grace,
I humbly plead, all prostrate at Thy feet,
I thanking Thee, do praise Thee most for this,
Free access, alway, to Thy mercy seat.
H.M.E.
Xenia, Jan" 1863.

••••••

REVIEW OF HARTZELL'S ESSAY ON
WAR AND CHRISTIANIT • ,-~: O. 7.
"But I say unto you, Love your enemies,
bleEs them that curse you, do good to them
Yet Thou hast bid us dare
that hate you, and pray for them that arraign
This solemu audience, Thou hast crowned the head
and persecute you."-Matt.
v: 44.
Of man, with the high dignity of prayerMan-little
lower than the angels made.
This portion of our Lord's ins tructions to
his Disciples, has ever been regarded by
And Thou iu days of old,
non-resistants as proof positive of the cor.
When Israel's sous wepe yet thy chosen race;
To whom Thou didst by terrible signs unfold,
rectness of their theory. But if the preFull oft, thy messages of truth and grace.
cept. "If thine enemy' hunger feed him,and
lIadst Thy most Holy Place,
if he thrist give him drink," fails to susThese, where the outspread wings of cherub meet, tain that position, (as I cannot but think, to
E'en upon earth Thy manifest Throne of grace
the unprejudiced reader was conclusively
Was the all-visible, burning mercy seat.
proved in the last num bel',) it is fairly preOh, awful was the hour,
sumable, that the two precepts which are
When, clad in sacred garb, the Prie8t went in,
s.o similar in import, should be interpreted
Atoning blood before that seat to pourBlood of the sacrifice for Israel's sin.
on the same principle, and as having the
same extent of meaning.
lIow must his human heart,
Bro. Hartzell assumes, that the word eneWith solemn awe and dread have bowed down,
When, while th' mute hosts of Israel wait apart, mies in the text, embrace all kinds of enelIe, reverent, entered where th' Shekinah shone.
mies; or at least that public enemies are inNot now as thus of yore,
cluded; but as our Lord was not discoursing
Standeth a visible, earthly Throne of grace,
on affairs of State; it is not reasonable to
For a Divine lIigh Priest hath gone before,
conclude,
that enemies in the text referred
Leading the way to the most lIoly Place.
to public enemies. The audience which he
Behind the awful veil,
addressed were private persons, developing
(That darkened earth and heavens) he entered in,
to them the principles of his kingdom; and
La! types and shadows in fulfillment pale,
As he presents his sacrifice for sin.
as private persons do not constitute a proper antltheton to public enemies, he could
Therefore was rent tn twain
not have intended to be thus understood;
The earthly veil, no more lIigh Priest alone,
Can enter there; lIe did the pri vilege gain
nor would his hearers interpret his words
For each meek-hearted, truly humble one.
as conveying 'that idea. I admit that the
precepts are expressed without limitation;
N a more the Holy Place,
Shines with the dread Shekinah's awful light,
but in interpreting the moral precept of the
But every spot, becomes a throne of grace
gospel, we should ever keep in mind, that
When we, Thy creatures, call thy name aright.
although_hey are delivered in general and
Oh, when with humbled heart
unlimited
terms; yet limitations and condiAnd tearful eye, I would approach Thy throne,
tions are very generally implied: Such as,
To Thee each fear and grief in prayer impart,
With mine own soul and Thee, my Lord, alone,
"Ohildren obey your parents in all things."
"Servants obey in all things your masters
Oft seems'that spot to bEl
Thy very audience cham bel', lIeavenly King,
according to the flesh." "Obey them that

,
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have the rule over you," &c. These in-I of the same politic body with the persons
junctions are expressed in the most absolute' addressed. Besides there is not the slightform; but he would be a very unskillful in- est hint, or allusion in the whole premises
terpreter who would not admit that these to public enemies.
precepts had limitations understood; bccause
I shall conclude this part of the rcview
they are not expressed. What Christian with Webster's just definition of the word
moralist would contend, that the command enemy; and!as Bro. Hartzell frequently cites
of parents to children, to lie and steal should him as authority, he will thdrefore respect
be obeyed?
his testimony.
Some contend, that if the precept, "Love
"Enemy-I.
A foe, an adversary. A pri.
your enemies," was not intended to be un- vate enemy is one who hates another, and
derstood in the most absolute sense; that wishes him injury, or attempt to do him in.
our Savior should have told us so. If the jury from his own malice or ill-will.
A.
language used, and the circumstances of the public enemy or foe, is one who belongs to a
persons addressed should not sufficiently de- nation or party at war with another.
fine his meaning, some explanatory word
"I say unto you, Love_your enemies."would be necessary, but not otherwise.
If Matt. 5 Chapter.
a military officer in addressing his army
"Enemies in war, in peace friends."-Deunder his command should say, we must claration of Independence.
vanquish our enemies; no one would misunThe reader will observe, that the first
derstand his meaning. Or if he should use quotation from Matthew is given, as an exthe singular form, and say, the enemy; none ample of private enemies; and the other from
would understand him to mean tlte devil; al· Declaration of Independence of pubNc methough in a theological sense, that is its mies.
meaning with the article prefixed.
In the 6th Essay, pn,ge IS3-Bro.
Hart.
In a legislative body, if the affairs of state zell places a soldier in a very unenviable powere being discussed in a time of war, thc sition, according to his interpretation of the
word enemies occurring in their speeches foregoing precepts; but he does not seem to
would mean enemies to the government or perceive that his interpretation
places a
nation; and not private enemies; unless there civilian in the same position. If a seceswere some circumstances mentioned, which sion raid should be made into his locality;
would otherwise direct its application.
So his expo~ition of the precept; "Love your
also, on the salUe principle of intcrpre- enemies; do good to them that hate you,"
tation, when a teacher of religion addresses I would imperiously require him, according
an audience of private persons, on the mor· to his ablility to voluntarily furnish the in.
al duties of life, without any reference to vading rebels with supplies to prosecutc the
government affairs, and enjoins upon them war against his country; giving them all
to love their enemies as our Lord did; the possible "aid and comfort;" for love admits
enemies would be personal or religious. In of nothing less; and ('do good" positively
all these cases, the subject matter inculca- demand it. This course of action would
ted by the speaker, and the circumstances make the doer a traitor to his country, and
of his hearers would immediately suggest I I cannot think that Christianity rightly i~to their minds, the correct application of,terpreted was inten:led to make men tral.
the word.
tors.
The annexed precepts which ar. : "Bless
The attentive readar will 'observe, th~t
them that curse you; do good to them that the foregoing is a continuation of my review
hate you; and pray for them that despite- of the 6th Essay. I have been the more
fully use you, and persecute you," show particular to give proofs and examples to
conclus:vely that the enemies in the text determine the meaning of those Divine pre.
were all persons in private life-members I cepts, under discussion; because they are
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always regarded by non-resistants as their pressed or implied. Language can not ex"strong hold."
press unlimited obedience in stronger terms.
The 7th Essay is introduced, by advert- The will of the ruler is the measure of the
ing to the fact, that there are some passages Christian's subjection, &c. This sounds
in the epistles on civil obedience which very much like the almost obsolete doctrine
are adduced as evidence of the law- of passive obedience, and the Divine right of
fulness of Christian's bearing arms. But kings to reign. If Bro. Hartzell had not
the Essayist observes; "If these do not en- had opponents in his eye, whom he is labor.join the duty, then is the aet without a Di- ing to put in an indefensible position, his
vine warrant."
But it they do enjoin the natural good sense would have suggested a
duty, then the conclusion is reversed. Hav- more accurate interpretation
of the aposing satisfied himself that the teaching of tle's instructions.
Christ is incompatible with the soldiers callJonathan Diamond an English author of
ing;; he says; "We may with propriety ask, some note-a
non-resistant, on this Scripare the epistles against the testi monies?- ture says:
Are the apostles against Jeaus? I answer
1st. That it asserts the general duty of
no. He further observes; "If the personal civil obedience, becausegovernment is an ininstruction of Jesus Christ forbid war, and stitution sanctioned by the Deity.
the epistles of the apostles command war,
2nd, That it asserts this duty under the
either in express terms, or legitimate impli- supposition, that the governor is the minister
cation, the contradiction must be fatal to of God for good.
both."
But If the reviewers interpretation
3rd, That] it gives but little other inforof the instructions of Jesus Ohrist be COT- mation respecting the extent of the duty of
rect, no such fatal consequences would fol- obedience.
low. I have no hesitancy in admitting that
And Dr. Paley who is on my side of the
the teaehing of Christ, and of the apostles question says of those passages of Scripture:
also, forbid the acts of at least one of the "They ineulcate the duty of obedience, they
parties in war; for it requires two parties to do not describe the extent of it."
make war; and one of them is always
The reader by referring to the first numcondemnable. Many a specious fallacy is bel' of the review will percieve that the
founded on the word war, and Bro. Hart· argument deduced from this portion of
zell is by no means sparing of its use.
Scripture, was not founded on unlimited
Before he gives us his exposition of the subjectlOn being taught; but that the dufirst ten verses of Rom. 13th chap. he tiell of the government to society, as definpremises that they "are one unbroken eon- ad by the apostle, would necessarily require
nection;" and "that the first seven verses an armed force to diseharge them; and
command unlimited subjeetion to the powers therefore, that the Ohristian could not be exthat be." "This (says he) is not admitted h'onerated, from aiding his government to
by those who rely upon this, as the main execute what the apostles' approved.fighting text."
That is true for this valid Whence it follows, that the incongruities,
reason. The subjection is expressed in tho and deplorable consequences which Bro.
same general form, as that of wives to their Hartzell fairly deduees from interpreting
husbands; children to their parents; and the subjection to the civil power to be un.
servants to their masters. But no respec- limited, do not emanate from our interpretable expositor interprets those verbs as tation. The misapprehending of our views
commanding unlimited submission, or obe- was a sad blunder.
dience. After quotIng the first seven verses
If the first ten verses are not "one stahesays, "whatever the 'subjection' here com- tute," or if there be a very loose connecmandcd may refer to, it is an unqualified sub- tion between the last three verses, and the
mission. There is no liberty of choice ex" first seven; then the unlimited subjectioD
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which Bro. Hartzell argues the apostle
taught, would be obligatory on himself; and
those consequences which he deplores would
necessarily follow.
It seems clear to my understanding, that
in the first seven verses, the apostle defines
the general duty of obedie.pce which the
Christian citizen owes to the government;
and indirectly the duty of the government
to the citizen; accompanied with various
reasons to enforce the injunctions; and having finished his instructions on the relative
duties which the parties owe to each other;
he then proceeds to inculcate the duties
which the Christian owes to all men, which
is evidently, and distinctly another class of.
duties, and not necessarily connected with
the former.
A few remarks on the probable design of
the apostle in this portion of the epistle
may perhaps assist UB, in correctly understanding his instructions.
When the epistIe was written, the civil government practically, was tyrannical, oppressive, persecuting, and idolatrous; and under these circumstances it would become a question of
great importance in the minds of the early
Christians who had received the Lord Jesus
Christ as their king. Whether in their
new relation as citizens of Christ's kingdom, they:were not freed from all obligations to support and obey the governments
of this world from a conscientious sense of
duty-or
in general terms: Whether (as
Christians) to obey government be a moral
duty, and obligation upon the conscience at
all. I regard that this was the question, on
which the Apostles Peter and Paul declared
the mind of tce Lord, and that the extent of
the obedience was not the subject of inquiry, or treated of by the apostles.
The seven verses is interpreted by Bro.
Hartzell to refer to "four classes of governmcnt officials." Two classes of tax collectors, the cxecutive that "bears the sword""
and the legislator that makes the laws.
"This (says he) summarily embraces all the
departments of government."
The jndiciary department 'Is entirely Hclnded in
this summary. The legislative, the elecu-
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tive, and the judiciary departments are intcgral parts of all free governments.
Tax
collectors are simply subordinate officers of
State. See Constitution of United States.
The essayist having assured that the first
ten verses of Rom. 1iii, are one statute,
that the first seven command unlimited
subjection to government, but that the 8th,
9th, 10th verses of this Divine statute reo
move that unlimited subjection commanded
in the first seven verses, and exalt the prineiple of love to all men above the principle
of fear-the
fear of him that "bears the
sword." Now I very cordially admit, that
if government commands a Christian to do
an act which is clearly repugnant to the
revealed will of God; that he is bound to
obey God rather than man. But Bro. Hartzell adduces the instructions contained in
those verses to prove, that their practical
observance is incompatible with a Chris·
tian's bearing arms, if commanded by the
civil authority to defend, or enforce the laws
of the State. In this we disagree.
The
apostle having quoted four, (or perhaps five)
commands of the decalogue, adds: And if
there be any other commandment, it is
summed up in this precept, namely, "thou
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself."
"Love
works. no ill to one's neighbor, thelefore
love is the fulfilling of the law." Our first
inquiry shall be: Did the Jewish LelSislator
understand those commandments as in'compatible with the profession of arms? What
intelligent Biblical student will answer
in the affirmative? Did Joshua, Samuel,
David, and all the renowned men of Israel
understand those commandments as Bro.
Hartzell does? Will he himself answer
in the affirmative? Whoever has any doubts
on this question may read Deut. xx, commencing with, "When thou goest out to bat·
tIe against thine enemies," &c. :May I
not then ask: Can that pDssibly be the
correct interpretation ·of'those command;
,menis 'of the Most High, which is essentially 'different in meaning from wbat
the inspired Legislator himself understood
them 'to mean? And certainly the Apostle
Paul had, no .intention to add to, 'or take
•

;
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from the true import of the laws of God
which he quoted, and which he declared in
the same epistle to be "holy, just, and good."
The review of the seventh essay will be
further continued in the next number.
GEORGE Pow.
ERRATA.-VOI. 1, page 33S, for "In (ev) men, of
good will." read, In Cev) men, good willi" page 340,
4th line, for, dividing, read divulging, for bosom l~th
line, read honor; page 386, 2nd col. 42nd line, for
worst reaJ moral.

•••••
"A THING OF BEAUTY IS A JOY
FOREVER."
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gathers on the pines when winter reigns
in the wild forest glades.
Old age had
claimed 'him; and hia feet wandereu close
beside the banks of the "river of death."
Yet. was his life "a thing of beauty."Following the footsteps of the Redeemer,
his eye fixed far beyond this world of
toil and pain, and he saw, with an eye of
faith, the home prepared for the redeemed-"that
great city the New Jerusalem
whose light is like unto a stone most precious, even like a jasper-stone, clear as
crystal.
And the city hath no need of
the sun, neither of the mOOD,for the glory of God doth lighten it and the Lamb
IS the light thereof."
M. 111.B.

I have watched the sun sinking, slowly
sinking to its death-couch, and, as its dying beams lit up the tinted sky, the moon
came forth with her attendant
star to
••••••
gaze upon the world. The little :flower closed its blue eye; the mother-bird with swift LETTERS TO MY REVIEWER.-NO. 1.
wing sought, her nestlings where the apBRO. Pow:-l\fy dear brother, I have now
pIe blossom :flings its sweets upon the closed my regular series on "War and
, evening air-all
was peace, loveliness and Christianity," not because the subject was
beanty; and, while memory lasts tha~ exhausted, nor yet because it was unimporBcene will ever remain to me-for,
"A tant, but, because I do not wish to be prolix
thing of beauty is a joy forever."
on this, or any subject.
I saw a painter touching the rough canI have just now finished a second, and a
vasB with his brush, and 10, lake and more careful reading of my articles, and
mountain and distant woodland grew bc- your elaborate review, upto this time. This
neath his hand; the trees seemed flushed reading has led me to this conclUSIOnthat
with sunsets gold; mist enwraped the but few minds can be trusted with impormountain base; shadows crept beneath tant investigations.
Our different underthe' arches of the bridge, and one could standing, and application, of seeming plain
almo~t fancy they heard the murmur of scripture lanuguage, has led me to suspect
the cool waters as they wandered o'er the my own position. When the wise, and the
white sands below-Genius
had made that good take issue, a decent respect, suggests,
rough canvass "A thing of beauty is a caution. But then, must we abandon all
joy forever."
self-confidence,? Is not a degree of selfI saw'a gentle child playing amid the reliance essential to individual, and not soflowers, singing with the birds, talking cial progress? .
to the stars; and, with wonder, asking of
You have llot forgotten that we once difGod and Heaven, of our dear Redeemer's fered controversally on slavery and Chrisdeath, and ofthe happy angel-band that tia'nity, as widely as we now differ on '''War
sing his praise.
In a few short months" and Christianity."
he, too, hadjoincd the angels, .his voice
Both my faith, and my experience teach
had hu~hed its. earth-song and swe!3tly me .to ignore all current complications. To
joined the heavenly choir; bl1t. the beM~y 'bear aloft principles founded in nature, or
of his short life is to me ,oA joy f6r~ver." in mutual. interest, truths, which give an
I saw a man whose 'step was slow, impulse in the right direction, elementary
whose hand. trembled as he grasped bis. thoughts whose aggress~ve, reformatory,
staff; his hair was waite as the frost tha~ power nothing can check but _an o,~::throw

.
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of Christianty.
Society, being once waked
up to its own secular interest will Dot soon
become a dormotory. True Christianity, is
the promoter of free thought and free
speech. It will keep its subjects awake
and active. It will suggest to those only
under its rep lex influence great secular advantages, and the secular world will take
care of its present secular interest. A wiser
than Solomon said "The children of this
world are wiser in their generation (the
management of their affairs) than the children of light."
You say Ch. Lum. p. 339,
"And if Bro. Hartzell is in possession of
the secret of governing the nations as they
exist at present on the earth, witbout military force, he would confer great favor on
humanity by devulging it."
If I understand you then, the nations can
not be governed without military force.Governments can not be sustained without
the war power. The present wholesale destruction of life, -and property may recur
again, and again, even, in our own country.
Is it so? Must our own boasted government be sustained at such a pricc? And
the liability, for an other, and an other offering, still upon us. I ask again my brother is this so? And you a Christian minister have identified yourself with this government. You are a part of its active machinery, and responsible for all its wars.Perhaps you glory, in the glorification,
" We the people rule."
If such are the inexorable necessities of human governments,
as a servant of Jesus Christ, you would be
quite as happy, and perhaps more useful if
you would take your place with the women,
the children, and the slaves. Take heed how
you encourage war, how you pledge the
honor of Jesus Christ in its defence. Those
who look up to you will follow. And all
who shall be led by you may not be as discreet as you are. They may not discriminate bctween war in the aggregate, and war
in the abstract. Popular movements should
be carefully watched sometimes, even doubt·
ed-else the Christian is liable to become
drift,wood. War has ever been popular in
the world, but let it be divested of its pop'

.LUrrUNAktY.

l1larity and its indispensibility will lease.
Slavery was once as general, and as popu.
lar as war. Then you might have said with
equal propriety, "if Bro. Hartz.ell is in possession of the secret, by which the needful busiaess of life can be conducted "without" slavery "he would confer a great favor
on humanity by devulging it." This would
have been the question in the Auguston age,
it has too, been the most exciting American
question. The latent "secret" of the question neither sage nor savage could reveal.
But the dumb cannon opened her mouth,
and revealed the madness of the question.
'By a fiery inspiration, she uttered the awful words slavery is not essential to the business of life. And as the parlance goes,
this short, thundering sermon, gave birth
to a nation of abolitionists in a day. Who
would have supposed, ten, or even three
years ago, that two thirds of this nation
would agree in the sentiment, that the slaveholding states could exist without slave labor.
The simple fact sir, that nations, and
statesmen, havc considered war essential to
the existence of the nations, does not prove
it to be so, nor yet, that war is in harmony
with the teachings, examples, and spirit of
Jesus Christ. Would you rest so grave a
question as the coalescence of "War and
Christianity," or such equivocal testimony.
Have not nations, and statesmen believed
and practiced the most monstrous absurdities-the
most shocking immoralities?
Is
not our own nation with its many wise
statesmen, a notable illustration of this fact.
Has it not passed judgment upon its own
faitir. and practice? Has it not condemned
its own morality and politics. War, like
slavery is primarily a moral question, Christianity has itB morality, and its piety. The
morality of Christianity is seen in the civil.
iz.ation it promotes, and may exist independent of its piety. The morality of Christianity will commend itself to the most secular
conscience, because, it suggests great ternporal advantages to the wise and prudent.
This accounts for the fact, that Christian
civilization is in advance of Christian
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piety, cast about and, and see, how many of
Whether the nations and statesmen of
your neighhors, are in the daily practice of which you speak, shall ever be so far civilthe ethics of the New Testament, who, are ized as to abolish war as an element of
out of the pale of the church. The pro- governmeQt I presume not to say, but, the
gress of our social order is in the right di- past, and present reforms, make even the
rection.
abandonment of this barbarous eustom hope"We need go back but a little, to see many ful.
great evils once universaly prevalent, which
The most important acquisitions of huare now abolished. Lunatics were loaded with man governments, are population and wealth.
chains .. Prisoners of war were mutulated, War is destructive of both. Will not the
or kept as hostages, or released only by a worldly wise learn this fact. Is not Amerigreat ransom, or made slaves for life. Ar- ca at this time taking a lesson from the
mies, did not respect private property. The fools master-experience?
Is it not to say
slave trade and piracy were honorable pr~- tbe least, highly probable that our present
fessions. Foreigner and enemy were synony~ training will bring us to "see that a custom
mus. Resident ambrssarlors were not al- which has slain twenty times the present
lowed by any government. No man could males on earth, destroyed thirty times the
travel without a passport. Death was the present value of all the property in the
penalty of nearly two hundred kinds of world, and produced more misery, than any
offence, even in enlightened England.
Li- other evil, is intolerable?"
And you my
centiousness,
drunkenness, drillin~ and brother would make your readers believe
wearing a sword, to be always ready for a that all this is essential to the "government
bloody broil, were marks of gentility, sup- of the nations as they now exist." If this
posed witches were burned. To possess a is so, I beseech you to resign the governBible was a fellony, and to hold a pra} er ment to others. Are you willing to share the
meeting incurred the pilloIy. The holi~st responsibilities
of our present fraternal
of men were executed, and martyred, whIle strife? You say "as they exist at present
the established clergy were pampered mon- on the earth," &c. I see in this a suppresssters of idleness, ignorance, and profliga- ed conviction, that "the nations" do not
cy." The most virtuous furnished the means now "exist" as they should. W'hy than lay
of intoxication to their visitors, guests and the gospel of peace upon this altar of sacrilaborers.
Time would fail to name all the fice? Will not some infer from what you
abuses that have been corrected, and the have said in your review that the peace
reformations that have been effected within loving ltedeemer is not wholly unlike some
a few centuries. But we would not overlook angry Moloch who delights in seeing huthe great American reformation, now in man blood flowing. True, you have spoken
progress.
This great movement began in cautiously on this subject, for which yeu
discussion, and for the want of more hon- shall have credit hereafter. Still, I am perorably and equitable, means of adjusting suaded that no man, however respectful hill
national difficulties had to progress in war, speech may be, can advocate war on Chrisbut, can only be consummated by the 1tp tian principles, without compromising the
hill tug of moral force. All these healthful purity of the gospel.
changes mark progress in civilization. The
You have said, that "Christianity dediscovery of old errors, leads to the dis- stroyed those passions tllat generate war."
covery of new truths, and the abondment of This concession is neither strange nor novel.
a wrong,to the establishment of a right-the
Long have men sung songs of rejoicing to
abolition of slavery to the establishment of peace in the abstract, and justified war in
liberty-and
the abandonment of war, to the concrete. A pure humanitarianism has
the establishment of a permanent peace always been on the side of peace. The betamong the nations.
ter sentiments of the human heart, are in
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the direction of the gospel, and even now
A FRAGMENT OF THOUGHT.
the abolition of war has more advocates
The night of war has darkened all our
than the aoolition of slavery had fifty years land, and the thick gloom of black despair
ago.
has spread its pall over many a home, where
Have you forgotten the existence of peace once peace, love and joy alone were insocieties, which have celebrated their twen - mates. But, dim and distant, through the
ty-fifth aniversary, in which some of the best veil that hides the fu,ture,jaith bids us see
men of the nation are both members and of- a beam of coni'ing lightr-the
light of freeficers, as Francis Wayland, Charles Sum- dom-freedom for all.
ner, John Tappan, &c., and the ca,l for a
No more shall slave-ships walk the wapeace Congress to adjudicate national difli- tel's, that swell and heave in angry billowsr
culties, on the principles of peace and jus- as though they felt the weight of guilt and
tice. These are significant facts, and like agony which they were bearing, and only
floating straws show the tendencies of the awaited the wqr4 of Omnipotence to sink
times.
the oppressor, and the oppressed in one deep
Permit me sir, to call your attention to grave, and' thus to give what man deniesthe language of the most distinguished Gen- freedom to the prisoner, rest to the wearyeral of the present age. Garibaldi in an hearted slave, and retribution to the helladdress to the English Nation, says: "Arise taught dealer in human blood. The white
with your undaunted brow, and point to the bones that the ebbing tide bears to the
people the way they must tread!
With a ocean caves may be loaded with chains, and,
congress of the world to decide between na- to the eye that searches the depths of the
, tions, war would be an impossibility.
No deepest sea, stand forth as witnesses against
longer would there exist those standing ar- the nation.
mies which make liberty impossible. What
In the coming time we long may seek, and
weapons! What defences I 'What engines seek in vain, the mart which now rears its
of attack and defence I And then the mil- foul head beneath the sun's pure light; where
lions Bquandered in impliments of destruc- man with his undying soul, with his fair
tion, would be employed in fostering the, hop:s and earnest love, with faith which
industry and diminishing the misery of the reaches far beyond this earth and grasps
human race. Begin then 0 people, &c.- eternity, is sold--sold like the soulless brute.
New.York Weekly Tribune, October 20th, God b
"rant the time is cloEe at hand when
1862.
.
the blood-smeared mart, haunted with
No longer would there ~xist t~ose st~nd- groans, and shrieks, and wailing cries and
iog armies which make hberty Impos~lble. thrice cursed with childrens' tears, shall
Please give this extract a careful con~lder. pass from earth forever.
ation. And. let me ask respetJt~u:ly, IS not
We weep for friends laid where the white
the Generalm advance of the Dl~lUe. The maO'nolian and orange flowers fill the air
5cntence examined in this le.tter IS the only with fragran"ce, where dew, distilled from
issue you have yet formed w.lth me. In my 'the' Southern roses, falls s'oftly on their
next I will call your attentIOn to the fact' "raves' alas it cannot hallow them as would
that I am discussing one question, and you ~ mother's ;ears. We set the chair beside
are discussivg another.
_.
the festal board; no soldillr son may come
Yours in hope that war, and slavery, Will to fill the vacant place, for his 'life, in mansoon come to a perpetual end.
,hood's
dawn was fiercely wrenched away by
J. HARTZELL."
h
,
J
8th 1863
the sullen blast of war. Comrades beat t e
Davenport, an.~ •• ,_..
.
h't
P
mufRed'drum looked on the pure w I e lace
THE love of. truth is the root of charities. and smiling 'lips, whose last words was a
The trees wh1Ch grow f:om it may hhave prayer' fired the vollev e'er the "rave and
thousands of distinct and diverging branc es, .
.'
.'
',"'
,0'
but good, generous fruit will be on them all .. le:L hl~ to his rest.
;..
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The din of civil war goes on. The wail
of broken hearts smite on Ourears. But, we
hush our choking sobs to listen; for, with
the mourning wail comes from afar the
swelling notes of joy-chains
have fallen
from fettered limbs, and FREEDOM enthroned
sits in the capital; and 10, we see, far, far
down the stream of time, through the bloodveil that 's ~'er the land, the coming of a
day when peace and love shall drive inj us·
tice and rebellion to tbe dark place from
whence they came, and make our nation a
fit offering to the Most High-a
place of
holiness.
1\1. M. B.
CHARDON, Ohio.
--• LINES ON A SKELETON.
Dehold this ruin I-'Twas a skUll
Once of othereal spirit" full J

This narrow cell was life's retreat~'his space was thought's mysterious seat I
What beauteous pictures filled this spotWhat dreams of pleasures long forgot I
N or love, nor joy, nor hope, nor fear,
lias left one trace of record here.
Beneath tbis mouldering eauopy
Once shone the bright and busy eye.
But start not at the dismal void;
If social love that eye employed-If with no lawless fire it gleamed,
,But through tho dew of kindness beamed,
That eye shall be forever bright
When stars ltnd suns have lost tho,r light.
Here, ia this silent cavern hung
~'he ready, swift, and tunefll! tongue:
If falsehood's honey it disdltined,
And, whero it could not praise, was ehained_
If bold in virtue's cause it Spoke,
Yet gentle concord never broke,
That tuneful tongue shall plead for thee
When death unveils eternity,
S.y, did these fingers dolve the mine,
Or with its envied rubies shino?
To hew the rock or woar the gem
Can nothing now a,'ail to tbem:
But if the page of truth they sought,
Or comfort to the'mourner brought,
These hands a rieber meed shall claim
Than all that waits on wealth or fame.
Avails it whether bar~ or shod
These feet the, path of dutof tro,d? •
If from the bowers of j"y they fled
To soothe affliction's humqlo bedIf grandeur's gnilty bribe they spurned,
And home to virtue's Jap returned,
Th~se'feet with angel's wing~ shall vie,
: And 'tre:id t~e palace of the s1;y,
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THE TREE OF LIFE.
The tree of Life is hrouded with mystery--mysterywhiehcannotbefullysolved
until man, as an immortal being, shall be
admitted into the New Jerusalem and 'to
that tree. But from a lIttle which is recorded)n the Inspired Volume, we may
glean a few facts a little of the darknes
is dispelled.
1. '1he term Tree of Life, is applied to a
species of trees, and not to a single tree. In
the first paradise, there may have been
only a single tree; but in the second
paradi~e, or paradise restored, there will
be more. So of most species of trces, at
theil' creation, tl,el'e may have been but
a single tree. The expression in Genesis,
d

.

I

a kee, an not t Ie tree as it is rendered in our vel'sion.
'Ve are told that
when man was expelled from the garden,
Cherubim and a flaming sword turned
every way to guard a way of a tree of
IS

lives, Gen. iii: 24.
That there will be more than one tree
on the restoreu earth, and in the New
Jerusalem. is evident fl'om Rev. xxii: 2.
On this ,erse, a note in ,the Comprehen_
sive Bible says: '-Rather, the definite article not being in the original, a tree of
life; 'fol' there were three trees; one in
the street, and one on each side of the
river."
If there will be threo trees of
life, there- mfl.Y also be many more.
2. It is a tree of lives and not merely a tree of
life. Moscs never uses the singular, life,
but ahvays ~he pIL1r:tl, lives. As tLe
Spirit of Inspiration always uses correct
language, and Qeeds not man's corrections
or emendations, it is safe for us to infer,
that there was a good and valid reason
fo; his using the plural. It must therefore hrwe been a tree, wlljeh, in some 'way
or other, was productive of n:ore than
one kind of life. It is said in Gen. iii: 22,
'24, "And the Lord God said, Behold,
the man is the same as one of us to know
good al\.] evil: [or, as it }Jas been trans• . [ateu, "TIeh-old, the man was as one of ns,
\0 the knowledge of good, there is (added)
~so evil,] nnd 'now, lest he put forth his
,"

/
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band, and lake also of the troo of livoi:- the pneuma. I believe the term spi-rit,
[chajim] and eaL and live forover: Su is applied to them in only one place, aZld
the Lord God drove out the man; ano then in a restrictive senae. The vegetable
placed at the east of the garden of Eden has the soma 01' body, and therefore it has
Cherubim, and a flaming sword which only the life of the soma. The brutes
turned every way to keep a way ofa tree' have the soma, and psuche, and therefore
of livp< r"I'ajiml" Gen, ii: 9. "The tre(' the lives of the soma and psnche; and
oflives [chajim] in the midst of the gar- hence a duality of lives; but man has the
den," or, more Ij.terally, a tree· of the lives of the soma, psuche and pneuma-a
lives.
trinity of lives. In the soma, man is
The inquiry may thorefore arise, hal allied to the vegetable, and to the brute.
man maI'Othan one kind of life ?-evel
In psuche, nophish, anima or soul, ho is
in this world, bas he lives? Accordilli allied to the entire animal kingdom.
He
to the testimony of Moses, he must-ye~
is himself, in consequence, an animal;
according to his tcstimony, tho lowes that is a being possessed of an anima or
rank in animal' kingdom has lives, Gell psucbe. Indeed our English word aniii: 7, "And the Lord God formed man ( f mal is derived from the Latin anima.
the dust of tho ground, and breathed into which is synonymous with the Greek and
his nostr,jls the brellth of lives. chnjim 1 Hebrew words psnche and rephish, words
and man became a living soul." Otber which are translated soul. An animal is
passages of like import might also be a soul-being, that is a being possessed of
quoted, but the abore syffices.
a soul. But because man is also possessed
Can similar language bo used with of a pneuma or spirit, he is allied to all
safeness to the brute creation ?-have
the higher orders of creation-to
the inthey lives? Yes. It w; s even true of tellectual inhabitants of aU worlds. Intho serpent-not the old serpent.
"And deed it seems to ally him to the Holy One;
dust shalt thou eat all the days of thy and therefore he was said to be created in
lives [chajim]" Gen. iii: H. In the flood, his image and likeness.
we are told that God destroyed all flosh,
As life can be predicated of each of
"wherein is the breath onives,,' Gen.vi:17. these three essences, therefore man may
What then is the difference between the be said to have a trinity of lives. Hence
lives of man, and of that of the beasts it is just as appropriate to apply the
which perish?
Man has more lins than plural cbajim, lives, to him, as it is to the
the beast, and he has a life w4ieh does Elohim. The life of the beast is also a'
not expire in death. The life of the veg- duality, and is therefore appropriately
etable is a unit,the lives of the brutes are a expressed by the plural. As the tree of
duality, and those of man a tl'inity.
We life was a sustainer or perpetuator, or seal
learn from 1st Thus. v: 23, that man is a of life of every kind, in man, therefore
trinity.
In every sense he is a trinity, there was a propriety in its being termed
As a trinity, he was created in the image the tree of lives. And when all lives
and likeness of his Creator. As a trinity, shall be restored, and permanently rehe is posscssod of a body, soul, and spirit; stored 'to man at the resurrection, it will
or a soma, a panche and a pneuma.be proper that the tree should be restored.
Other passages in the Old, and the New
3, Man is not forever ~xcluded from the
Testaments reveal to us the same truths. tree of life. "\Vhenthose who are redeemed
Also a great many passages show that the through Jesus, shall be restor6d to that
lower orders of creation are a duulity,but state, from which they have fallen, that
nothing more. It is plainly shown that tree will also be restored.
Henco we
they are possessed of the soma and psuche, learn that the inhabitants of the l' ew
but, properly spea ng l1ey have not Jerusalem will have the right to t1:.e tree
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of life. "Blessed are they that do his It is promised to him that overcometh."
commandments, that they may have right I Overcometh what?
All hisspiritual foes.
to the tree ot life, and may enter in Also it is promised to those who keep
through the gay-esinto the city." Rev. xxii, God's commandmeuts, that is keep them
14. "To him t!lat overcometh wiJi I give with all their hearts-those
who delight
to eat of the tree of life; whieh is in the to obey God. Those who not merely servo
midst of the Paradise of God." Rev. ii: 7. him, but who have a heart in his service.
But it will be observe? that it is only the
J A~IESBOGGS.
conquerors of the world, the fl!;lshaed the
.•• 0 ••
devil, that will have' the rigilt to that
PROPHECY···NO. VIII.
tl'ee. A thought may here occur, will
"And out of the throne proceeded lightany of those who are all th,cir lives subject nings and thunderings and voices, and
to bondage-who
are more frequently there were seven lamps of fire burning
overcome t.ban conquerors, have a right before the throne which are the seven
to that tree? Or may that be one of the spirits of God." In this portion of tho
losses which they will sustain? 1st Cor. vision we have a representation of the
iii: 15. I often fear that among the great splendor, glory and majesty of that throne
company of the saved, there will be upon which the great eternal I am, sits.
many who will not have the right to the Which John saw guarded by lightningstree of life.
with thundering!> and voices-doubtless
Great as will be the blessing, the tree most terrific to those who would dare
of life will not be restored,until t.he second intrude upon its sacred sanctity.
Adam shall have repaired the ruins of the
"And before t he throne are seven lamps
first. Then it will emphatically be, times of fire burning.
We are not left to imof restitution. Acts iii: 21. The holiest. agine, or guess, what these lamps of fire
and the best of all the dead will not be sigmty. When we turn. and look at the
perfected-will
not be completely re- close of the first chapter of this book,
stored without us. Hcb. xi: 3!'t, 40.
where Jesus made known to John the
4. As in the first Paradise, the tree of life mystery of t!.J.eseven golden candlesticks
was under God, in some sense a sustainer here called lamps, meaniug the congregaand perpetuator of life, so it will be in the tions (Churches) as these terms are used
.~econdParadise.
That Adam might not by the Lord himself to represent the
eat of the tree of life and live forever, same thing. As in .M:atthew 5th chap.
he was expelled from the first Paradise, 16th verse where Jesus speaks of his disand every way of appoach to that tree, ciples, "Ye artJ the ligld of the world."
was guarded by Cherubs and a flaming And speaks of them as a lighted candle,
sword, Gen. iii: 22. 21. So that the re- to give light to all that arc around. And
8tored man eat and live fOI'evcr, he in the 25th chap. he speaks of the foolish
will be admitted into the Paradise of God, virgins as having let their lamps go out.
and have the right to the tree of life. Thus showing conclusively that the light
Rev. xxii: 14, ii: 7. "And the leaves of shining from the Lord's people (tho
the trees were for the healing of the na· Church) is in one place callod a candle,
tions." Rev. xxii: 2. It appears evident and in another place <lalled a lamp. This
from the language used, that the contin- one proof that the lamps here spoken of,
ued use of the tree in first Paradise, would are the Churcaes of Christ-plain
and
have caused the contilllled existence, of positive as it is, we deem sufficient alman and would,perhaps,have rendered an though many other arguments might be
atonement an impossibility.
introduced to strengthon this vjew of tho
5, Who have the right to the tree of life? subject. Now as John saw the Churches
We hav"ealready anticipated this question. us burning lights before the throne, all
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the Congregations of God letting their beast was like a lion, and the second
light shine, he must refer to a time we beast likfl a calf, and the third beast had
have never yet enjoyed, and the world a face as a man, and the fOUl:thbeast was
has not yqt been blcflscd with. Certainly like a flying eagle. And the four beasts
this was not the case in the time of John's had cach of them six wings about him;
exile to Patmos, when he wrote his letters and they were full of eyes within; and
to the seven Asiatic Churehes. For they they rest not day and night, saying holy,
were in a fall{'n, idolntrous, cold, luke- holy, holy, Lord God Almighty which
warm, wretched, poor, miserable, blind, was, and is, and is to come. And when
and naked condition (at least a part of these beasts give glory and honor and
them) and could not all of them be called thanks to him that sat on the throne who
burning lamps before the throne. As liveth forever and ever, the four and
the number seven is a s:1cred number-a
twenty elders fall down before him that
full number-and· in God's account stands sat on the throne and worshiped him that
for all-as we think will be abundantly liveth forever and ever and cast their
clear to every Bible reader before we are crowns before thc throne saying, thou
done with this subject. We are en- art worthy 0 Lord to receive glory and
couraged to look forward to a time when honor and power, for thou hast created
all the congregations of God, (in Christ aU things, and for thy pleasure they are,
Jesus) will be as burning lamps before and were created."
the throne, although for more than one
By the sea of glass like unto crystal,
thousand years they have had their light which John saw beforo the throne, somo
obscured by more than midnight gloom. conclude is signified that large vessel
And a prominent and very important idea called the brazon sea which was placed
dropped for our instruction, is, that the in the first templo by Solomon, which
Churches, in the midst of which Jesus they suppose to be omblematic of the
walks--and in which Ho designs to dwell purifying efficacy of the blood of Christ
-are the light of the world, and the sum -thus
confounding- the things. which
of his power, for the conversion and sanc- John said should come to pass in after
tification of poor fallen humanity.
0 that time with things which were a thousand
this truth may be impressed upon the years before his day. Others think it
heart of every disciple and arouse them may mean tho earth, which is like a
from their Illoth and slumber, and cause troubled sea-slippery and brittle as glass,
the,m to re:tlizo the responsible station but clear as crystal, to the eye of God,
which. they occupy beforo God. That who sees throngh all the councils, ::md
they May trim their lamps and the actions of men, (Berkitt's comments)thus
Churches becomo burning lights before ·again confounding that which bas always
the throne that the world may be convert· heen, and is common to any, and e,ery
ed, bi seeing their good works, and then period of time, with the things the Lord
tbe four quarters of the world will give speaks of as yet to tako placo. In truth,
glory to Him that'sits upon the throne. it the earth,or human family were aJlllded
For surely if the seven spirits of God (the. to, it seems to us that j n their unreChurches) do not convert.and save falle'l generate state they would be more fitly
man from his sins, we need not, we can- represented by a sea of mud or pitch,than
not expect any other means to be exerted by a sea of glass A troubled sea casting
upon him. ":And bofore the throne thero up mire and di),t would be a fit emblem of
was a sea of glass, liko unto crystal; and tho human family, up tothe presont timo.
in the midst of the throne, and round Having noticed these views of tho learned,
about the throno, were four beasts full of and, as we think, in a few words shown
eyes before and bchiild. And the first theil' inconsistency, (indeed in that thoy
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,------------------'------------------are at variance with each other they cannot all be right,) we proceed to give our
views in as brief a manner as possible.
While, then, John bas seen and just
described that part of the family of the
Lord which is on earth, (the Ohurches
all lighted up, like burning lamps before
the throne) he proceeds to describe that
other part of the family of whi..ch Paul
speaks in the twelfth chapter of Hebrews,
23d and 24th verses. "An innumerable
co~pany of angels and the spirits of just
lllen mado perfect, represented by a sea
of glass, as clear as crystal.
This would
be natural, after having given a description of a part of the family on this side
ofthe grave, to immediately
give a description of that part, which is on the
--other bide, for there is but one family of
the Lord in heaven and on earth, (Eph.
iii: 15. Now as the Lord has said, (Rev.
xvii: 15,) "the waLers which thou sawest
are peoples and multitudeEl and nations
and tongues."
Then if literal water rep.
resen ts men in the flesh, what could so
fitly represent
that part of the family
which. have put off this tabernacle, and
washed their robes and made them white
in the blood of the Ijamb. As a sea of
glass as clear as crystal and these pure
spirits are just where John saw this sea
of glass. But more of this in its proper
place.
J. L. lI1:ARTIN.
Jan. 16th, 1863.
,

pal business has been to rebuild the R. R·
bridges at the half dozen crossings of this
stream, and to defend them from thc burning
propells'ities, of the secessionists, both resi.
dent, and foreign. Under the general superintendence of 001. S. R. :Mott, "stockades"
have be~n erected at all the bridges, which
serve the double purpose of forts, and lodging rooms, for the soldiers. 'they are invulnerable to the attacks of both infantry
and cavalry, and make warm and comfortable quarters.
Falmouth, where our Head Quarters have
been located, is a remarkably disagreeable
place; and as destitute of enterprise, and
industry, as a village can well be. The
chief mode of subsistence during the fall
and winter has been, pl'eying 1lpon the sol·
diers, by the adoption of various artifices.
One tavern keeper, a member of the Ohris·
tian Ohurch, and~ I believe, what is usually
denominated an elder! has had several ballEl
at his house, in order to get the "green
backs" from the officers and soldiers. But
the most general and most successful method of raising thc wind, is by selling what,
in Kentucky, is known by the general name
of "Bourbon Whisky."
It is lamentable,
to see the infatuation of men of all grades
in society, in reference to intoxicating beverages. Those who are engaged in the sale
of alcoholic drinks, are entirely destitute
of principle, and regardless of legal restrictions, they usually sell to everybody that
can raise a dime to give in exchange for the
•••
"liquid damnation."
A few days since, I.
ARMY PASTORATE.-NO. 2.
was sitting in a "bar room," (the onlyac.
DEAR LUMINARY:-The Regiment in commoda,tion the house afforded,) waiting for
which I am laboring, is still detailed on thc the cars; when a man came in, with a.bag of
Central Kentucky R. R., between Demoss- corn meal upon his shoulder, which he sucville and Paris; and I am, therefore, unable ceeded in selling to th~ landlord. During
to entertain your readers with the recital of: the half hour I remained there, that man
"hair breadth escapes," or the horrors of went to the bar and drank four timei. I
"bloody battles."
Still, I have found then spoke to the landlord in reference to
enough to do in my department, and have the impropriety of making his neighbors
had an opportunity to study many of the drunk, and taking money he had just paid
varied phases of depraved humap.ity. Our him, for that which was probably ueeded to
Regiment (118 O. V. 1.) might, with some make bread for his children.
He promised
degree of propriety, be termed: "The not to sell him any more.
Army of the Licking River."
The princi.
There,has been no school of any kind in
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Falmouth, sirce last October, and how long Iy suppose. I preach the same gospel that
before I am not advised. With the exccp- . I have always done, salvation through
tion of circuit preaching once a month, I Christ, as the divine Savior; by faith in
have done all the preaching, for both the citi~ his name, and ?bedience to his authority.
zens and army. But, unless slavery can be I also endeavor to enforce, by all the moabolislled, there is very little use ip trying tives of the gospel; its hopes and its fears;
to build up churches in Kentucky.
The de- the practical Christianity; the godly walk
basing influences of it upon all classes, are and conversation, necessary to form the
such, that it is next to impossible for a per- character, that will make us meet to be
son to live out Christianity practically, partakers of that rest which remains for thc
where slavery gives tone, and character to people of God; to prepare us for the socieeverything clse; as is the case in Kentucky. ty, and the employment, of the heavenly
It is the great institution of the State, to host. I admit, that the prospect for sucwhich everything social, civil, political, and cess is not flattering. The masses in the
religious, has to succumb; and, in many army are desperately wicked. Still, there
instances, even ~he military powers are held is "good ground," upon which to sow the
in check by it. A great deal of Kentucky "good seed," even here. Christ, says hc
religion, is only a "sounding brass and a did not come to call the righteous, but sintinkling cymbal," utterly destitute of that ners to repentance.
J. B.
"charity," which lies at the foundation of
.••• _
all true godliness.
IMPROVEMENT OF TIME.
We are, at this time, in a kind (,f transiTime is winging us away to an eternal
tion state; or, in military phrase, "changing and unchangeable destiny. WhatthatshaIJ
our base." 'rhe Head Quarters will hereaf- be, the. final judgment shall determine.
tel' be in the town of Cynthiana, some 27 We:e it not that the oracle with which are
milcs further towards Dixie proper. Several treasured up all the fiats of the Almigllty,
reasons ha~e led to the changc. One is, the had revealed that that destiny, through his
scarcity of forage in the vicinity of Fal- mercy and by his aid, is subject to our conmouth. Every secessionist within ten miles trol, we might fold our arms, sit down and
has been relieved of corn, hay, and other le:,ve it to the decision of fate.
kinds of feed. The policy of our officcrs
But as heaven in her amazing love and
is, to make the rebels feel the effects of conde~cension, has decreed that as our conthe war, they have so ruthlessly brought duct is, so shall our future condition be, it
about. Another reason is, the better pro- behooves all who have any choice in her
vision for accommodating the si6k soldiers. alternatives to make their selection, and
The military authorities have taken posses- regulate their lives accordingly.
sion of a large three story brick building,
And this should be done without delay,
which has heretofore been used as a hotel. as what time establishes in reference to the
It belongs to a good secession sister, who character of our future condition, is irre·
has a son in the rebcl army; and who will vocable. Every moment with its realized
not hear me preach, beQ4luse she has bcen i and unrealized influences, tends unaltcratold I am an abolitionist-an
name greatly bly to fix the character with which wc shall
abhored in Kentucky, and one, which in.: pass the bourn whence no traveller returneludes everybody except Vallandigham eth, and which shall determine our happiDemocrats. In my next, I will say some· I ness or our misery beyond that limit. V'{ c
thing in reference to our new location; but I know that persons are not wont to attach
must ;close for the present, only adding a I so much importance to any particular peword in reference to my manner of preach-l riod of their lives; but nevertheless we are
ing to the soldiers. I don't preach "war inclined to believe that in raference to anoth.
sermons," as some good brethren erroneous- ,er state of existence, the crisis of cvery
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person is now upon him; that is, if we porters of those eternal principles of jusconsider remote as well as immediate causes. tice, holiness and purity with which he preThe reas(}n persons look with so much in- serves the order and harmony of the moral
difference upon the events now transpir- universe. l\'Iethinks that the most noble
ing with them, is, that they are wholly re- spectacle that tbe earth affords for the adgardless of the chain of causes that may miring gaze of angels, is a man advocating
follow upon a given cause. Causes are not and supporting the principles of God's
alone. One produces another, and another, govllrnment by speech and action. Such a
another; and so on we might almost say ad one is a co-worker with God, a co-laborer
infinitum.
So one may think, say, or do with Christ, a companion of angels, and
something at a given time, that may pro- th~ spirits of just men made perfect Heavduce another thought, word or deed; and en but give me the privilege and the office
that other thought, word or deed, another; of holding up before men the principles that
Christ came to teach, and confirm by his
and so on.
a how vastly and unspeakably important mighty deeus and his death, those prinit is then that decided, manifest improvement ciples for the propagation of which, the
apostles yielded themselves up as most willbe stamped upon the wings of time-that
every period of ones life be so employed ing martyrs, then am I satisfied, then is my
as that it can originate nothing but a chain cup of joy full. a to know that one is
of c.auses·the most favorable to his happi- working for God! is working with God!
ness here and hereafter.
But methinks my The thought of this should fill the soul
A. P . .R.
reader is ready to accuse me of straying off with unutterable ecstacy!
~
into metaphysics.
THE PROVIDENCES OF GOD.
Not only do we think that time, or the
That God provides fur his creatures, is
fruit it bears in our lives, establishes the
broad difference between happiness and just liS true as that he creatcd them. This
misery; but that it has to do with fixing Providence is as general as all creation.
perhaps innumerable shades of future en· Vast as the Kingdom of J ehov,ah is, with
joyments and future punishments. 'Were its millions of suns and their attendant
this not the case, what propriety in the planets, each of which is as large as our
teaching "they were judged every man ac- earth in a general average, having, in al
probability, as many genera and species 0
cording to their works." Rev. xx. 12.
What an extended field here for ambi animated beings on them as our planet
with hair and feathers as a
tion-ambition
compared with which, that has-covered
of commerce, politics or battlefield, is noth- pbrtion pf our tenantry are, and yet so
in:;. All the bonors of worldly ambition cared for and provided for, that not one
are generalIy as perishing as the body that hairor feather can fall from one ofthcm unpursues them-when
it dies they die; and heeded or unobserved by Him.
Such are ollr conceptions of the flublime,
not unfrequently before. But the honors
of the world above, are as imperishable as the awful, the incomprehensible grandeur
is the spirit that is to enjoy them-so much and majesty of Him who inhabits eternity,
then as the latter are above the former in who fill~ immensity, and who can bestow
glory, is the ambition that builds its home as much attention upon anyone animated
in the skies, superior to that that contents atom, us though it were the solitary tenant
of the universe.
"Do I Dot fill heaven
itself with things of earth.
a what an ambition, to imitate t.hose holy, and e!',rth?" says He who inhabits eter.
God.loving, and heaven-consecrat.ed men nity. "What house can you build for Jll..6,
who have in the different ages of the world an where is the place of my rest; has
most nobly distingui3hed themselves as the not my hands made all of these things?
friends of God, and the advocates and sup- But says Christ-'~Are'not
five sparrows
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!laId for two farthings, and yet noL one of sterling virtue was the cause of his imthem arc forgotten before God." No one, prisonment.
Providentially,
Pharoah's
well.read in the suggestive dialect of the chief baker and his butler were hiHprison
Holy Bible, can for a moment doubt that mates. But had they not been troubled
there is one eye to which every atom of with dreams, and had not Joseph been
the universe is as "Visibleas our brightest an interpreter of dreams, bya special gift,
Bun in a cloudless sky.
we should llave heard no more of Joseph,
.Let us, then,'place our hand upon our save that he led the life of a slave in Egypt.
lips and be still. Let us humbly thank By dome incident, as we call such things,
God for the Bible, which is but the prim. but sometimes links of a chain that gil'mer of the library of heaven, and patient- dIes the world, the chief butler was 1'0ly wait for the university above, in which stored to his office.
we may yet "see as we are seen,' and
Pharoah, too, providentially
druams,
know as we are known!"
But there is and is perplexed.
The court hear it, a~d
something consoling in just and adequate are perplexed.
The chiefbutler's treach.
views of Divine Providence,
over the erous meillory, that had forgotten Joseph,
affairs of men and nations, as suggested becomes now a prominent link in a long
in the lessons of Holy Writ, of which it chain. He recommends Pbaraoh to send
would be well for the people of this nation, for him as capable of interpreting
his
at this time, to avail themselves.
dreams.
Take, for instance, the promise made
to Abraham of the Land of Canaan.Under what speci I guidance 'did the
family of Israel make their way to the
covenanted inheritance of Abraham,Jsaac
and Jacob, heirs of the same inheritance.
Leaving out of our premises these three
renowned patriarchs,
let U:s, with somo
attention, consider the apparent cantin·
gencies upon which the fortunes of Joeeptl and his people depended.
The
variegated
garment be"towed upon J 0seph; and then his telling hls dreams,
and the consequent envy of his brothers,
was the beginning of all his mi8fortunes.
When wandering in the plains, a certain
man found and directed him to Dothan;
on seeing him approach, his brothers,
with one exception, conspire to kill him:
Reuben, hoping for his escape, intercedes,
and they cast him into a pit. Providentially, while they were yet eating together on the premises, a company of
Ishmaelites appeared. Ten of the brothers
conspire and sell him.
But, providentially,
Joseph got a reo
epectable master, a Captain of Pharoah's
Life Guard. Joseph being a beautiful
man, the faithless wife of Potipher sought
to seduce him; but she failed, and this,

Joseph appears before his majesty, and
reads to him bis visions to the letter.
It
is enough; he is virtually made King or
Governor of Egypt, and only in the hoaors of the throne, was Pharaoh his superi or.
But we need not tell all the story.Jacob and his sons, in brief, are carried
<.lowninto Egypt, and placed as benetieiaries under the wings and smdes of
Joseph, once a son, once a brother, once
a slave, but now virtually King of Egypt.
Is not this a moral demonstration
of a
special Providenc~, and how much of the
world's destiny dopended upon it? Had
not Joseph been sold into Egypt
as
a slave and not inspired as he was, what
would have been the consequences of a
seven years' famine in the very granary
of the civilized wt>rld? And if Jacob's
sons and families had not been sustained
in the years of famine, as taey were III
Egypt, how could the covenants of God
with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, have
been consummated?
Were we to calculate arithmetically
all
the items of these Providences, and eompute the contingencies
involved in them
senrally, we should find scores of links,
on the failure of anyone of which, the
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Children
of Israel might never have
reached the Promised Land.
But we hasten on with tho history, and
find that about the time that the four
hundt'ed years which they were to serve
in n, "land not their own" were fulfilled,
we see that Providence
is at work to
bring them out; and, notwiLhstanding
the mighty efforts of Pharoah and hi~
hosts to keep them, out'they came, while
Pharollh and his mighty army, chariot
llnd charioteer, sink to a premature grave,
teneath the waves of the Red Sea. And
EO we follow on
with the history of a
forty years' journey in the wilderness,
and its various incident!! of Providence,
until the turbulent waters of the Jordan
are rendered, a~ it were, but a shadow,
and the blest of Israel were th us enabled
to cross and enter upon the inheritance
vouchsafed to Abraham hundreds of years
before.
Letusponderwell
upon these incidents,
and consider the various judgment'! that
were sent upon the disobedient;
and,
above all, the certainty of the fulfillment
of the promises and prophecies or God,
and in onr next will endeavor to bring
out something relating more particularly
to our times, and our own nation.
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verse is a development in accordance with
the eternal laws of matter, and so far from
spirit originating and controlling this development, spirit is originated and developed by this course of development of matter. This class or these classes may be
called Theoretical Atheists.
2nd. Those who by their Godless philosophy divorce God from all control of his
works.
3rd. Those who live as if God did not
exist. '1'he last two classes may be named
practical A theists.
In general, any belief, or doctrine or
system of philos)phy, code of morals, or
laws, that does not recognize, or in anyway
impairs thc;belief of God's direct, personal
and continual overruling power and providence is atheistical in tendency.
II. Pantheists or those who assert that
a:l nature is God, or that He is merely the
life principle of the universe, thus destroying his personality.
There are two classes
of these:
1st. Those who, as did Spinaza, avow the
system.
2nd. Th05e whose views will ultimately
lead to it.
Most of our modern philosophy is Panthei"tic in tendency, and most all PantheEXCEPTION.
ists become Atheists, for as soon as you de••••••
stroy man's belief in God's personality, he
EXISTENCE OF GOD.-NO. 1.
might as well have no God; and in fact, he
Because th"t which may be known of God is mansoon
sees this himself, and assumes that poifest unto tLem, for God bath revealcJ it unto them.
For his invisible attributes, his eternal power {mctili- sition.
Spiritualism, and all modern Gervioi yare clearly seen from the foundation of the
world, bein~ made mani fest by his works, so that many, and in fact, we might say all modern
they are witbout excuse - Romnns i: 19-20,
philosophy is materialistic and atheistic in
Mankind, in reference to their belief of tendency.
the existence of a God, may be divided in.
III. 'Ihose who believe in the existence
to three classes.
of a personal spiritual, First Cause or God.
1. A theists or those who eitbor theoreti.
In reference to how man obtained or can
cally or practically deny the existence of a obtain his knowle;1ge of God's existence and
God. These may bo subdivided into:
attributes, men also entertain different
1st. Those who deny r.he existence of a vicws, and may be divided into:
first cause. Some of these assert. that the
1st. Those who assert that without speworld is the work of chance, or that crea. cial revelation man would have no idea or
tion is the result of a fortuitous concourse knowledge of God's existence or character.
of atoms.
To this position aside from its contradicSome assert that the present order 01' tion' of our text we urgc; two other objechings is eternal. Some assert that the un i- tions:
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1st. It destroys the immortality' of the creation, but also believe that they need
soul. If the soul has no kuowledge except revelation to give them clear conceptions
what it obtains through the senses, then of his moral character and of thcir dnty to
when the senses are lost by a separation him and their fellow men; and above all of
from the body, it has no further communi- how he can save them from their sins. This
cation with the universe,or it ceases to exist. we understand to be the teaching of the
2nd. It destroys all human responsibili- Apostle in the epistle from which we selectty, except where access can be had to this ed our text. The apostle states his propodirect revelation.
If God has so created sition in the sixteenth verse, when hesays
man that he can have no kntlwledge of him that "the Gospel of Christ is the pow'er of
except by revelation, and as four( fifths of God unto salvation to everyone
that bethe human race have no knowledge of this lieveth."
The apostle then designs to
revelation, they are in no way responsible prove that men can be saved only by the
to the being it reveals.
gospel of Christ. How does he do it? Our
In another place we shall show that this ..iends who :tssert that man is naturally an
position is in direct antagonism to our text. atheist, would attempt it by asserting that
2nd. Those who assert that God majo be man can have no knowledge of God without
fully understood by reason alone, and one revelation, or without this gospel. Suppose
need no revelation.
Paul had done so. How promptly would
To these we reply that we need revela- the pbilospher have replied, "Very well
tion to present our running into idolatry.sir, since we can have;no knowledge of God
Man in his fallen state is prone to dislike witbout revelation, and as you say, 'where
the idea of an obsolutely pure God, and he there is no law tbere is no transgression,'
strips hiJll of these dreaded attributes and then, since we have and can have no knowl.
falls into idolatry. As the apostle says, edge of God or his law, we can not sin
"And even as they did not like to retain against him, and will all be saved anyhow.
God in their knowledge, so God gave them Then sir, your revealing to us his existence
over to a reprobate mind." The germ of and Jaw is no kindness, for we may then be
atheism and idolatry is the same, a fear of guilty of sin :lnd perish. In this case igan~ absolutely holy God who can look on norance is bliss and it is not only folly, but
sin with no allowance. The atheist endeav- madness to be wise."
ors to shake off this fear by persuading himThe apostle asserts in the seventeenth
self that there is no such being, the heath. verse that the righteousness or moral charen, by persuading himself that he possesses acter of God is revealed in the gospel. In
no such attributes, as he fears.
tIle eighteenth, that his wrath is also revealAnother reason why we need a revelation ed al!ainstall unrighteousness of men and wI 0
is, that we can not attain a perfect knowl- hold the truth in unrighteousness. But how
edge of God's moral character without it.are men unrighteous, and wbat truth do
As said Cicero, "Man can only attribute to they hold in unrighteousness?
The truth
God such traits of character as he himself they thus hold is their knowledge of God;
possesses, and feel their reflex influence in and he proves that they, both Jew and Genhis own degredation arising while worship- tile, do thus hold the truth in un~ighteousingsuch a being." We need revelation also ness or are sinners, and need some such proto place before us the truths of the atone- vision as the gospel. He first tries the Genment, resurrection of the body,and a general tile, and proceeds in the nineteenth to say
judgment; also our duty to God and our fel "that which may be known of God is manlow men.
ifest unto thcm for God hath showed it to
3rd. Those who believed that all men them." How? By revelation?
So our
have from nature some knowledge of God's opponents would reply; but Paul, knowing
existence and of his attributes exhibited in its fallacy, proceeds in the twentieth verse:
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"For his invisible attributes, even his eternal power and divinity are clearly seen from
the foundation of the world being made manifest by his works, so that they are without
THE PRESENTSTATUSOF SLAVERY.-Notexcuse," without excuse in their idolatry withstanding the devastation and desolation,
and disobedience of this knowledge of caused by the great pro-slavery rebellion,
God that they th'ls obtain from nature.the friends of liberty and a disentegrated
He thcn shows that they changed wor- country have reason to rejoice, that the
shi p' of God from the worship of the uncor- cause of all our national troubles, is rapidly
ruptible or pure God to that of the corrup- being'removed. On the 31st day of Dec. last,
tiblo or impure creature.
He also gives thc ~~uthern oligarchy, by and with the
the reason, and does not say that is because consent of our national government, was in
they were naturally atheistical creatures possession of over 4,000,000 slaves. The
and had no idea of God, but he says it was States, .that had seceded from the Union,
because, ·'they did not like to retain God were importuned to come back and take
in their knowledge."
He finally disposes their former places as slave -states, with all
of the Gentile by saying in the twelfth, the power of the government, pledged to
fourteenth, and fifteenth verses of the second protect them in their rights! To hold their
chapter, "As many as have sinned without fellow-men-even
their own children in
the law, (the Jewish ceremonial law,) shall bondage. But, on the 1st day of January,
perish without the law. For when the this gigantic aggregate of human chattels,
Gentiles which have not the law do by na- was r<lduced to little over three-fourths of
tnre the things which are contained in the 1,000,000. Thirteen-sixteenths
of all the
law, these, not having the law, are a law slaves in the United States, were, in one
unto themselves, which show the marks of night, changcd from ch':lttels into persons.
the law written in their own hearts, their Oonsequently, but three-sixt.eenths of the
consciences also bearing witness and their former 4,000,000 now remain in bondage of
thoughts the mean while accusing or else this comparatively small remnant, about
excusing one anuther."
250 000 or one-third of them are in :MisCLARK BRADEN. sou;i, ~:Iaryland, Delaware and Western
---~,
...•
_~,---Virginia, all of which states are on the
CONVENTION AT ALLIANCE, O.
high roai to vc,luntary emancipation, and
ALLIENCE,Jan. 27th, 1863.
may be set down as prospectively free. The
BRO. BOGGsI
I h Id hI·
h'
D ear S·tr:- Th ere IS
. t 0 b e a conven t'Ion
y rea 0 t at s avery now as In our
of Ministers and Eldel's of the churches of country, is in the states of Tennessee and
ChriAt at Alliance, Feb. 25th &nd 26th~ Kentucky, and the fractions of the states of
commencing at 1 o'clock P. 1\1. One de-, Louisiana and Virginia,
which, unfortusign of the meeting is to introduce a more nately for the proo-ress of the aae were experfect system of co-operation among the
t d'
th
bIt'
fb ' 1 t
f
. thO
e proc
ama Ion 0 th e s 0
c Ilure b es In
. IS IOcal'tI y. B 1'0. A . W . cep e In
"
Green of Ravenna Ohio will deliver an January.
The mfluences lD Tennessee are
,
"
.
address upon our posture and relation to such, that we think the day of emanClpaother den~minatio.ns.
.Bro. S. McBride, tion can not long be delayed.
The proof Ne~ Plllladelphm, wlll spcak upon the slavery enormities inflicted upon Union men
necessIty of a more pcrfect Rystem of co.
.
operation among the churches of Christ of that s:ate, a~~, especIally, upon the II- to prevent imposition. Bro. Joseph King, berty·lovIng CItIzens of East Tennessee
of New Lil:lbon, Ohio, will discuss some have caused a re-action; and the leaven of
appropriate theme for the occasion. Bro. anti-slaveryism
which has lain dormant
John F. Rowe, of Wadsworth, Ohio, isre'
k'
Th
e
I·
ques t e d t 0 d elver
an a dd ress, se 1ec t'lUg heretofore. has been set
. to wor mg.
his own subject,
A cordial invitation masses WIll never ogaln allow themselves to
is extended to all.
A. B. WAY.
be governed by the aristocrats,of Middle
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Tennessee-. The seven Counties of "Old perpetuity of our boasted and long enjoyed
Virginia," yet allowed to hold on to the rights.
The same government that is to
system, which has brought upon her all keep us free, wiII,also,make them free. If the
the desolation now characterizing that un- U. S. Government is successful in putting
happy country, can not support the institu- down the rebellion, the emancipated slaves
tion of shvery without a market for their will all be free infact; if not, nobody will
slaves.
Being a part of the great slave- be free in the non-slave-holding states. The
breeding state, the masters must have buy- black man could not, at present, take pos.
ers for their children, born of slave-mothers, session of his freedom, without the aid of
or the spectre of poverty wili do for them, the government; and it is more than hyw hat the President should, in mercy, not pothetical, that the government can.not put
have left undone.
down the rebellion without the aid of the
The most enterprizing men of New 01'- black man.
leans, have long since felt that the want of
From all the data before us, it will be
free institutions was paralyzing their busi- seen, that, although there is much to do,
ness, and causing their city to fall behind still there has been a great deal already accom.
the progress of the great natural outlets of plished. The very means which the slave.
the country, and when surrounded by such holders brought about, in order to perpetuinstitutions on every side as they will be at ~te and extend their institution h~s, by J e.
the close of the war they will not consent to hovah, been over-ruled and made to hasten
be an exception to the general rule and its destruction.
In less tqan two year-s slacontinue under the blighting influence of very has been excluded from all our t~rrislavery.
The most inveterate and appa- torial domain; it has been entirely abolish.
rently most incurable type of manamonia ed in the District of Columbia,and in eight
on the subject of slavery, is that which is of the cotton-growing states; it has receivdeveloping itself in Kentucky.
$till it is ed its death- blow in Virginia and Louisia~ .
evident that" manifest destiny"
has de- na, and is perceptibly on the wane in all the
termined the ultimate overthrow of slavery border slave states. Howevergloomy may be
even in the gre~t nputrality state.
The the horizon of to-day, and however .many
most ultra-friends of the institution see, aI- discouragements may surround us, let no
ready) that their state neutrality will not friends of liberty forget that slavery stands
save slavery, wh.en all the states around to-day, shorn of at least seven-eighths of
it will become free. The Kentuckians will its former dimensions and consequently of
hold on the longest; but, .eventually, and its power. Let us thank God a~d take coorin a comparatively short time to, even the age; and may He direct our way, untIl
"dark and bloody land," will no longer the whole country ill well rid of the hideous
be cursed by the tread of a slave upon her monster, which has brought upon us so
"sacr~d soil."
Like their ancestOI'll in great sorrow.
.
Virginia, a rnarl~et for their slaves, is a.
most vital consideration.
- UNCONSTITUTIONAL
LAws.-Asnopersons
But, it may be asked: What guarrantees are more intere5ted. in just and righteous
have the emancipated slaves, that they will laws than the Christian, 'we hope, no on(l
ever enjoy infact, the libert.y which is now will suppose we are transcending the bounds
theirs legallg?
The answer to that ques- of religious journalism, when we call attention, is one, that is of dee.p,lmd abiding in- tion to the recent opinion of' Attorney-Genterest to every white man in the country, eral Bate~,in reference to the citizen.ship of"
as well as to the black men, who are more colored persons., As a state-paper, it will
directly interested. The emancipated slave tiltk,e
•
t,he· highest rank, and we regret t hat·.
of the south, has the same grounds of pro- its gr!iat letlgth' ~recludes the practicabilit-r
tection, that we, of the North, have, for the of publi~bg
it in the" Luminary." . It is
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gotten up with great care and fairness, re. win'"o all the deoisions of the Supreme
ourt, and all other opinions bearing on
the question. It shows most conclusively,
that unprejudiced jurists and statesmen,
have from tEe very commencement of our
national history, considered colored men as
citizens; and that nothing but the aggresEive exactions of slavery ever brough t into
existence such a document as the celebrated" Dred Scott De~sion."
But,ifMr. Bates is correct,and the colored
man is a citizen of tbe United States, what
becomes of the "black laws," which are disgracing the ~tatute books of several of the
free states?
Illi\).ois and Indiana have both
passed acts prohibiting colored men from
settling within their state limits. Ohio has
tried the ~me thmg,and only failed for lack
of Demcratic votes. But if the colored man
is a c.itizen of the U. S., he can go to any
state in the Union, and bid defiance to all
such enactments, for he has the constitu. tion on his side.
It is peculiarly gratifying, that just at
this time, when the spectre of the freed negro is haunting the minds of the slavery
worshipers of the free states; and they,
in ima,gination, see them coming up from
the cotton 'states like the locusts of Egypt;
that a man, hailing from a slave-state, born
and raised among slave~, should unloose.
the state bars which the careful ones have
been erecting to . keep the colored man
away from the rich prairi~s of the West.
This is, undoubtedly, an. age of progress;
and no one step has been taken toward the
temple of liberty, that will measure more,
than the official opinion of the .Att'y Gen.
of the U. S. Only just establish the fact;
that the colored man is a citizen, and he
wiil begin to acqurre his rights in a country which has' published to the world, that
it is a land of the free and the home of the
brave. If some of our brethren, in the
North qo not get cured, of tlieir n.egrophobia before the prohibito.ry ac'ts of' Indiana
ind Illinois are declared unconstiti0nitl"alf
they evideutiy must be,' ther~ will be n()
phceof safety left for them, on.ea,th or in
"
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heaven; no security, that they would not
come in contact with an emancipated slave 1
There never has been any laws to keep colored persons out of heaven, and we hope there
will soon be none to exclude them from any
of the states.
ENDORSEIIIENT.-We do not often publish leiters, or even extracts, bpeaking of
us personallYi but the following from an
intelligent sister in the Lord,with whom we
have not the pleasure of a personal acquaintance, is worthy of being re,ad hy all
who take an interest in the Luminary, or
the cause it haa always advocated,
Th,e
letter, from which we make tbe extract,
was sent with two excellent manuscript
pieces of poetry, for which tbe writer has
our thanks:
I wish to say to you, that I bave never
offered any of my productions to the
Harbinger, because it seemed to be proslavery in its tendencies.
Bro. Boggs, do
you know how I rejoiced when I first saw
the Luminary?
1. am so glad, so, thankful
that. there is one editor in our denomination, that· b:;),Rprinciple enough to take
Christian grounds in r lation to slavery,
Why, my dear brother, nothing has happened fOt, a long time ihp,t has given me
so much ploasure as this lwowledge,
except, alone, the President's
Proclamation, You don't know how it has tr01'luled
me, to see our people and ministel's, a
great many of them at least, using their
influence to uphold this terrible, this
hell-conceivecl Sin of slavery.
God bless
yon and prosper you! I novel' take up
the Luminary without a feeling of thankfulness that you live, that you are a Christian, a Disciple, and above all a friend to
the oppressed.
God bless you, my brother, God bless you; and, oh, that he may
give yOll a long life, to labor in the cause
of humar.it.r.
"PIONEER PREACHERS OF IND,"-We
lave carefully read a new book, bearing
this title, just pl.lbfished by Jas, Challan
& Son, Philadelphia, for the author, JHadi30n
Evans, A. 1lI, of Bedford, Ind. It contains
the biographies, of some sixteen Indiana
preachers. most of whom are yet alive, and
several of them in the primc of life. There
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are quite anum ber of the "pioneers" of
Indiana preachers, who, we think, olight to
have found a place in a book bearing such
a title, 'II' hose biographies are not given. Still,
we found it unusually interesting and we
doubt not., it will be read with both pleasure and profit, by the great mass of our
brethren in the North-west.
Bro. Evans, is a good biographer.
His
language is chaste and appropriate.
He
has, evidently, spent much time and labor
in getting up his book. It is, at least, a fa·
vorable'commencement, of what, as a brotherhood, we need-a faithful portraiture of
thtl lives and times, of' those, who, have
spent their lives in the cause of primitive
Christianity. But,
o. Evans has also been
at a heavy pecuniary expense, in getting out
the present edition; and the great rise
in paper, will make the next one, still more
expensive. He, therefo1'e, has been under
the necessity of increa~ing the price of the
book, fifty cents on t'nch copy.
We cannot close this brief notice, without adding, that we deem the beautiful, lifelike portraits which accompany each biography, one of the
st features of the book.
'We know the most of the men personally,
and can bear testimolly, that they are faithfully represeuted by the artist.

LUMINARY.

THE INDEPENDENT.-This weekly Religious, Literary, and Family Journal, edi •
ed by Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, Re
Joshua Leavitt, D. D., and Theodore Tilton, having a circulation, it is stated, more
than double that of any similar new~paper
in the world, gives notice in its issue of the
first of January, that its subscription price
will not be increased, nor its size diminished-that the same terms, viz: Two Dollars
per Annum, will be continued notwithstanding the great advance in white paper. The
same array of distintuished contributors,
including Harriet Beecher Stowe, Rev.
Messrs. Hatfield and Cuyler, Horace Greeley, Whittier the Poet, and others, also, a
Sermon by Mr. Beecher, will continue to
enrich its columns.

THE ANTI-SLAVERY STAND.\.RD:-This
is the most purely anti-slavery, of any periodical that come to our office. It is less
in size, and hig-her in price, than the Independent; still, it contains a vast amount of
very valuable matter, to be found no where
else. The type is small but clear, hence it
gives more reading every week, than some
periodicals embracing a much larger sur.
face. As we have before saill, we again repeat, as our settled conviction: No antislavery man can be thoroughly posted in
reference to the slavery question without
reading the "Standard"
regularly every
week. vVe frequently read every article
in a No. which we could not say of any other of our. exchanges. vVe have just one
fault with the Standard, and that is its
form.
It should be published in a shape
more suitable for binding; for ever No. cantai
articles worthy of preservation. Owing to the rise in pape •., the price has been
raised to $2.50; but it is still a very cheap
newspaper. We wish it was in every family,
in the Union.

"NEW YORK INDEPENDENT."-Our readers generally
know, that we consider
the Independent, one of the best weekly
periodicals in the world, and that, had it not
been for the rise in paper, we had made arrangements to furnibh it to the readers uf
the Luminary,at extren:ely low figures. \Ve
most cheerfully publish the following note,
sent us by the publisber,and, while we would
not endorse every sentiment tliat may appear in its columns, yet, as awhole, we re
ARTHUR'S HOME MAGAZINE.-We have
commend it to ourreaders,aF the best invest- received the January No. of this deservedly
ment they can, make of $2, in a weekly ly popular monthly.
It is fully equal
nuwspaper. Few editors write as numer- to it.s predecessors. It is It particular favorous, or as "independent" editorials, as Hen- ite among the ladies, so much so that we
ry \Vard Beecher; and, he has no superior can scarcely keep it on our table long
in practical sermonizing. The contributors, enough to read it, which certainly is prima
are also, distinguished writers.
facia evidence of its intrinsic merits. No
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man has used fiction to better a<1van age
than its editor,'f.
S. ARTllUR. While pleasthe reader, he never fails to improve the
md, and impress a moral lesson upon the
heart.
While
the artistic
style is fully
equal to its cotempories, its matter is, in
our judgment, greatly superior.
To all our
friends desiring a "ladies book," we recommend the Home 1Jfagazine, as the be~t we
have seen.

"PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL, AND LIFE
ILLUSTRATED."-'Ve
have
received
the
January
No. of this old, and universally
known mon·hly.
It announces a new sys.'
tern of Physiognomy,
based on scientific
principles, unde,r the general title of "Signs
of Character, and How to Read Them."Also, a series of articles on Elitrology, the
"N atural History of Man."
Physiology,
illustrating
the Human Figure,with.descriplions of temperaments.
Phreno19y, applied
to Education, Self-Improvement,
and to Gov"J:'HE JAMAICA CHRISTIAN PIONEER."ernment.
Our
Social
Relations,
including
A new monthly, advocating the views of the
Love,
Courtship,
and
Married
Life.
Psycholcurrent Reformation.
vVe understand that
ogy,
the
"Science
of
the
Soul,"
and
our reBro: J. O. Beardslee, is the editor and publation
to
this
life,
and
the
life
to
come.lisher, although his name does not appear
on the title page.
It is small in size, but These subjects, ougllt to make the Journal
It is now, the onneatly
gotten
up.
We doubt
not, our both useful and popular.
ly
periodical
published
by
Messrs.
Fowler &
worthy and enterprising
brother, will make
Well's,
and
is
richly
worth
the
$1,
that it
it an efficient auxiliary, in the great work
in whicc he has been so successfully
'en- costs.
gaged.
1N e wish Bro. Beardslee
success, in llis new field of labor.
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LEVEL, 0., Jan. 5th, 1862.
BRO. BOGGS:-Since
I last wrote to you I
have had 6 additions, 3 by confcs~jon and bap"THE HERALD OF HEALTH."-This
is tism, 1 from the Methodist, 2 reclaimed.
May
the Lord be praised for his goodness. Yours in
the name of a new series, of that extensiveC. W. AXLINE.
ly known, and popular periodical, called the hope.
'·Water cure Journal."
It comes in an ocBRO. BOGGs:- W e were with the Church at
tavo form, and with Dr. R. T. Trail, as its Mount Union, Lawrence Co., nd, in November,
Editor and Proprietor.
The No. before us, and four were buried with the Lord in baptism.
(January)
is fully up to the standard of the Since which time we have witnessed sereral ad"Water cure Joun:ial."
A leading article, ditions at various places. l' ay the "truth" preis one in which the Editor takes the radical vail, is the prayer of your brother in the Lord.
J. L. MARTIN.
temperance
gro
t that alcohol is not bene.
Martinsburgb,Ind"
Jan. 16th, 1~63.
ficial to the hum n 8ystem, even as a medi.
cine. It is an able article,and we are inclined
to the opinion, that, his positions would be
hard to meet argumentatively.
We are sat·
isfied, that ther.e is something
radically de:
fective, .in the ordinary temperance warfare.
The position of Dr. TraIl, storms the enemy
iu his own fortress; and if he is successful,
temperate men, will no longer have ocea'sion
to touch, taste, or handle the abominable
liquid in any of its phases.
We doubt
not, the "Herald
of Health,"
will be fully
sustained
by the former patrons of the
""Vater cure Journal"
as 81, can.not be more
profitably in,csted.

BRO. BOGGS:-The Church of God in this vicinity seems to be prospering.
We have had no
great revival or excitement.
But since our I1r.
rival from Indiana last May we have had ten accessi, os, five by confession and immersion, two
from the old Christians, (New lights) one from
the Baptists, one from the United Brethren, and
one who had previous:y belonged elsewhere.
Two of those baptized were formerly Methodi,sts. May God speed the day when Sectarianism shall fall. Mav you, Brother Boggs be
prospered lD your new field of labor. And may
Sister Boggs be able to conduct the Luminary to
the glory of God is the prayer of ) our brothe.t.
G.EOnGEM. McR:;;YNOLDS.
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that I should read the same·entire chapter when
OBITUARIES.
BRO. BOGGS:-Another of our division of the I preached hi" funeral, dwelIing particularl
army of the faithful has fallen. On the morning the 1st verse. "For we know that if this e
of the 7th inst., Brother C. C. BUTTONson of ly house of our tabernacle were di,csolved,
Whitfield and Eliza Button, was called hence, have a building of God, a house not made wiili
calmly as he would lie down to a nights' repose hands, eternal in the heavens."
He has left a father, mother, brother, sister,
without a word of regret, or a single struggle
with aeath, he passed to his house not made with wife, and a host of ardent friends to mourn h;s
hands, eternal in the heavens. TIe bad borne lo&s, but not to mourn as those who have no
with Christian resignation and heroism his long Lope. As he relied on the pI' mOses of God, so
illness, not even a murmur having escapEd his may they, and adopt the 'anguage of the Aposlips. Perfectly conscious for weeks that he tle which he adopted, aDd of that beautiful hymn
was rapidly approaching the end of his pilgri- sang at his funera',
"We are goinl( home, we've had visions bright,
mage, and conscious to the last moment, with
Of that holy land, that world of light,
perfect resign ltion he stepped into the cold waWhere tbe long dark night of time is past,
And tho morn eternal dawns ut last;
ters of the Jordan of death, saying, blessed be
Where the wettrysaint nomore shall roam,
the name of the Lord.
But dwell in a ha!»'y, peaceful home.
W here the brow with sparkling gems is crowned,
Brother Button was born March 24th, 1833,
And the waves of bliss are flowing rounn."
in Barron county, Kentucky, whence he came to
A. J. THOMSON.
this State, with his parents in 1852. In 1853
Ahingdon, III., Jan. 11th, 1863.
he clime to Abingdon, where, m05t of the time,
ELD. ISAAC PHILLIPS GONE TO REST -Of
for five consecutive years, we were cla3s mates,
Consumption, at his residence near Antioch,
and on terms of the most unbounded intim,.cy.
Monroe Co, 0., Eld. ISAAC PHILLIPS, in! the
To say that by his manly bearing, by his gemal 52nd year ot' his ag'l, departed this life Nov. 21st,
nature, by the extreme chasteness of his man- 18G2.
ners he won the affections of all with whom
He embraced the Christian religion in his
he ~ingled, is not to say enough: he challenged youthful days, which he honored by a godly
the admiration of those who knew him best, and walk and a chaste conversation.
For spllletwen.
bound them to himself in the most indissoluable ty years he served as an Elder in thl;'Antioch
ties of brotherly affection.
congregat:on, and his Di 7ine :Master with great
In the summer of 1854, in the beginning of fidelity, patience, and forbearance. Deing orthe meeting, held by Brother Gaston, in the ( ld dained in the year 1860 to preach, he faithrully
Academy, without any excitement, but as the and honorably endured the privations and disapdecision of a deliberate judgment, he professed pointments of the minister of the gospel of Christ.
his faith in Jesus of Nazareth, and bowed to 'though lack:ng eloquence, his judgment and
his authority.
His example was foI'owed by a goodness secured for bim a high degree of regard
younger brother, sister, and many others.from both the church and the world. In a conFrom that d~y to the day of his death, hi, life versation wi;h him sho
fore his death, he
was that of a devoted Christian.
An incident expre8sed himself freely
e to his prospects
or two of the last few days of his life will iIlus beyond the cold and siI\'nt gra,e. With no f'ea,s
trate his interest and his confidence in Christian of deatb, It spirit submi~sive and meek, and It
ity. The Lord's day prior to his dea.th, his mind calm and serene as a summer's morning,
wife communicated to him her design of being: did our beloved brother paos from earth away.
buried on that day in baptism with her Lord and Like the Apostle PHul he had a firm ba~is for
his Lord, that she might be adopted into the his hope, and havi'llg in this life laid up treasures
same family of God with her husband be:ore in heaven. he has assuredly gone to enjoy them
ahe should be called to bid him a long farewell forevermore.
He was overjoyed, said he would give all hi~
Comm nity, the brotherhood anti a large cirearthly possessions would they purchase him a cle of relatives now mourn their irreparnble 1088.
presence with the <1ongregation on that day. The May the good Lord comfurt his much bereaved
evening before he died he called his wire to his family, and let none mourn as those who have no
hope, but may a:l be admonished by his d.path,
bed-side, and gave directions concerning his fuand so live while here on earth liS to obtllIn an
neral. He desired her to read a'oud in the pres- abiding home with him in the spiritual regions
ence of the company, the 5th chap. of Paul's of celestial joy and eternal glory,
J. A. WALTERS.
2nd letter to the Corinthians.
He requested

TO THE FRIE DS OF THE LUMINARY.
DSAB BaETHBElt:-After
much besit.- publishing without. stint, &ItA ,id" of all
tion and doubting, we .have venturcd to practical questions upou which the brethren
commence auothervolume of the CHRISTIAN wished to be heard, cannot fail to commend
LUMINARY, at the same lOw price; n
.it tq all consistent advocates of free s~oli,
withstauding the price of paper has gone and a ree press. It is emphatioally the
up one hundredper cent. We have _e
a Frc-e Press of the current Reformation.
calculation of the expenses for the present
Another consideration we wish to urge,
year, counting paper at its present high in favor of the brethren making a strong
rates, and find, that if two third, of those effort to sustain the Luminary this year is,
who took the LUl\IINARYlast year, wiII take that we have always published it at a great
it and pay for it, this year, we can meet the personal sacrifice. It is true, we have had
cash expenses of its publication, which is a few noble brethTen, who, with pen and
all we require duriag the present times. purse, huo co-operated with us. Both inMost of the News apers and Periodicalll dividuals, and congregations, have contribhave raised their subscription price, or cut uted to aid in sustaining the Luminary,
down the size; and some have dono both. and its predecessor.
Still, the great burThe "American
Christian Review" has den, both of money aad ,caMal, has fallen
greatly diminished its size, and raised the upon lUI; and now, in this paper orisis, we
subsoription
price from 81,50 to 82,00, oall upon our friends to find lUI paying
besides devoting a considerable space to .readers for the small edition we are printadvertisements.
The "Millenial
Har- ing. Every mUl, who feels any interes~
binger, with twelve pages off of its former in the perpetuity of the Luminary, will.
size, has raised its subsoription to 82; and oertainly forward his own dollar and do
almost all our exchanges, both secular and what he can to ~~uade
his neighbors to
religiou8, have raised their subscriptions do likewise.
in about the same proportion.
We might
Other Periodioals, are making speoial
have done the same, and made some money appeals to their patrons for assistance duon the Luminary this year, without any ring the paper panic, and we are assured,
fault finding from our friends; but, we that in some cases at least, a hearty response
choose to hold the LUMINARYat 81, a year, is being made. Will the friends of the
so that it would be acceSSIble to all wl\O Luminary make one grand rally, and send
desire to read it.
us paying subscribers enough to clelj off
At the p
,xed, the LUMINARYis, un- our whole edition?
We have confidence
doubtedly, the cheapest: Religious Period- that they will, most heartily respond to our
ical in the world! Its pages are larger appeal j and that the LUXINARY will be
than any other octavo, and no advertise-· made to p~y its own· expenses, even at the
ments, of any kind, are admitted, except on low price of one dollar a year. Remember
the cover. In point of cheapness it will, that if the LUMINARY is not sustained ,
therefore, compare favorably, with any Anti-Slavery brethren will have no medium
other Publication, in or out of the Refor- of communication.
'{hey could find no
mation.
place in any of our Periodicals, with one
But, the speoial plea we wish to make, partial exception.
We ask our friends
at this time, to induce the brethren to IIUS- then, to. make an immediate effort to setain the LUMINARY.is its independent eAar- cure the renetOal of old subscribers and
acter. . It do.es not ignore any practical the procuring or new ones • Th e price
.'. 18
question. .Some good brethren have round far. below any other similar P . d' I
·th .
h
b
•
erlo lea.
fau 1t WI
on t at account,
ut we think ONLY ONBDOLLARA YEAR' I
the course the LUMINANRY has .pursued,
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disturbed only by the scream of the panther or the war-whoop of the savage. But
the wave of civilization rolled wcstward,
and the red man sought a home toward the
setting sun. The forest fell before the strong
i
h d f'
'1 h
. t
fIb
an 0 patient tOI ; t e omDlpo ence 0 a or
transformed the hunting grounds of the
savage into fruitful field:! and orchards
and 10.
blushing in the rich luxuriance of their.
The time-honored custom of the pilgrim Autumn treasures.
On the scarcely cooled
fathers has summoned us at this, the close ashes of the "Indian's Wigwam rises the
of another Autumn, to tecount the bless- comfortable farm house, the stately manings of God and make grateful mention of sion or the busy village .. The edifice dedhis mercies to us. It is good for us thus to icated to the worship of the living God lifts
pause:n the rapid whirl of business-the
its spire heavenward, and the still air of the
thoughtless pursuit of the cherished object Lord's Sabbath is stirred by the music of
on which we, each of. us, may have sct our the churcb-going bell. Hard by this, and
hearts, and remember our dependence on no unimportant auxiliary to it, stands tte
that hand that has given us our daily bread, Commun School, and scatters its blessings,
has maintained us in health, and blessed us like God's sunshine, on all, without distincwith friends and all the endeared privileges tion; the high and the low, the rich and the
of social life. No people have ever had poor, the noble and the ignoble share alike
greater reasons to be thankful to the "Uiv- its rich treasures.
Commerce spreads out
er of every good and perfectgift" than have her arms and along her iron channels flow,
the people of this State of Indiana, for none to foreign markets, the superabundance of
have shared more largely in His blessings. our teeming fields and busy work-shops._
Within the memory of those now living and When I bid memory recall these rapid
active, this ample territory was an almost changes, which have all Occurred under my
unbroken forest. Its solemn silence was personal observation, I am amazed, bewildAt what instant I shall speak concerning a natiOI', and cencerning akingdom, to pluck up, and to
pull down, and to destroy it; if that nation against
whom I have pronounced turn from their evil, I will
repent of the evil r thought to do unto them.
And at what instant
shall speak concerning a
nation, and coneerning a kingdon, to build and to
plant it; if it do evil in my sight and obey not my
voiee, then I will repent of the good where-with I
said I would benefit them.-JEREMIAH xviii. 7, 8, 9,

I

* A Thanksgiven sermon delivered at Greenwood,
Ind., by Dr. R. T. BROWN, Prof. of Natural Science,
N. W. C. University.

I

ered, and can hardly believe my own senses.
Is this some fairy vision conjured up by
h
'"
d
t e pOWer of ImagmatlOn, or 0 we really
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stand in the ~idst of these surroundings to-I to see the hand of God leading it on to the
day!
accomplishment of some great purpose
But while we enjoy these blessings and I That God, in his Providence, holds thc dcsexult. in this unpa~alleled prosperity, it is. tinies of nations in his hand and rules them
the part of wisdom to remember the hand to the accomplishment of his purposes, is a
that has sustained us, the wisdom that has truth that statesmen would do well to reguided us, and the rich munificence of the cognize. God, by the mouth of Jeremiah
kind Providence that has sent us the early the prophet, declares, in the language of
and the latter rain, and the dew from heav- the text, "that Ho builds nations and plants
en,and all the genial influences of the seasons. them," and that "He plucks them up and
But it is not alone, nor even chicfly for the destroys them," and the condition that govreplen!shing of our "basket and our store," eros his actions, in the one direction or the
our over-flowing barns, and our warehouses, other, we would do well to heed in this our
groaning under the wei~ht of a ,luxuriant dark day of adversity.
God has planted
harvest, that we should be thankful to our this nation and watered it with genial influFather in Heaven. The social, civil, mor- ence" that have led to unparalleled prosal and religious privileges we enjoy are perity; but he declares that if such a nation
such as no other people have ever enjoyed. should do evil in his sight, then he would
The privilege to form our social connexions repent of the good wherewith had said
without the restraint ofcaate, a birth 0.1' fam- he would benefit them. And if the manily desce'nt; the protection of all our civil date has gone forth for the plucking up and
rights, and the prompt redress of every en- destroying of a nation, then if they turn
croachment on these; the opportunity of ed- from their evil deeds, his meretful hand
ucating our moral nature,and of cultivating will withhold the threatened doom. This
all our better qualities. in the efforts to im- doctrine clearly teaches that nations are
prove our race, that constitute the reform a- the instruments by wl.ich God works out
tory measures of the nineteenth century; great purposes in regard to the progress of
and above all, the priceless privilege· of the race.
reading the word of God-of studying the
The Apostle Paul, in that inimitab:e disliving oracles and moulding our hearts course before the Athenian Areopagus,
aud lives by that divine standard, with declares that the division oflhe buman raoo
nQ lordly pontiff or spiritual tyrant to dic- into nations is a Divine arrangement--"God
tate to us our creed, or prescribe for us a made all the nations of men to dwell on all
form of worsbip; these are the distinctive the faco of the earth."
In thus dividing
peculiarities that mark us as a nation favor- humanity into nations, the purpose of God,
ed above all the nations of the earth. In as exprcssed by Paul, is that "they might
thus blessing us, and making us the con- seek after the Lord." To faciliate thc reservators of these blessings for the benefit turn of our revolted race to that allegiance
of generations yet unborn, God will hold which every created intclligence owes to
this nation responsible for the safe keeping God, thcir Creator, was th3 ultimate purpose
of this important trust. But war, dreadful of the division of the human race, the creaand bloody, is on our borders, and th1'eat- tion of nations. But this ulterior end is to
ens the very existence of the nation bless- be reached through means, and prominent
ed with those special privileges and freight- among these stands a high civilization.ed with these priceless treasures.
I envy Christiauity is the religion of civilized man.
not the head nor the heart of that man" ho No savage nation-no
people who have not
can carefully examine the history of this emerged from barbarism can ever manifest
nation in II its progress, from its helpless the social virtues of that system of practiinfancy,
ough its colonial youth, up to cal life.
its matar
nd'vigorous mlllhood, and fail
To educate and civilize t1:e world up to
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the point of receiving, appreciating and of the chase, or bands of roaming sheppl'acticinl-{ a spiritual religion, with a pure' herds, dwelling in tcnts, can never make
and elevated morality, was the work of four progress in the direction of a high civilizathousand years. But civilization is a com· tion; can never develop the useful arts~those
plex entity, mb-deup of numerous elements, instruments by aid of which alone man
each filling its appropriate place, and per- may ever hope to regain his lost dominion
forming its proper functions in the progress over this H
original patrimony. Hence
of the race. To solve the problem of human the earliest mission was that of constructing
civilization, it is required that tbe several permanent habitations for man, thus 'eakdepartments shall progress simultaneously
ing up his nomadic habits and local zing
and when one class of the elements has at- him. This first mission was entrusted to
tained to perfection, then new nations spring Egypt and Babylon. Rere man found a
up under the culture of Divine Providence, dwelling place; he secured a home where the
to assume new missions, in advance of what germ of civilization soon began to nnfold its
was before possible, while those nations who early buds of p~omise. While these na-'
have fulfille their mission and accomplish- tions remained faithful to this mission of 10ed the work assigned tl:tem are removed to calizing wandering hordes, by presenting
give room for the new laborer. He who the allurements of comfortable homes, and
dreams of the immortality of nations forgets inviting to the cultivation of the domestic
the divine purpose that called them into arts, God blessed them abundantly, and
being, or wholly mistakes their mission.they seemed to be emerging at once from a
But while nations are necessarily mortal, rude barbarism into a polished civilization.
they are nevertheless moral agents, and may But when they forgot their mission and
choose to perform their part in the great prostituted their knowledge of the arts to
drama of human progress with fidelity, and the gratification of royal pride, or national
reap the reward, or they may prove un- ambition, then the rod of Divine vengeance
faithful to the trust--recreant
to their God- .humbled their pride and tamed their unbriassigned duty. and suffer the just chastise- died ambition.
When. this disciplinary
ment a~ the hand of an insulted Providence. training faIled to bring them back to the acTo trace the dealings of God with llltions complishment of the Divine purpose,then the
is the philosophy of history-nay,
it is all hand of God scattered them among meancr
of history that deserves the name. He who nations, and gave their fruitful fields to be a
has read history merely to stere his memo- wilderness, and their magnificant cities. to be
ry with the names and dates of reigning piles of ruins. But tIle progress they had
monarchs, their intrigues, debaucheries, achieved and the arts they had cultivatcd
wars and cruelties-their
victories and their perished not with them. These became the
defeats, has been guilty of an unpardonable patrimony of thc Ionian Republics, and
waste of time. Oould we do ju~tice to our Greece was charged with the mission of pertheme-had
we the ability and the time to fecting the literatur.e and arts of Egypt and
enter this field and harvest all its facts, this ChalJea. In the faithful discharge of this
discourse would grow to a ponderous volume sacred trust, the Grecian States made rap· d
e'er we had completed half our task. But strides towards the perfect development of
this is not our purpose. Our prcsent in· a noble manhood. Wherever the language
tention is to merely glance, in rapid rcview, and arts of Greece were carried, there beauat a few facts that lie on the surface of this ty breathed her living spirit on every thing
mine, rich in the science of God's provi- they touched. The coarse, massive arch idence; an,l yet enough, we trust, tu ilJus- tecture of Egypt gave place to the light and
trate the principles on which God deals graceful Ionic and Corinthian orders. The
with nations.
art of sculpture, whicb, in Babylon and
Sa.vages, living on the precarious supplies Ninevah, had exhausted itself on the mon.
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strous conceptions of a disordered imagin- every high place, then God desolated
ation, now, under the chisel ot Pra'xilities their land with war, starved it with famine,
teaches the cold parian marble to assume depopulated it by pestilence, or broke the
the loveliest proportions of the human form; nation's power by internal dissensions, till
and the genius of a Homer breathes into he brought it back to its original mission,
the rude war sungs of a barbarous people When the larid was purified from its idolathe living inspirations of poetry, Uat at try-when the groves were cut down and
the altars of Baal demolished, then again
once invests them with with immortality.But when the mad ambition of Philip the smiles of a forgiving Providence would
taught that people to forget the humanizing bless them with generous harvests and loadinfluences of their missiun, and made them ed vineyards ..
But when Ahab, led on by the accomdrunk wish the spirit of conquest, then
God visited them in his righteous indigna- plished J azebel) the wisest and the wickedhe
tion-broke
their nation into fragments and est of all the women of antiquity-when
made them humble dependencies of other had succeeded in making idolatry the religion of the court~the national religionpeoples.
But there is one nation whose mission is and had driven out the worshipers·of Jemore clearly expressed, and whose his- hovah to the eaves and solitudes of Carmel
tory is more faithfully written and ca1l&-and Tabor, then God determined to break
fully preserved than any other nation the sceptre of his power, and make the naof antiquity. 'Israel was made the cas- tion captives to a people more idolatrous
A modern philo sophist,
ket, in which was to be preserved that than themselves.
sacred gem so indispensable in human pro- with an equal display of ignorance and segress-the
knowledge of the "One true and verity, criticises the Divine procedure in
living God," that made the world and all this matter. He can see no reason why
things that are therein.
On the very title God was continually chastising Israel for
page of their Constitution, and anticipat- their idolatry, while the nations that were
ing all its other provisions, their mission the rod of his vengeance were more guilty
But Idolatry in Assyria, in
was written, as if in letters of living light: than they.
"I am the Lord thy God. Thou shalt have Egypt, or in Babylon was a personal crime,
no other gods before me," To maintain this for which God will hold the idolatrous pertruth-to
preserve this sacred trust, and sons to a moral account in tbe day when he
faithfully to discharge their duties it im- will judge the secrets of every heart; but it
posed, the whole nation in the most solemn was not in them a national sin in the same
manner pledged themselves at the foot of sense that it was in Israel, because it was
the holy mountain. God gave them a good- not a violation of their national mission.
ly heritage, located on the great highway of To roll back the flood of idolatry that was
nations, between the old centres of civiliza- sweeping like a mighty deluge over all the
tion on the Nile and the Euphratas, and nations of the earth was a speeial mission
the newer Grecian colonies. Now, when the committed to tbe sons of J aco b, by a direct
dreadful night of paganism had settled down provision in the organic declaration that
like a funeral pall on all the nations of the gave them a natienal existcnce, and unfaithearth, one single star beamed forth to gild fulness to that mission was re bellion against
the gloom with its heavenly radiance. To God. Seen in this light, the fates and for·
guard this solitary ray of light was the sa· tunes of that remark able people, as they
cred trust committed to Israel, and while are faithfully recorded in their own sacred
they faithfully kept this trust they were books, become more intensely interesting
blest with great prosperity. But when they and instl:uctive.
But time will fail us, if we attempt to
forsook the altar of Jehovah, and burnt
trace
this principle through all the labyincense to Baal in every grove and on
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rinthsof history.
L.et us therefore hasten son--"Call no man on earth master, for ye
to a practical application of this philosphy; are all brethren." But the world had never
for the history of the past is useful only as waked to the conception that these abstract
a guide to our feet in threading the mazes truths were susceptible to a practical emof the intricate pathwa,y that lies before bodiment in civil society. In this aspect it
us. ShalI we venture to lift the veil from was a new utterance in the ears of mankind,
the causes that have led us into our present and as it rolled them from land to land,
national troubles?
Will we dare to look and was echoed back from distant shores
upon them~elves in the light of History, and mountain tops, the crushed and downand read our duty, our destiny-perhaps
trodden milIions of earth woke at once to a
our doom? If God has made nations that new sense of their manhood. The event was
he may institute a division of labor in the hailed by the liberal, the enIi~htened and
great work of preparing the race to seek the good of every land as marking a new
after the Lord, by the achievement of a· epoch in the civIl history of the human race.
high civilization, and if he has in his provi- It was a star of hope-aye,
of promise,
dence assigned to each a special mission, bursting through the dark clouds of despotthen the question wilI very nat urally arise ism that had hung like a pall over the earth
--What is our mission? Fortunately' for for the long and dreary centuries that had
our present investigation this question is been worn slowly away, since the sun of
one of easy solution, We inscribcd our Grecian liberty was extinguished in blood
mission on the corner stone of the repub- by the mad ambition of the Macedonian
lic; we uttered it to the world on the na- Philip. That star has cheered the hearts
tion's birth day. "We hold these truths to and lightened the labor of toiling millions,
be self-evident that :l!l men are created from the serfs of frozen Russia to the peasequal, and endowed by their Creator with ants of sunny Italy. Its holy light, like a
the inalienable right to live--and living, to spirit from the celestial world, whispered to
enjoy liberty and persue happiness," was as their hearts the story of their manhood, and
clearly the utterance of our mission as was woke in each bosom a desire, a hope-yes,
the thunder tones from the Arabian moun- a determination to achieve that manhood.
tain the announcement of the Hebrew's
But as a nation thus entrusted by Divine
mission. But perhaps I shall be remainded Providence with the keeping of this, the
that these declarations were not original with corner stone on which shaIl yet be reared
the sages who proclaimed our national in the temple of univcrsal liberties, how have
dependence.
I may safdy grant you that, we discharged that trust? Have we mainas abstract truths, they were not original. tained with jealous care our primary declarIn a very crude and undigested form they ation of the essential equality of all men
constituted a part of the precious freight of in reference to civil rights?
Have we not
the ~fay Flower, when she bore the pilgrim rather published ourselves to the world a
exiles from the shores of the old world, to nation of hypocrites? Weare
astonished
plant a higher civilization and a purer that Israel, whil~ the echo of the fearful
Christianity on the granite hills, amid the voice that announced to them their mission
dark pine forest of New England, than had scarcely died away among the mounthose they left in the father land. Like a tain gorges, should practically repudiate the
dim and ill-defined vision, they hovered obligations of that mission, and give to their
around the old AnglO-Norman barons at solemn profession the lie, by making a molRenymede, when the great charter of Eng. ten image and bowing down in its worship
lish liberty was extorted from King J ohn. We are amazed and confounded when we
Ages and centuries before this, one had stood read of the gross idolatry that was legalized
on the lonely shores of the sea of Gallilee, and in the court of Ahab, and are wont to ~e.
taught the rude fishermen this sub,blime les- nounce, in no mcasured terms, that wicked
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prince and his no less wicked people. But
would it not be wise in us to restrain our indignation while we enquire if all these monstrous absurdities have not found a parallel
in this nation and in our own times, and
whether we can escape the righteous doom
of Israel.
After we had made our declaration of the
great democratic truth of "human cquality," and had, through Divine Providence,
achieved independence, and assumed our
place among the nations of the earth, did
we then, with a great earnest !leart, betake
ourselves to the task of actualizing our declaration, and thus presenting to the world,
a living embodiment of the truths we had
publicly professed and heroically defended through the dark days of a seven years
war? Nay, verily!
While our garments
were yet wet with our national baptism, we
began to make concessions to the unholy
spirit of aristoClacy--a spirit that stands in
as direct antagonism to the mission we have
assumed as the worship of Baal was to the
mission of Israel. From this small bcginning we have suffered aa aristocracy of
wealth, of indolence and worthlessness to
grow up in our midst, until it has attained
such alarming proportions that it threatens
to overthrow entirely the democratic equalety, so carefully planted and so assiduously
watered by the fathers of the revolution,
In the very sanctnary of one of the co-ordinate branches of this government we have
tolerated the utterance of sentiments directly from subversive of the declaration of human r~ghts which our fathers gave to the
woJld, and which God in his Providence
has committed to our keeping for the benefit of the whole race. We have heard it
gravely uttered as an oracle that there ;re
persons-yes, miJIioDs of men in this nation
"who have NO RIGHTS that we arl! bound to
respect!" Thus palpaLly denying and, without circumlocution, contradicting the "selfevident" truth that the Creator has invested all men with the inalienable rights of
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will be overlooked by a watchful Providence, and we escape unrebuked and unpun- ,
ished? Nay, verily! we must Buffer. The
justice of God. the good of humamty and
the progress of the race all demand that
this nation shall feel the rod of a wholesome
discipline.
The teaching of history is
false and the light of the past a delusion,
or this dreadful scourge that is now upon
us will not be lifted till we, with repentant
hearts and earnest purpose return to the
faithful performance of onr mission; and if
we will not learn wisdom by the teachings
of the past, we must learn it from the things
we suffer. Every family altar will be draped in mourning, and blood will stain every
hearth·stone in the land, till the hearts of
the children are turned to the fathel's, and
we purge the l'epublic from the false and
pel'llicious notions we have borrowed from
aristocracies of the world. This people
have not yet appl'eciated the magnitude of
their crime, nor will they wake up to the
importance of the mission committed to
them in the Providence of God.
I have already intimated that the Divine
purpose in dividing the human race into
nations was to develop a high, a pure, a
perfect civilization, as a means to the no1
blest of all ends-the manifestation of the
Divine character in hum:lllity. Now there
are four great truths that nece~sarily underIie any progress in the direction of
such a civilization. For unless we have
propel' apprehonsioils of the character of
God, and his relations to the universe, and
each individual be equally free to work out,
in his own proper sphere, such an humble
imitation of that character as he may be
able to attain to, there can be but a very
imperfect civilization.
In view of these
premises, we venture to affirm that the unity and supj-emacy of GOD and the equality
and liberty of MAN are truths that must be
practicaJIy acknowledged, in order to the at.
tainment of the highest civilization.
Now,
to actualize in the life of a nation the unity
LIVING, ENJOYING LIBERTY, AND PURSUING and supremacy of God was the mission of IsHA,",PINESS. And can we for a moment sup- rael; and before God and humanity WE volun.
pose that this UI~faithfulness to our mission tarily ass?med the task of exhibiting a Iiv-
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ing embodiment of the equality and liberty declaration of the equality and freedom of
of man. To God and humanity, then, we all men, so pompously paraded before the
owe it that we return to a faithful, earnest, world, and so soon abandoned in practice,
practical manifestation of the "self-evident has become a thing to be sneered at--a by
truths" we uttered when we took our stand word and a derision among the inflated aramong the nations of the earth. More, per- istocrats of Europe, through our unfaithfulhaps, depends on this than any human be- ness to our mission. Nor does the parallel
ing can now realize. The older civilization of end here. When, in the days of Ahab, the
the Nile and the Euphrates attained its zenith worship of Baal was the religion of the
in the rcfinement of Grecee, and no further court-the reI igion of the fashionable ciradvance was possible without the knowledge cles, the well·bred and the polite, then to
of the Divine unity and supremacy.
India spcak of the covenant of Sinai--the promand China has made no progress for forty ise and solemn pledge of the nation to have
aenturies, nor is progress possible while op- no other god before Jehovah, was very vulerating from a pagan stand·point.
Thead- gar and unfashionable-indeed,
it"Was odivent of Christianity introduced a new CIvil· ous in the ears of well-bred people, and
ization, and the struggle between the two especially, may we suppose, was it offensive
antagonistic forms of society, the pagan and to the cultivated taste of the ladies of disthe Christian, was long, fierce and fearfultinction, who fluttered like butter·flies in
a battle of fifteen centuries; for ci viI society, the royal presence at the court of the acbefore the Lutheran Reformation, partook camplished Jezabel. The seven thousand
more of the pagan than the Christian ele- men, the remnant of Israel, who had not
ment. With that event, however, the pro- bent the knee to Baal, were esteemed little
testant communities of Europe rose rapidly clan of fanatics--men altogother destitute
to a purer and higher civilization. But ~ of liberal views and unfit for the associations
point was soon reached beyond which of refined society, and were consequently
further progress seemed impossible. The driven out, and found a refuge in the gloomy
castes and grades into which society had di- solitudes of Carmel.
vided itself-the hoary headed aristocracies
And when the scourge of God fell on the
of the old world, seemed effectu;llly to bar apostate nation; when guant famine walked
all advance. There was a pause-a solemn through the land; when the scorched earth
pause, and itlilsilence seemed to say "this is gaped for rain, and thirsty winds drank up
the goal of human progress."
But a voice the brooks and fountains of water, the
rolls across the Atlantic and breaks on this haughty and yet impenitent monarch met
profound and portentious silence. It is like the prophet of Gilead, "the man of one
the voice of Jehovah thundering from the idea," the fanatieal Elijah, exclaiming:
Arabian mountain the announcemen t of his I "Art thou he that troubleth IsraeL" In
own unity and supremacy. It is our declar.1 his estimation Elijah was the cause of all
ation of human liberty and equality. It fell their troubles.
Israel was floating along
on the startled nations of the earth like a smoothly.
The worship of Baal was a
voice from the depts of eternity. But scarcely great convenience. Every man could plant
had the masses roused them~elves from the his own grove, build his own altar, and emlethargy of ages, and prepared to make a ploy his own priest on his own premiSES.
bound upward, when they were palaized by True, the fathers acknowledged that "Jewitnessing Our insincerity-shall
I say, our hovah is God and thcre is none beside him,"
IITPOCRISY. If, as an apostle affirms, "The but in this rhetorical flourish they did not
name of God was blasphemed among the mean to deny that Baal was a god, too; and
'Gentiles," on account of the unfaithfulness to insist on a literal construction of the first
of those who were of old t he keepers of tha t precept of the first table of stone, is fanatsacred name,may;we not say that our boasted ical and the agitation of such questions
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d~ngerous.
Why, such a construction cy. But our American aristocracy is not
would be an insult to all nations of the ~n aristocracy of birth or family descent,
earth; the universal sense ot mankind is op- but °ameaner form-an aristocracy of wealth
posed to itj moreover, it is liberally unph,il- and worthlessness, under the name of' Reosophical and impracticable.
ThIs agita- spectable Sooiety." This ten~eney has intion has brought this dreadful famine on"the vaded all ranks of society and polluted cven
land, and the agitators must be held :re- the sanctuary of religion!
It has thrown
• sponsible for it.
its penum.bra over the legislation of all our
Such, we may reasonably suppose, were civil and social institutions.
The Oonstithe arguments by which Ahab and the pro- tution of this very patriotic State of ours
phets of Baal satisfied the masses, and re- contains to-day a palpable contradiction of
conciled them to the shameless abandon- the "self-evident truth" "that in their ereament of the mission, for the accomplish- tion God endowed all men with the rights
ment of which God had called the people of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiout of ,Egypt and made them a nation ness." We there affirm that if a man's anamong the nations of the earth. N ow, the cestors were born in Africa, that fact deman of this age who has the moral courage prived him of the right to livc and pursne
to look facts squarely in the face, will not happiness within the bounds of this State;
fail to see the reflection of these historic and if Indiana can say thato any class of
truths thrown across the abyss ofthousan~s people shall not live within her borders, so
of years, picturing their image on this na- may every Sta~e, which will be virtually detion with the faithfulness of a daguerreo- nying them the right to live at all. That
type. The man of this age who insists on this particular caste of humanity is here
the simple truth, and literal interpretation the misfortune of that race-the
c-rime of
of onr national declfl,ration of the freedom this. And do we forget that God avenges
and equality of all men, is not he fanaticthe wrongs of those who have no helper?
a most illiberal and incorrigible fanatic? The infidel Jefferson, as he is often called,
But time forbids that we should attempt a had more faith in the Divine government of
delineation of the picture. He who dares nations than is to be found in half the pulto look with unperverted vision will not fail pits in this land. When discussing this
to see it. But lest the scope and bearing of subject, he exclaims: "I tremble for my
these remarks should be misunderstood, I country, when I rernemberthat God isjust."
must be permitted to say that we have not The rod of that avenging justice which he
alluded to this subject wholly, or even declared would ::lot always slumber is now
mainly, in reference to its bearing on the upon us, and if it leads us penitently back
hacknied topic of American slavery. That to the practical acknowledgment of the funis perhaps the most inexcusable, certainly damental truths on which the fathers reared
the most palpable, violation of our national tbis goodly temple of Liberty, then will it
obligation; but it is not the 01) Iy one, nor is be to us the greatest of blessings. At this
it the one that should be singled out for a point, a question of grave import presents
rebuke at this time and place. If our neigh- it~elf: If, in their creation, God has placed
bors of the Southern States are guilty in all men on a broad equality of rights, is
this matter, there aOreperhaps few if any in it the Divine purpose that there shall
this audience who have sinned after the never be any inequality of condition.similitude of their transgression.
Yet even We answer, without hesitation, IT IS NOT.
we have come far short of a full and faith- With the same capital, not of moral, menful discharge of the nation's mis~ion. The tal, nor physical endowment, but of peTsowhole tendency of American society is to- nal rigMs,all start in the great race of life,
wards aristocracy, and no where more than with the road to elevation equally open to
in'those circles that boast of their democra- all, ang to achieve that elevation is the per-
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sonal mission of every human being. There
ATHEISM ..
i.s an ambition that God approves-there
is
"The fool bath said in his heart, Thero is no God."
an aristocrrcy that is not repugnant to the Psalms xiv. 1Divinely established order of human sodety.
7'his is Atheism: the greatest extreme of
It is the ambition to be great by being infid.elity; the most monstrous and absurd
good; it is the aristocracy of usefulness. "If negation that was ever uttered by human
any man will bc great among you, let him lips. All other forms of infidelity conbe as he that serveth," is a maxim that em- cede some thing to Christianity. But Athe- •
. bodies the whole philosophy of true great- ism concedes nothing. It dogmatically ob~
ness. The benefactors of their race con- literates from the Bible, as a falsehood, evstitute the only noLility which is recogniz- ery thing that is said in it respecting God
ed in heaven, and should be the only noble- and Christ, and the Holy Spirit, and the
men of the earth. To actualize the true scheme of redemption.
philosophy of human society, an event inIt is true, there is one form of Atheism,
dispensable to the attainment of a high now perhaps more commonly called Secucivilization, is the mission of the United larism, which does not go so far in its affirStates of America. As we are faithful to mations. It is rather more modest and unthis mission, we shall be prosperous; as we assuming in its pretensions. It is satisfied
are unfaithful, we shall feel the rod of a with doubting in regard to these matters.righteous discipline. Nations live only in It does not pretend to decide positively
this life, and here they re~eive their re- whether there is or is not a God. There
wards and punishments.
may be, or there may not be. This is a
This war may cost us millions of trea- matter that does not concern the Secularsure, and rivers of patriotic blood, yet if it ist. It is enough for him he thinks, to atbe the means of bringing us back to the tend to the affairs of this world: to things
foundation on which the fathers built the of the present life. All beyond this, he
Republic, it will be to the world a priceless regards as uncertain and unimportant. And
blessing. Clouds and darkness now obscure hence his motto is the old Epicurean maxthe bright prospects, which so lately shone im revived: "Let us eat and drink; for toalong our country's pathway to glory and morrow we die."
greatness.
But be of good cheer-"there
is
But the Atheist of which David here
sunshine above the clouds." Blood, and speaks, dogmatically affirms that there is no
tears, and sufferings have ever been the pre- God; no Christ, no Holy Spirit, and no reludes to the great upward movements of demption from death and the grave. With
humanity.
Let us have faith in God, and him, nature is every thing; and every thing
dare to do right, and a brighter future is is nature. \Yhether the universe is eternal,
ours than ever blessed the most favored na as Aristotle taught; or whether it is the
tions of earth.
work of chance-the
mere product of matter
in
motion,
as
many
of the disciples of
•••••
Epicurus supposed; or whether it is the reThy corrupt heart is like an ant's nest, sult of an infinite series of developements
on which, while the stone Heth, DODe of from primordial and ullcre1ted monads, as
them appear: but take off the stone, and most modern, Atheists affirm, may indeed
stir them up but with the point of a straw, be a question. On this, and also on many
you will see what a swarm is there, and other kindred subjects, some of the most
how lively they be. Just su,ch a sight enlightened of the school still entertain
would thy heart afford thee, did the Lord doubts. But that there is no God; no moral
but withdraw the r~straint he has laid upon government over the universe; and no future
it, and suffer Satan to stir it up by tempta- state of rewards and punishments, are mattion.-Boston,
ters clear as sunshine, if we may believe
I
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the .testimony of such men as Diagoras,
There is also another circumstance,which
Bion and Lucian among the ancients; and I think detracts very much from the force
d'Holbach and Compte among the mod- and credibility of this assertion. You oberns.
serve' that it is not given as a lokical deI presume then that I need not consume duction from premises, either duly or unmore time in explaining what Athesim is. duly assumed. On the contrary, it springs
It is all summed up and told in the affirma- from the common source of all infidelity,
tion of the fool; "There is no God." But as the desires oj the heart. The fool hath said,
young persons particularly. are very liable not in his reason, nor in his understanding,
to be misleJ by the mere authority of names, but in his heart, "There is no God." He
I wish, for their sake, to say a few things on first wishes it were bO; and then he believes
the merits of this so·called system of infi- it to be so. Such,
hink, is the testimony
delity.
of all infidel experience; and such is cerAnd in the first place, I wish all my tainly the testimony of that Spirit that tries
readers and particularly the young to con- the hearts and reins of the childrDn of men.
sider how very reckless, and unauthorized In speaking of Gentile idolators and Atheis this assertion of tbe Atheist. How does ists, Paul says, by the Spirit, Romans i: 28,
he know that there is no God? Has he "And even as they did not like to retain
seen all the parts of the universe?
Has h(j,)God in their knowledge, God gave them ov·,
explored its infinite dimensions; and does er to a reprobate mind--i. e. to a mind VOla
he comprehend everything pertaining to its of judgment-to
do those things which
structure and organization-material
and im. were not becoming?
material? You Seeat once, that nothing short
It is not then because men are forced by
of infinite knowledge can justify anyone in any fair course of reasoning, that they bemaking this assertion. And yet it is made by come Atheists: but it is because, that not
a creature that does not know himself: that liking to retain God in their knowledge,
does not know the powers and capacities of and loving darkness rather than the light,
his own soul: that does not comprehend God has given them over to believe a lie,
many things pertaining to the little clay that they all may be damned who obey not
tab~rnacle in which his spirit has its pres- the truth, but have pleasure in unrighteent abode:-a being, to whom every blade ousness.
of grass, and every leaf the forest, and evAnd hence you see, in the third place,the
ery particle of the earth is a mystery:-a.
bitter fruits and consequences of Atheism.
being who does not know one in a hundred "As they did not like to retain God in their
of tbe creatures that inhabit this world; knowledge," says the Apostle; or in other
and who knows almost nothing of the ten words as they desired to become 11theists,
thousand times ten thousand other worlds God gave them up to this disposition of
that compose the vast empire of Jehovah. mind. And the consequence was, that they
What would you think of the man who became immoral and impious just in prowould stand up in a court of justice, and portion as they advanced in Atheism. "Betestifj that there is no gold, nor silver, nor ing filled with all unrighteousness, fornicairon~ nor copper in the moon; though he tion, wickedness, covetousness, malicioushas never set a foot upon its surface, nor ness; being full of envy, murder, deceit,
examined a single particle of the vast mass- malignity;" and at the same time they bees of which it is composed? How much came "detractors, backbiters, haters of God,
would such testimony weigh with the court despiteful, proud, boasters, inventors of
and jury?
And yet that testimony would evil things, disobedient to parents, without
be reasonable compared with the dogmatical understanding, covenant breakers, without
assertion made by any man, however learned, natural affection, implacable, unmer9iful."
that there is no God.
It was a question of dispute among the
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ancients, whether a community, levened the very pale of the so-called church of J ethroughout with atheistical principles, could sus Christ. But I also know that these
possibly, subsist.
But as a majority of crimes have no propel' connection with
both statesmen and philosophers were al- Christianity.
They are the legitimate off.
ways on the negative ~ide of this question, spring of infidelity; and ean never, with any
the experiment was never practically made propriety, be ascribed to the teachings and
and fairly tested, till the time of the French workings of.'that blessed Spirit, whose fruits
Revolution.
True, indeed, the natural and are all "love, and joy, and peace, and long
l'ecessary tendencies of this form of infi· suffering, and gentleness, and goodness, and
deJity, wer'l very plainly indicated long be- fidelity, and meekness, and temperance."-fore that ever memorable epoch. This was Let these virtues beeome universal, and the
particularly the case, during the decline of very highest state of civilization of which
the Greek HepubliL:s and the Homan Em- the human race are susceptible, will soon be.
pire. But in A. D. 1793, the reign of Athe- come universal. !fan will cease to hate and
ism commenced in France; and with it com- to annoy his fellow-man; and all the kindwenced, simultaneously, the reign of Ter- reds, tribes, and families of the Earth will
ror. France was like the troubled sea: it be united in one harmonious and delightwas in fact a sea of blood. For a time, ful brotherhood.
every species of iniquity prevailed to a
My fourth ground of objection to Atheism
most alarming extent. But in a little while, is,thatitis direotly opposed to the evidence of
there was a I\e-action in the public mind.design aad contrivance so clearly and soabun.
The people soon recoiled flOm a system so dantly manifested in every department ofnaimpious and so horrible.
And the very ture. If it is true, that every effect must
same convention that had publicly disowned have had a cause, that every design implies
the Most High, ignored his authority, and a designer, then verily this great universe
proclaimed death to be an eternal sleep, was must have had an Almighty Framer and
compelled by the immense increase of crime, Architect. Let any man, for example, care.
to revoke their edicts; acknowledge the im- fully examine the structure and the me.
mortality of the soul; and bow, though re- chanism of the human eye, and he will say
luctantly, to the government of the King with Newton, tha the study of this one 01'eternal immortal, and invisible.
Surely gan is a cure for Atheism, if indeed it is a
then a system of such tendencies cannot be curable malady. Or let him look up to
a system of truth. Let us either make the these beautiful stars
tree good, and its fruit good; or else, let us
-------"that
nightly roll,
And !hed their light from pole to fl'0le,
ma k e t he tree corrupt, and its f ruit corrupt;
Furever singing as I,hey shine;
for the tree is known by its fruit.
The hund that made us L; Divintl,"
How beautifully and how gloriously
Christianity contrasts, in this respect, with
this form· uf infidelity. Its fruits are all
light, and life, and Jove. Its tendencies are
all, "Glory to God in the bighest; and on
earth, peace and good will to all men."
I am aware that much wickedness has
been committed in the name of Ohristiani·
ty. I know that "adultery, fornication, uncleanness, lasciviousness, idolatry, witch.
craft<, hatred, variance, emulations, wrath,
strife, seditions, heresies, envyings, murders,
drunkenness, revellings, and such like,'
have been practiced and tolerated within

and he wi,l be constrained to say with.David,
"rhe heavens declare the glory of God, and
the earth show,eth 'forth his handiwork.
I do not say, that without the aid of Di.
vine Revelation, any man could have derived
a correct knowledge of the character and at·
ributes of Jehovah from the mere "1\<01' f
nature. 'This is Dot the question befor s.
There is a difference as wide as the polei between thc discovery and the proof of a
proposition. And it is therefore enough for
our present purpose, that the truth respect.
ing Gofl's existence and character, first
communica ed to Adam and Noah by direct
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Hevelation, and afterwards transmitted to latter, the former would be as empty, and
their posterity by oral and written tradi- as worthless, and as inexplicable, as a shadtion, is now corroborated and sustained by ow wiLhout a substance?
How can hc acthe light of all nature: so that "God's eter- count for the fact, that just at the beginning
nal power and Divinity are now clearly seen, of the 70th week after the date of the decree
being understood by the things that are to restore and to build Jerusalem, the Mesmade." Rom. i: 20. This, it would seem, siah appeared; confirmed the covenant with
ought to be sufficient. If the heavens and the many for one week, or part of a week; and
earth, the seas and fountains of water, with that in the midst of the week, he was put
all their varied and multiplied tenantry, to death as a malefactor, though acknowlare opposed to Atheism, then what farther edged by most modern skeptics to be thc
need have we of witnesses?
Surely we greatest and best reformer that ever lived?
might rest the matter just hcre, and allow How can he account for the fact, that soon
the voice of nature, which is now distinctly after this as predicted by Daniel, the
heard in all the earth to proclaim its Mak- City of .Jerusalem was swept away as by a
er's praise.
flood; that the Jews were then scattered
But aftcr all,it is in the Bible,and from the among all the nations; and that their presBible, and through the Bible, that we have ent condition, as well as their history for
most-convincing and satisfactory evidence the last 1800 years, exactly corresponds to
against Atheism and every other species and what Moses and Christ predicted concernform of infidelity. Indeed the evidence is ing them? How can he account for the
perfectly overwhelming.
We need no oth- fact, that soon after the death of Christ, as
er. And the man who is not convinced by has been acknowledged even by Tacitus
this, would not be persuaded though one and other profane historians, a new instituwitness or one thousand witnesses should tion was founded by his few humble and derise from the dead, to testify to the world spised followers; that.his
Institution has
the existence of God, and the gloriously re- flourished despite the opposition, and hat- ,
alities of the spiritual universe.
red, and rnalice of Jews and Gentiles; that
How, for example, can the Atheist, or the it now claims as its advocates and supportPantheist, or the Naturalist, or the SPirit-I ers the most enlightened, the purest, and
ualist account for the factI that the promise the best portions of the human race; and
made by God in Paradise, that the seed of/ that judging from the signs of thetimes,this
the woman should bruise the head of the institution or kingdom, which was at first
serpent, has been so exactly fullfilled in the indeed but as a grain of mustard seed, or
person of J esu~ of Nazarcth?
How can like a little stone cut out of a mountain
he account for the fact, that the prophecy without hands, is itself likely to become a
of Noah respecting his three sons and their great mountain, and fill the whole earth?posterity, has been illnstrated and confirmed How can he account for the fact, that the
by the history of more than 4000 years ?-- Bible, composed as it was by so many auHow can he account for the fact, that in thors, and under so great a diversity of
and through the seed of Abraham,all the na· time, plaec, and other cirlJumstances, should
tions of the earth have becn blessed? How be perfectly harmonious within itself and
o an he account for the fact, that Jesus correspond so exactly with the most reccnt
a
ared as the Shiloh or Princc of peace, I developements of modern science in anyand
just a little while bp,fore the sceptre depart-I every department of nature to which it reo
cd from Judah, and that to him has since fers? And finally, how can he account for
been the gathering of the people? How the fact, that when the doctrines and sencan he account for the fact, that every typel timents of this Blessed Volume, are reof Moses has its exact counterpart in the ceived into the head and heart of .any man,
Christian Institution; and that without the. and developed in his life, they change his
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whole nature, character, and disposition;
filling his heart with love, and peace, and
joy; and at the same time, inspiring him
with an earnest desire to do good to all men
as he may have opportunity?
Ah, my dear readers, there IS but one
way to answer these and ten thousand other
questions of like import. And that is by
conceding the fact that the Lord God Omnipotent reigneth, and that the Bible is a
revelation of his will to fallen man.
•
And after all, this is just what every good
man desires. To the morally impure and
corrupt, the idea of God's presence and government, is of course full of terror and remorse. For to all puch, God is a consuming fire. But to the pure in heart, nothing
can be more delightful and consoling than
this thought.
To know that though we are
weak, and erring, and helpless, 'yet that our
Father is omnipotentj omnicient and omnipresentj kind, and merciful, and goodj
that if we are only faithful and obedient for a little while, he will cleanse us
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AND THE WAR.

One of the strangest events of the war is
the charge made against the ministry of being the cause of the war because they condemn slavery. Can it be that those who
make this charge know that this anti-slavery sentiment was generally prevalent among
Ohristians, even at the South, only a few
years ago? Let me give two or three quotations :

The first is from the resolutions paesed
by the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in 1818. As these resolutions
passed by a 1tnanimousvote, at a time when
the whole Southern Presbyterian Church
was present by its representatives, I think
it is safe to regard it as a fair expression of
the s;ntiment of the Church South at that
time.
The part of these resolutions to which I
call attention is as follows:
" We consider the voluntary enslaving of
one part of the human race by another as a
gross violation of the most precious and safrom all Our SiLS,purify our hearts, and cred rights 'of human nature, as utterly inlead us safely through the dark valley of consistent with the law of God, and totally
the shadow of death, to the joys, and hon- irreconcilable with the spuit and principles
ors, and pleasures of his everlasting king- of the Gospel of Christ."
domj-this,
I say is just what every child
After a brief summary of the wrongs of
of Go'll desires. Arid nothing short of this slavery, they continue:
can ever satisty the desires of the human
" It is manifestly the duty of all Chrissoul. "Beware, then, lest any many spoil tians who ~njoy t,he light of the pr.es~nt day,
you through philosophy and vain deceit af- when the InCOnSIstency of slavery IS genet th
d' .
f
f
h
d"
rally seen and acknowledged, to use their
er e tra ItIOn 0 men, a tel' t e ru Iments honest earnest and unwearied endeavors to
of the world, and not after Christ."
correct this error of former times, and as
R. MILLIGAN.
speedily as possible to efface this blot on
EVERY man in the Church of Christ is our holy religion, and obtain the complete
a commentator upon Christianity.
Our abolition of slavery throughout Christenepistle, read and, known of men, should be dom, and if possible, throughout the world."
a "living epistle." We may be nearer Sec Digest of Acts of Ass" p. 27S.
right, as Christians, than the world is willOf the whole Church South, not a single
ing to allow. Can we not constrain them man, minister or layman, could be found in
to acknowledge that we have been with the Assembly to say he did not believe
Jesus?
That is 'the main point, for they
read the Bible through us. Christianity slavery to be "utterly inconsistent with the
is to the world what it is as seen in us. law of God, and totally irreconcilable wi
Would we have a revi'lal? Let us, then, the spirit and principles of the Gospel, and
to our work. Break up the fallow ground, ought to be as SOOllas possible abolishe'd."
and !Subdue, under influences that sanctify
Take auother statement.
I quote from
. the knot-weed and brambles and pigeongrass that infest the garden of the Lord. a Circular published by the Synod of Ken'then if we need wisdom, we may ask and tucky in 183&, twenty-eight years ago.hear God's own reply.
They say:

*
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"We all admit that the system of slavery, as it exists among us, is not right." *
It draws down upon us the
vengeance of Heaven."
Then, after a brief summary of some of
the evils of slavery, they continue:

*

*
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entertained by Jefferson and most of the
leading statesmen at the time of the formlttion of the old constitution, was that the
enslavement of the African was a violation
of the laws of nature; that it was wrong in
principle, socially, morally, and politically.
It was an evil they knew not well how to
deal with, but the general opinion of the
men of that day was, that somehow or other,.in the order of Providence, the institution would be evanescent and pass away.This idea, though not incorporated in the
~
constitution, was the prevailing idea at the
time.
Those ideas, however,
were fundamentally wrong.
" Our new Government is founded upon

" It appears manifestly the duty of every
individual to aid vigorously and efficiently
in the abolition of slavcry. It is not enough
to affirm, 'I have done all I could for the
.good of my own slaves.' This will not protect their posterity, nor secure the good of
others. There are but three courses before
you-immediate
or gradual emancipation,
or perpetuation of. the system. The first
you will, probably, not adopt. If, then, you
refuse the second, there is no al ternative
but to lend your influence to perpetuate a
system which God abhors-a
system which exactly tl;ie opposite idea; its foundation is
exhibits power without responsibility, toil laid,-its corner-stone rests, upon the great
without recompense, life without libertytruth that slavery is the negro's natural
law witho:lt security, wrong without redress and normal condition.
-infamy without crime, and families with·
"Thus, our new Government is the first
out marriage. It places the whip in the
hands of the master, to be used at his pleas. in the history of t11ewodd based upon this
ure (provided only that he does not take great truth. This truth has been slow in
life.) Slaves often suffer all that can be the process of its development.
It
inflicted by wanton caprice, by grasping has been so even among us. Many who
avarice, brutal lust and insane anger. Their hear me, perhaps, can recollect well that
happiness is the sport of every whim and
passion that may enter the master's bosom. this was not generally admitted, even within
The tepderest affections are wantonly crush· their day. The E)rrors of the past generation
ed. Dearest friends are torn asunder. Bro· was still clung to by many as late as twenty
thers and sisters, parents and children see years ago. Those at the North who still
each other no more. There is nr!t.a neigh. clinO' to these errors, we justly denominate
borhood where these heart-rendlDg scenes I'. "'.
"
S h
'S·
h D'I
G
do not occur. There is not a road or village .fanattcs. - tep ens
peec,
a1 y az.,
that does not behold the sad procession of March 29, 1861.
manacled outcasts, whose chains and sad
Here it is distinctly stated by Mr. Stelooks do not tell that they are exiles, by phens (one of the most candid and liberal
force, from all that they hold dear."
men of the South) that Jefferson and leadIt is also rep-orded that the ministry of inO'statesmen generally at the time of the
'"
.
,
the Presbyterian Church, at that time and formation of our constitution
re"arded
,
0
I)fior to it, were almost to a man staunch slavery as "wrong, morally, socially and
emancipationists, and Elders and members, politically," and that this sentiment was
generally, equally opposed to the continu- still generally prevalent, even at the South,
unce of the system of slavery.
until within the memory of Ulany then preN ow, as evidence that this is a fuir rep. sent, and even up to within twenty years of
resentation of t.he Christian sentiment of the that date, and that those at the North who
South thirty and fifty years ago, let me give still clung to these sentiments were now
the testimony of the Hon. A. H. Stephens, "denominatedjanutics,"
or in other words,
Vice· President of the C. S. A. In a speech abolitionists.
delivered at Savannah, Georgia, just after
Such are some of tl1e records and confesthe formation of their new constitution.sions of slaveholders themselves, and the
Mr. Stephens said: "The prevailing idea facts of history abundantly confirm them.'

*
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Until within a few years past, Ohristian peo- LETTERS TO MY REVIEWER--·NO. 2.
plJ'l generaIJy,' South as well as North, have
My ESTEEMED TIRO. Pow :--1 said in my
admitted that slavery was wrong, morally, last, I was discussing one question and you
socially and politically.
J. O. Oalhoun, if' another. 'rhat was doubtless an unexpected
I mistake not, was about the first to advo- remark, for, your caption,"Review of Hartcate publicly any other doctrine. And he zel's essay on War and Christianity" No.
did it to avoid the inconsistency of standing 1, sugge"ts that you intended a direct, and
before the world in the determined practice palpable issue with me, which in logical
of an admitted wrong against both God and accuracy is not true.
man.
"'Val' and Ohristianity," was my motto.
And if these things be so, then the crime ThIysecond paragraph begins as follows: "A
of the anti-slavery party of the North is, truthful definition of this heading, will "how
that they still cling to the faith of the fath- the likeness between war and Christianity;
ors South and North. And for this it is and that will show their coalescence or anthat they are branded as abolitionists and tagonism."
This broad, comprehensive
aggressors upon Southern rights. And for heading embraces war in the aggregate.this, too, it is that the ministry of the land All that is legitimately involved in the
are charged with being the cause of the war word "war."
I was not difcussing war as
and all our troubles. It is because tbey a political necessity-as
an element of
have refused to wbeel into line at the crack human government, in these aspects, I ha,e
of the slave-driver's whip. And can it be not affirmed or denied. :My position is a
that thoBe who are joining the cry against negative, namely, that there is no affinity
the Ohurch and ministry of the North, are between "War and Ohristianity."
This
aware of these facts? Oan they expect a you have virtually arlmitted. You say,
just God to prosper them in such a course? Review No.1., "Christianity aims at sub.
Remember "Except
the Lord build the duing the sinful passions from which all
house, they labor in vain tbat build it."
wars originate, through the potency of its
Now do you ask bow this great change glorious facts, its promises, precepts, threat.
of sentiment has been eff'ected? It was a enings, all its gracious influences." This
very natural process. Slavery was found concession is both full and emphatic.
The
to be both profitable and comfortable. Men four things n~med above, embrace the
consequently loved it and continued to prac- whole of Christianity.
It consists of "facts,
tice it for its gains, just as they do thou- precepts, promises ana. threatenings."_
sanas of other wrong things, because profit- Christianity all told, is foud in these four
• able. And loving it, they did not love the iterns. Through these, its gracious intruth against it. "They loved darkness fluences are brought to bear "subduing the
rather than ligb t, because their deeds were sinful passions," &c., you say then. that
evil. For everyone that doeth evil bateth not a part, but the whole of Chridianity is
the light,- neither cometh to tbe light, lest opposed to war, for you say, and very truly
his deeds should be reproved."
E. B.
Fay, it"aims atsubduingthe sinful passions,
~
from which all wars originate." &c. This
The head and members are glorified to- concession you may explain as best yeu can,
gether, with the same kind of glory. God
has not one heaven for his Son, and anoth- but your own text you cannot alter. That
er for his saints; but one and the same for we have not misunderstood you, we wiII
both.-Dyer.
give another extract from the same page.
To be in Ohrist is heaven below; and to "Christianity inculcates, on its professors
be with Christ is heaven above.-lb.
the duties of love, even to enemies; and
If the very idea of having an hard heart, forgiveness to all men, as a condition of
makes you tremble; it is a certain sign, being forgiven."
This is your own cem.
that your heart is not hard.-~t.
Bernard ment npon your text before cited.
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The absp.nce of love, and an unwillin/!;gospel, knows that one grand design of it i~,
ness to "forgive" are the "passions" that to subdue those vices in man. The oriO'i.
0
('originate" "war." You have my unfeigned nating causes
of war can never proceed
thanks, both. for your text, and beautiful from a consistent Christian community uncomment.
der tl:e government of Ohristian rulers.
What a pity my d 'ar Brother, that Christianity
makes its professors non.
Christianity.has not more extensively pre- aggressors,
and peacemakers; and they
vailed, at least, to an extent sufficient to have should always constitute aconservative body
Aubdued in a majority "the sinful passions of peace in a nlltion. " This extract is
in which all wars have originated !" Then. worthy of a brief analysis. 1st, Wars
you would not have had any occasion, even, come from sinful lusts appetites and passions.
to have apologized for war in the abstract In proof of tLis, you have given apostolIc
or under some "circumstances,"
which, in authority.
2nd, You say one grand de.
my judgment, is all you have done to the sign of the gospel, is to subdue these vices
end of your No.6.
ill man. Srd, You say war can never proBut I said before, I had a large credit ceedfrom a consistent Christian community
for you. It affords me pleasure to give under the government of Christian rulers.
honor to whom honor is due. You say That is all good. Would such Ohristian
again in your No.2, "It is true, that the rulers fight? Surely not. For then war
gospel in its practicle operations on the would proceed from a consistent Christian
heart and consciences of men, is highly
community, and a governmellt administered
conducive to the blessings of peace; be- by Christian rulers. It always takes at
cause, its power is exerted to subjugate the least two to fight. The aggressive, the
sinful lusts and passions, from which all
chalenging party can't fight alone. Burr,
wars have originated."
This is another un- might have chalenged Hamilton, every day
mistakable' concession, that war and Chris- of his life, and no duel would have been
tianity are antipodes.
fought. The fight proceeded as much from
But my dear and conscienciou~ brother, Hamilton as from Burr. One nation de.
you was aware, that your defence of Ohris- claring war against another nation, is only
tians engaged in war under some "circum- one half of the cause, the acceptance of the
stances" might mislead some of your read- declaration is the other half. There can
ers, hence, your frequent admissions--sui_ be no war without mutual agreement. The
cidal to your general design. You sir, have war proceeds as much from t~e one party
t00 high appreciation of the Ohristian re- as from the other among civilized nations.
ligion, to do justice to your logical powers, When the alternatives of war, or something
in the task you have undertaken.
Let me else are submitted by the one party, the
call your attention, and respectfully ask other has the right of choice. When the
your reconsideration of some things, you election is in favor of war, the contest is
have in your Review No.3.
then enaugurated.
The choice is based
"War," you say "is the effect of antece- upon the anti-christian axiom of two evils
dent causes. What, then, are the antece- choose the least. The choice is deliberate
dent causes? The apostle James answers and voluntary.
And on the principles of
in relation to those to whom he wrote: human advancement may be wise and good.
"Whence come wars and fightings among But Ohristianity suggests of two evils choose
you? Come they not hence even of your neither. Ohoose the good and suffer the
lusts, that war ·in your members," etc. consequences.
But enough. You say wal
James, iv. You proceed, in general terrrs, can never proceed from a consistent Christhe sinfullusts,appetites and passions are the tian community."
Can never! This is
promotive causes from which wars originate, almost, if not altogether sayillg that war
and everyone at all acquainted with the and christianity are antagonisms. It looks
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that direction.
My reviewer himself being
judge.
What
folio IVS gives
additional
streng'th to this view. 4th. Then you say
Christianity
makes
its professors
"non-

credit, large credit, for themany concessions
you have made in favor of my pleadings,
namely that there is no coalescence between
war and Christiamty.

aggressors,
and peacemakers,"
and they
Brother,
let me understand
you.
You
should
always
constitute
a conservative
say Christians are "peacemakers."
But they
body of peace in a nation."
A more truth- do not always succeed inlmaking
peace,
ful and important
utterance
never came even between contending
church
parties.
from an uninspired
pen.
That yuu should When the brethren refuse that mediation,
after all these admissions,
offer a single do they then take part in the strife?
This
apology for war, is, to my mind most incx- is not the way you practice in your church,
plicable.
If you was not a master of lan- is it?
But you are not discussing a church
guage, I could account
for that palpable question, but what Christian "peacemakers"
contradiction
between the several extracts should do in the present national
crisis.
from your
Review,
reproduced
in this Now, if the parties reject their intervention,
letter, and your efforts to justify war, even if they will not be reconciled,
what then?
in the abstract, on Christian principles.
"Pi tch in."
So I must understand
you,
You say Uhristians
are "peacemakers"
For this, is the burden of your labored Rcand
"conservators."
"Peacemaker.
one view.
I now understand
what is meant by
who makes peace by reconciling l'arties that "conqupring a peace."
But when mediation
are at variance."
"Blessed are the peace- has failed, why, take sides with one party
makers." &c. How lovely the work;
how against the other.
If your "peacemakers"
beautiful is the mission of the Christian;
are resolved on forcing a peace they should
suppose all who profess
to be Christians
fight on one side, and then on the other
both North and South, had thrown them- side, for, else, how could they "be a conselves timerously
into the breach.
Had servative body of peace in a nation."
You
laid their mediatorial
hands upon the par_see
my trouble.
ties in strife.
Had used all their available
influence to reconcile the belJigel-en ts, the

But you have brought
me into a greater
trouble.
You have said again, and again,

work would have been done.
Could the that Christianity
destroys
all those sinful
contending
parties
have
withstood
this lusts, passions
and appetites,
from which
1
m1ghty, m gMy lwst? The millions of earn- wars originate,
that Christians
are peaeeest days-men,
praying
for peace, would makers, a conservative
body of peace in a
have
been heard both on earth and in nation"&c, &c. But sir, where is the proof
heaven.
Then
would the professors
of of all this?
Yon say Melchizedeck the type
Ohristianity
have been just what you say of Jesus Christ gave his "highest appro\'al"
tbey "always
sltould" be "a conservative of a warrior.
According to the doctrine of
body oj peace ina natio1l!"
By their saving type and anti type Jesus' Christ would now
influence they would have preserved
the give his highest approval of a warrior in depeace, and saved the nation.
They would fence of the state, as you are pleased to call it.
have been light to this benighted land, and If this is not yonI' suggestion, then, there is DO
salt to this putred
mafiS. Did you, my meaning in your argument.
Jesus Christ
brother, advise this course?
Perhaps you is then a peacemader
in the sense of the
did.
Did you with imploring hands say to present federal army.
There is Some h,1/your Christian bretlnen,
don't fight!
you perbole in your frequent eulogies on the
are "Peacemakers,"
you must "conserve"
peaceful qualities
of Ctniitianity,
or somo
the peace of the "nation,"
or did you S3Y erroneous application
of tbat feature of the
with the mass of professors
round
about type.
The latter, as 1 will show at another
you "to arms {" Be 'that as it may, my time and place.
'"
legitimate

business

at present

is to give you

Your re\-iow of \\'h"t I said on prophecy

. .
r •
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leads out this fact, if it is fact, ~hat the sev-I' inhibit war. T.he teachings, and examples
eral prophecies cited, have no past, or pres- of Christ do not. The instructions to the
ent relation to the subject of war what>oever./ disciples, to be. pe~cemakers, to love thcir.
The prediction in 42nd of Isa:ah only meaus enemies, to' fced their enemies, to recomtbat J es;us Christ would not use the sword' pence to no rPan evil for evil, do not they
as a means of "propagating"
his religion. ihave no reJatbn to the subject at al1.With this exception, bis chalpcter might be I Christianity destroys the war passions, tl1:o.t
quite like that of a warrior. You admit I is 1111. But having destroyed the passions,
that the 2nd of Isaiah refers to Pentecost in always active in successful warfare"it repart. That the word of the Lord did then quires them to fight, for it is written
go forth from Jerusalem.
But that part of "Rulers are a terror to evil doers." Not
the prophecy, which describes consequences always. Sometimes evil doers are a terror
resulting from the gospel which began at to rulers. But if your logic on the 11th of
Jerusalem, is yet future, that is the sword Isaiah, is sound, it will apply with equal
is still a sword, and the spear is stilI a fpear, force to the 13th of Romans.
"It is perand the nations still learn war as they did tinent to observe that the words war and
before. Your language is "When the full- peace are not once named by the apost!e."
ness of the Gentiles shall have come in, and If the words "war"&c. "proves that Isaiah
all Israel saved, then will the prophecy have ignored the question, does it not prove that
its utmost completion: and impl'3ment~ of Paul did the same in the 13th chap. to the
war will be converted into implements of Romans, for the "words war" &c, are not
husbandry, and nations will learn war no there. I will not now insist upon the paralmore," If these effects did not follow iu lelism between the 11th and 2d of Isaiah, it
the ratio of the prevalence of the gospel, is sufficient for the present that you have
what then becomes of yonr eloquent decla- admitted that Isaiah had before his vision
rations of the pcaceful tendencies of the the question of "war and peace" in the 2nd
gospel? Tell me then, how is it that Chris- chap. of his prophecy, but, according to
tianity destroys that brood of "Justs and your interpretation the sinners converted by
passions in which all wars originate."
the "word of the Lord, always have, and
Vcry similar is your review ofmyexigesis always will hold the sword by the hilt
of the prophecy i~ the 11th of Isaiah. You until the fuliness of the Gentiles shall have
say "it is pertinent to observc that the come in, and all Israel saved i" then, when
words war and peace are not once named by there ?hall be nobody to fight with, will
the prophet." But are not warlike animals, the saints carry their swords to the plowand unwarlike animals name~ by thcproPh-lmaker, and t~eir spears to ~he cutler, .the
et?, Ancl do not the warlIke take on the I prophecy wdl •.then have ltS complftlOn,
natnre of the unwadike?
~he "wolf" be-I and tl~e nations shall then "learn war no
comes a "lamb," etc. Agam you say "the more,"
verbs lmrt and destroy convey the idea of
I will close this JeLteT already too long,
physical aggression," &c. Trne sir. But by anextraorclinary passage from your text,
do they not with equal forcc convey the idea Review No.3.
"Brother Hartzel portrays
of phYSICalreoistance?
But you proceed. truly and forcibly the causes promotive of
"So you perceive the prophet nas before his wari but, it appears surprising to me, that
vision the subduing of the malevolent lnsts he does not perceive that if christians deanu passions and consequently the causes of cline to bear arms in defence of their govhurting and destroying. TIere is the pam- ernment against aggressors actuated by
dox christianity destroys the war passions these motives, that the greater probability
and as you say in another place, there is of success wonld of itself be a promoting
not one precept that "inhibits war." The cause of hostile attack; and a stimulous to
prophecies which refer to gospel times do not the causes which he enumerates.'
Here is

•
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another cons:deration
"bear arms."

fOJ: {jhtistians

to

They should "bear armS" foj' the sake of
christianity itself. That christianity may
exert its intended influence. against the
causes "promo ti ve of war." This looks in
the direction of propagating christianity,
by the means of the sword. If this is good
theology, for the tinJes, I· fear it is bad
morality both for the present, and future
of tho church.

J.
Davenport,

HARTZEL.

Feb. 2nd, 1863.
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THE INFIDEL

PHILOSOPHER.

My sonl inquisitive aspires
Its history to knolY,
It asks tho question, whence came I?
Ani whither do I go 1
OU! would r could comprehend
The stern decree of fate;
And bear my Jestiny be,yond
This tran,itory state.
I fain would lift the vail that blinds
The vision here below;
And penetrate deep ravines,
Of spheres 2·noognitio.
The monster death compels our race
Ilis mandate to obey;
I know I must restore to eart~,
The compound of her eby.
Resolve into her elements
Deeomposition's prey,
The spirh freed from bondago hero,
Ol>! wbither will it stray?
Will it ascend unmeasnr,1d hights,
In "port upon the wing?
TrM·.crse th, great immensity,
And perch on saturn's ring I
Or when it bursts its prison doors,
Will it not transmigrpte 1
And then some ugly form of beast,
Or hideous reptile take 1
Ye Rages all your pOwers combine,
Unbnr the mystic door;
That holds within its close confines
This psyc1wtogic lore.
The complex dogma trace where'er
Its subtle branches wind;
Pursue its dark menderings,
Its ne plus ultra find.
TllO sRges Fay we've songht to find
Spirit identity;
The work proves naught hut volatile
Intangibility.
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The mystery Plato could not solve,
Nor sapient Socrates;
It bamed the g~antie skill
Of old Demosthenes.
It mocks the penetrating ken
Of literati great;
The ancient worthies staggered long
Beneath its ponderous weight.
What i,; the sonl! tIle inner man,
The indestructible 1
WllO,t constitutes its ghostly frame?
'l'ouchleFs, imponderable.
'Tis sait! 'twas moulded by the hand
Of Deity or Go 1;
A sublimated substance grand,
Exempt from flesh ilnd blood •
Ob, science aid my re,e~reh do,
The theme explain to me,
Unfuld the mystic labyrinth
Of pliUmllto]ogy.
The great phenomen on expound,
And I'll no more complain,
Oh! can von n·" "'\{'e snti;fy
This mediatative brain 1
But s~iellce answers, ask me not,
I'm un rrepared to teach;
A branch so metaphy.-ical,
Is far beyond my reach.
Oh! nature tel! us why hast thou
The secret thus concealed 1
On thy expllnsive wide spread plains
Is it no where revealed?
I've turned to dame philosopby,
And kneeling at her shrine;
Implored of bel' to satiate
This raging thirst of mine.
She heeds no pleading nor essays
7'he empty cnp to fili;
"A 'till small voice," now whispering
Rebellious heart be still.

says

'Tis in~piration's voice alone
Can quell those slavish fearR;
"We walk by faith, a?d not by sight;
III this IuW vale of tears."
PUrllse the SavioUl '",tre gie life
His deed; and miracles;
To know the spirit's doom, consult
His living oracles.
Look through this teles~ope and learn
The soul'", intrinSic worth;
'Twill elevate the mind above
The groveling things of earth.
It points the heavy laden heart
7'0 the e:ty of the blest j
Where the wicked cease from troubling',
And the weary are at rest.
Georgetowll, lll.

LIZZIE REDMON.

I
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EXISTENCE OF GOD.-·-NO. 2.
That no system can be wholly established
Those who have carefully read our first by the senses, or the brutes would be
article on this subject as published in the wiser than man, for they cerfainly possess
January number of the Luminary have no the senses in a higher degree of acutenesit
doubt become convinceJ with us that the than man. That no system can be wholly
apostle positively contradicts and contro- revealed, for man learns by comparison, and
verts this assertion that man is an atheist thcre must be in the mind certain ideas or
by nature, and that revelation was given to l"I'uths to which revelation appeals and on
impart to man the idea of a God or even which comparison it rests.
much of his character.
He asserts all
Thatno ,ystem can be wholly demontrathese to be sufficiently evident from nature, tion,for tbcre must be a basis on which demand thus gives the (rue mission of revela- onstration rests, to which it appeals, to contion, to bring man back to a clear knowl- vince tJle mind.
edge of God's moral character, his hatred
We a, sert also that there exists in the
of sin, and how man can be saved from it. mind at birth, certain powers which develop
We might here rest our argument, for. cer- with growth in accordance with established
tainlyevery believer of revelation will be laws, and that education may modify but
willing to receive its testimony; and, as our cannot change them radically or destroy
article may meet the eye of others, we will them. Further, there exist." in the hum:lll
\\ttempt to susta,in the position taken by the mind certain ideas or truths which are
apostle in our text by an appeal to God's there independent of sense, revelation or
works or nature. Men llave differed as to demontration, and which serve as a basis, to
how mon obtained this knowledge of God which sense, revelation and demontration
they have independent ofrevelatioll.
Some must appeal, on which they most rest.assert that it is intuitive or self evident. The mind is not a talJula rosa or a blank
Some that it was first obtained by personal tablet, but there are certain truths which
intercourse with God at creation, and has enable the mind to reason on the phenombeen kept alive by tradition.
Others re- ena of sense, to understand the truths of
gard it as an affirmation of universal reason, revelation, and to comprehend and give
reasoning from self-evident truths apparent assent to the deductions of· demonstration.
to every intelligence.
The latter we believe It is as plain as an axiom th:lt if there is
to be the correct position. True, the coune nothing in the mind to be influenced by
of reasoning is so obvious and so short and sense, levelation or argument, they can have
so patent to every mind, that it seems to no effect on it, for a nonentity cannot be
be an axiom almost, but we thin k however, changed into a reality.
When the sen sell
that a course of reasoning has to be gone furuish occasions by their phenomena, tho
through with, (unconsciously it may be,) mind, rea~oning on these by means of self.
before we come to such' a conclusion. Also evident truths and in accordance with its
in many cases the mind may be impelled to own laws, arrives at conclusious entirely
such a course of thought by tradition, and beyond and above what was revealed by
very much aided by it, but since this truth the senses. Not one tenth part of our
survives all other traditions, or rather is knowledge is derived from the phcnomenaof
found where all tradition has perished, being senSl directly, only the basis is thus obfound where the people had not even tra- tained. Th is is especially the case with
ditions reaching back to a third generation, our mental and moral systems of philo sop by.
Vie hold that it is not dependent on reve- "Ve say then tbat though God may not be
lation for exist~nce or continuance.
directly apprehended
by means of t h ~
Then, as a basis for our argument and a senses, yet the senses give us data on which
reply to .Bro. Campbell's popition, we will we reason and i'nvariably arrive at a satis.
premise:
illctory belief of his existence.
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If it is denied that man would ever com-/ spiritual phenomena, no rational spirit.menee investigation that would lead to:such We must then assume that a spirit or a life _
a conclusion, we reply that man everywhere principle capable of reason and moral action
recognizes his dependent condition--that
is eternal. This is all we have to do to
he is subject to the action of powers and believe there is a God. If we do this at
influences he cannot control; and he feels first, we have no greater difficnlty than we
his need ot a superior power or mind to have at last, and we avoid all the following
shield him from these inil aences when they difficulties. Also it is much easier to supbecome adverse. Not only this but he pose mind which is so superior to and so
everywhere desires such an overruling being, independent of matter to be eternal, than
and he, as the apostle says, "feels after him that dependent and gross matter is eternal.
if haply he may find him." He thus com· Then we are compelled to assign to mind
mences the search and arrives at and dem- self-existence, eternity and independence
onstrates God's existence in accordance and these include all the other attributes of
with certain self-evident truths.
The first G0d.
of these is that for every effect there' must
Even if we assume all these which we
have been a cause. Should it be denied have enumerated to be eternal, we have not
that he would regard the universe as one the present condition of things, unless we
effect, we reply that he would conclude that assign to spirit control over matter to origiit is an effect from the infinitely greater dif- nate, begin and bring out the present order,
ficulty of supposing that it is not. As a in accordance with law, established by inreply to the atheist and to show this, we telligence. And as the universe must be
will point out a few of these difficulties. infinite in extent, such a spirit must be in'Ve would have to assume to commence that finite or God. The universe is not a result
matter was eternal, and by so doing we of chance, or why this established law?
would assign to it self-existence eternity and
The present order of things is not eternal,
independence, and there are the very attri- for nature, though infinite in extent, is finite
butes of God at which the ttheist stumbles. in detail, as an organization of finite things.
If we can assent to God's self-existence, Finite things or an infinite number of them
eternity and independence, all other attri- are not self-sustaining, nor can they give
butes follow as a necessary consequence. any support to each other. Then to supThis would leave mere chaos or matter pose that nature as we now see it is etcrnal,
without form or law.
or that we have had an 'infinite series of
We must next suppose that motion, at- finite things, self-sustained, is absurd.traction, relJulsion, heat, electricity, affin- Since, then, nature has been and is susity and crystalization are eternal as proper- tained in a regular order, there must be a
ties of matter. This would merely produce power adequate to do this, and as this order
agglommeration and mineral arrangement, demands intelligence, we must assume the
but no life, not even that of the humblest existence of an overruling mind. Creation
vegetable.
is not a development in accordance with
'Ve must next, then, suppose that organ- the eternal laws of matter irrdependent of
ization, growth, development, and powerof mind, for as we have seen, the results of
reproduction, as seed in the plant, are eter- the development are such as demand the
nul; and still we have no animal life ; and eternal existence of mind. Not only that,
nothing that will produce it.
but the nature of the development is such
We must then, in ascending our chain of in its orderly and law-controllcd character,
difficulties, suppose or assume that sensation that it demands mind to orignate and direct
voluntary motion or locomotion and all the the development from the beginning.
phenomena of animal life are eternal; and
Another objection to the development
still we have no CJ itation or thought, no' theory is, that, liS is evident to anyone who
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has carefully
studied
the phenomena
of
matter and spirit, int.elligence is not a property of matter, nor can it by any Course of
change or modification
of matter,
be developed from it; but when we find it acting
in connection
with matter, we find that
there is joincd to such matter,
a spirit or

1,UMINAKY.

by the gospel from bearing arms, if commanded by legal authority;
because the government would be acting within its proper
sphere; and because "in things secular our
obedience is unlimited."_J.
Hartzell.
If onr beloved brother were an importing
merchant
at present, in one of onr mar.

mind in which this intelligepce
inheres.
itin'e cities, and largely interested
in thc
Even if it could be evolved from matter by mercantile
marine; and had suffered
ex.
development,there
must be a previous coursc tensively from the depredations
of the pri.
of long sustained,orderly
and law-controlled
vateer Alabama;
he would haye perplcxing
development which demands the origination
doubts in his mind,. whether
the secular
illld direction of intelligence
or mind.
government
ought
td send out vessels
CLARK BRADEN.

of
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REVIEW OF HARTZELL'S ESSAY ON
WAR AND CHRISTIANITY. NO.8
I shall now proceed to prove, that a Christian is under obligation to aid his government by force of arms in discharging its legitimate duties; according to Bro. Hartzell's
principles
in the 7th Essay.
In his "brief analysis" he says:
1st. "The municipal order of society is by
the Providence
of God committed
to the
civil magistrate.
This is the limit of his
jurisdiction."
2nd. "In things secular our obedience is

war

to capture,

or

destroy

the Ala.

,bama; or not.
For this reason: the act
would be properly secular, and legitimately
belongs to governmental dutics, and the obedicnce of Ohristians in EUch cases being unlinJited according to his views; they might
be commanded to take part in the enterprise.
But this would conflict with his
general
theory, viz. that it is inconsistent
with the .profession
of a Chri~tian
to bear
arms under any supposable
contingency.
I will state another
case-the
sup pres.
sion of thc African Slave.trade.
The whole
civilized
world
condemns
it; except
the
Southern Slaveholders.
I know Bro. Hart-

unlimited."
zell would rejoice at its complete
Suppres' As the Essayist regards the collection of sion.
But how is that desirable
object to
taxes a legitimate act of the secular govern
be attained?
The most profound statesmen
ment; we will assume, that a formidable
opposition against their being collected ex
ists in the State.
The mal-contents
alleging, that they are oppressive, aIjd grevio'.ls
to be borne, (although
constitutionally
levied, and not more than the exigencies olthe
State required;)
that tbe civil process has
not only failed to collect them, but that the
civil officers were driven off by armed resistance of the insurgents.
The secular
government
would then be compelled to call
out an armed force to execute the civil process.
The insurgents
are desperate,
and
fire on the military; and by force of arms,
the insurgents
are over·powered;
some are
slain; the balance captured, and delivered
over to the judicial authorities
to be dealt
with according
to law.
In a ease ~f this
kind, the Ohristian could not be exempted

•

and philnnthrophists
haye not yet discovered any means so effective as armed cruisers
to capture the slavers, and to mete out condign punishment
to the guilty; in connexion
with vigilance in the governmen t officers to
prevent slavers from leaving ports for that
purpose.
(If our brother has any effective,
bloodless scheme to recommend, that could
be put in immediate operation, he ought to
make it kuown.)
The suppression
of the
detestable traffic comes properly
within the
approYed duties of government,
the punishment of evil-doers, as taught by the A pos.
tIes.
1t is secular; and 'according to our
brother's
theory
of unlimited
obedience;
Christians would be discharging
gospel duties in rendering
assistance
to the secular
government
by force of arms, if ordered to
do so by legal authl'rity.
It would certain.
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Iy violate no moral principle, or gospel pre-I and the praise of well-doers: hut this is not
cept to suppress by weapons of war, an the model of a government, or any thing
outrage on humanity so atrocious,.as thatof1like it. I regard a government to consist
making merchan lise of God's image.
of its integral parts, by which all its legal
I trust, 1 have now proved my proposi- functions are discharged.
He further obtion; but the reader will of course judge of serves: "And in this we find every thing
that matter for himself.
I that is valuable in any form of government,
The 7th Essay concludes: "Wars do not I namely, the moral qualities of the rulers."
originate in government, but for the want of It is always very desirable to have rulers
govarnment, or bad government. Such gov- with good moral qualities; especially in an
ernment as Paul defines would be the pro· absolute monarchy, where the ruler's will is
motel' of pAaCej it is therefore vain to look law. But in constitutional governments,
to Paul for a divine warrant to bear arms" I moral qualities are not sl:!.indi.spensible in
It is here affirmed, that wars originate from the rulers, as a '!3acred regard for the conthe want of government or bad government, stitutional laws of the nation.
and
distinctly
though unintentionally
To judge fairly ana charitably of the memmarks out the culpable party in war. Good bel'Sof the Oonvention which formed the congovernmental though "a promotor of peace" stitution of the U. S. we should enlarge the
would be compelled to defend itself against a sphere of our vision beyond that document.
bad government, or cease to exist; and there- In an evil hour, the colonists permitted the
fore as obedience in thirgs secular is unlim- element of slavery to :l>e introduced inited, it would be the duty of Ohristians to to their social system; it grew with their
sustain by force of arms a good government growth, and the whole lllass of society was
against wicked assailants.
implicated in it. During the colonial state,
The 8th Essay is a digression from the there were no legal prohibitions against the
subject of discussion, and does not well ac- slave· trade. The mother country rather
cord with its caption, War and Christianity. encouraged it than otherwise. The Articles
It is rather a disertation on the delinquen- of Oonfederation ignored it. The traffic
cyof our past rulers, from the origin of the had full sweep without opposition.
The
government till the installation of the pres. fixing of a period of time in the Oonstituent administration; for the latter are partial- tion, when it would be lawful to prohibit
ly excepted. There is a good deal of truth it by legislative action, showed a strong
in the ~ssaYj with occasional exaggerations; pressure in the Oonvention to arrest its
and a ten ency to ultraism is sometimes hitherto uninterrupted course. It is well
manifested.
But in reality I have no dis- known that some of the delegates stated, as
putation with Bro. Hartzell on those ques- their conviction that the states they repretions. vVe both belQng to the same school, sented would not ratify the Constitution, if
religiously and politically. There are some the slave· trade was immediately interdicexpressions, and ideas which I deem excep- ted in that instrument.
And it would he
tionable to which the readers attention is deemed highly important, that its proviinvited.
sions should meet the approval of as many
The apostle's instructions to the Ohurch of the states as possible. Nine out of the
at Rome xiii ch. are claimed by Bro. Hart- thirteen was the minimum. If the Constizell to contain a "model" of sucular go v- tution had been wholly free from those exernment-"the
only plan of a purely eivil ceptionable sections, and not ratified by the
g.overnment, God has vouchsafed to man." states; it would have had no more legal
N ow to my understanding the apostle sim- force than a piece of blank paperj and the
ply defines the legitimate object of govern- slave-trade would have been prosecuted as
ment, which is, the exercise of its power to usual. So the 20 years permission, simply
be a. terror to evil-doers by punishing them; left the subject as it previously existed, with
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this difference, that a period being n'amed the bond,man.
It appears to have been the
when it should not be prohibited, implied design of the Convention to leave as far as
that after that time elapsed; it might, and possible responsibility of slavery on those
in all probability would be legally Suppress- .states which sustained it; and by many' of
4d. And this was accordingly done.
our best statesmen (before the rebellion beThere was then a choice of evils before gan) was still regarded a state lllstitution,
the Convention. Either to frame the Con- with which the general government bad no
stitution according to the strict principl!:1s constitutional authority to interfere.
of political rectitude, with the strong proBro. Hartzell rather commends the presbability of having it rejected; or in some ent administration
for its efforts to put
particulars to deviate from that rectitude, to down the slave· trade. He says, "Anti-slav_
adapt it to the imperfect state of society, in ery men will accredit this small demonstrawhich great social evils existed. with the tion of justice to our present rulers with
' reasonable certainty of ha1"ing it ratified by thankfulness." Dut if we had not had ships
the states. The Convention (as statesmen of war, Gordon would not have been made
in such cases would generally do) chose the an example of terror to evil-doers. Again
latter.
'Ve may regret the circumstances he observes: "This would be admitted by
which determined their choice; but it re- a large majority of our present rulers, who
mains a problem unsolved. whether any.oth. are now advocating what the martyrs of forer COursewould have promoted in a higher de- mer years advocated, and recommending,
gree the general well-being of humanity. what these said should bedone-emancipa_
The Jewish Legislator on the subject of tion.
Then what a pity it is, that Bro.
divorce, deviated in like manner to adapt Hartzell's theory will not permit him to
the law to that perverse nation.
~trenghten the hand~ of the administration
I am far from admitting, that the mem- by word or dced,in their efforts to accomplIsh
bel'S of the Convention cver thought of "in. by the only efficacious means what he so arvading the divine prerogative;" or intended dently dcsires. Indeed, his Course is di.
to "dispute with the Formel' of Our bodies, rectly calculated to counteract their efforts.
and the Father of Our Spirit: the exclusive A proclamation of emancipation alone, would
ownership of man.
be entirely futile. A strong military force
I have nevcr been able to discover, that is absolutely requisite to give it efficacy.
the Constitution of the U. S. recognizes
I am bappy to find that Bro. Hartzell does
slaves as pl·opel'ty. Wherever they arc re- not regard civil government, as "the power
ferred to, in that instrument, they are al· of darkness" from which the Christian is
ways spoken of as persons. I know the laws delivered. As the first p:ut of 9th Essay
of the Slave-St;tes account them property; is a continuation of the digression in the
and slaveholding Courts have adjudged them 8th, I shall review some part of it in this.
80; but citizens of free btates never were unThe Essayist commences with the fugi.
del' constitutional obligation to regard them tive slave bill, affirming that "the constituotherwise, than as persons. Even in the tionality of the fugitive slave bill was decirendition section the claiment's right to ded by an act of Cor.gl'liss," &c. A legisla.
their "service or labor" is expressed du- tive body is always supposed to act in acbiollsly. "But shall be, delivered up on cordance with the constitution; but it beclaim of the party, to whom such service or longs to the judiciary department to decide
labor may be due. If it had read ~'sdue, on the constitutionality of acts of Congress;
it would have been expressed positively.
and not the legislative.
Each state reserved to it.self the right of
Mr. Seward and the "higher law" is
legislating for its Own domestic affairs, and again introduced.
As it is entirely foreign
the Constitution inhibited any counter leg- to our discussion, I did not at first intend to
islation by any state affecting the status of notice it; but perhaps a few remark may no
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be inappropriate.
When Mr. Seward used popularity abroad, and is the home of a
the expression "higher la w," he had no al- large proportiun of its aristocracy.
Rence,
Insion whatever to any law of God in the we are informed, that Cynthiana and its vivolume of inspiration.
The snbject he was cinity, contains a large amount of wealth;
discussing was the proper disposing of our no inconsidcrable proportion of which, is
territorial domain; and not the fugitive slave in slaves.
bill. He said; "The territory is a part--no
Religiously, the people are divided into
inconsiderable part of the common he·ritage Presbyterians, :Methodists, ]~plscopaJians!
of manl,ind, bestowed on them by the Cre- and what are known here as Christians, in
ator of the Universe."
And byarhetorical
Ohio as Disriples, and every where, vulgarfigure spoke of the constitution of things Jy, as "Campbellites."
For my own part,
established by the Creator as a higher law I have come to the eonclusion, that almost
than the Constitution of the U. S., but not any name, would be more appropriate for
that he regarded the one, as conflicting with them here in Kentucky, than the name
the othcr. Mr. Seward was opposing the "Christian."
I do not, however, w:sh to
introduction of slavery into the newly ac- convey the idea, that their standard of morquired territories, on the ground that slav. als is any lower than th~ denominations
ery rcquires a much larger amount of space, around them; I presume they are aLout on
llccording to population to subsist upon, a par. But, I have mingled more with
than freedom does; and that its introduc- them, and consequently, know more about
tion would curtail the general rights of them. Besides, they are the only people
mankind in their common heritage, bestow- that presume to monopolize the ter!U "Chrised on them by the Creator. By misappre- tian," and to appropriate it, as a distinctive
hending (as I conceive) the import of Mr. cognomen .. Taking in the adjacent country,
Seward's "higher law," Bro. Hartzell makes they are largely in the ascendency. So
sad work in his commentary npon it; and much so, that, our Colonel remarked to me,
in its general application.
,
the other day: "Chaplain, we hardly ever
GEORGEPow.
find a rebel here, that is a professor at all,
•••••
who does not belong to YOllr church."
I
ARMY PASTORATE.-NO. 3,
was, to-day, reading the testimony of some
DEAR LUMINARY:-As intimated in my of the enemies of the primitive Christians,
last letter, our "Hp-ad Quarters" are at concerning their purity of life, and devoCYNTIIIANA;
an old, little town, containing tion to God, and I could not help marking
about 1000 inhabitants.
It is the county the contrast, between them and the persons
seat of Harrison Co., and is situated on here, who claim the same name. The
South Licking; a braneh of the Licking church here, is large and wealthy; but the
river, uniting with the main stream at Fal- members do not support a pastor. Tbey
mouth. The Kentucky Central Rail Road had a man "once a month," before the war
passes through it, by which, it is 66 miles broke out; bnt, I understand, he has recentfrom Cincinnati. It is tolerably well built ly purchased a negro man, at a public sale,
for a country town; but, many of its houses and is abont to remove to his farm, near
bear those evident marks of dilapidation, Covington.
The object is, I learn, to carwhich always manifest' themselves in a ry on farming; and hold "Protracted Meet~
slave-holding community. It is surrounded ings," in Ohio, and Indiana, as well as in
by a very fine farming country; the first, his native State.
the traveler finds in travelling south from
The Methodists, Presbyterians, and EpisCovington.
It is in the Northern border copalians, each have resident pastors; and,
of, what is known as, the "Blue Grass I am glad to record, that the Presbyterian
Country;" which, although, the minor por- preaeher, Mr. Morrison, is an unconditional
tion of the State's terr:itory, givJS it its Union man. He is a son.in-Iaw, of thu
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celebrated RobertBreckinridge.
The Epis- can not otherwise than demoralize the procopalian clergyman, supports himself main. fessor of Christianity who is guilty of it.
ly, I th~nk:, by teaching a select school.
As has been already hinted, comparative_
His flock is very small, and, as a matter of Iy few loyal men, are to be found in the
course, very proud.
"Christian Church;" and, I might add, still
I attended the Sunday School at the fewer women! It is a notorious fact, that
"Christian Church," on Lord's day after- nearly all the Kentucky women are rebels.
noon, (Feb.'8,) and carne to the conclusion, Why it is so, I will not attempt to explain;
that it was a waste of time to :tIl concerned. farther than to suggest, that the love of
I was called on to open the school, which I ease and a false pride, may have a bearing
did, by reading a paragraph from the "Ser· in the case. I have found but ve: y few permononthe1\Iount,"singingahymnandpray_
sons of either sex, that are heartily in favor
er; but, even during the solemn exercise of of coercive measures to put down the reo
prayer, I could hear half supprcssed talk- bellion. Most of those, call thcmselves
ing and bughter.
During the wholc ses· "Union men," are only in favor of the
sion, there was a continuous indulgence in Union, if slavery can be restored to its forlevity. Even while reading- the scripture mer power and supremacy.
The truth of
lessons, thcre was not the least reverepce, the Saviour's aphorism, "lic that is not for
or devotion, manifested by eith~r teachers me is against me," is abundantly manifcst,
or pupils. The wllOle thing, sccmed to be in reference t'l the rebcllion.
When you
regarded as a kind of Sunday
fternoon come to sound the pcople, it is clcarly disfrelic! One of the tcachers, a the lead- cernabTe, that every shade of "neutrality,"
er of the singing, I heard, half an hour mcans opposition to the general government.
afterwards, cursing and swearing!!
Hcnce, there is no phrase more odious to
There is but one way, by which I can ac· the unconditional Union men, than KenI
count for the low state of morals here, and tucky ncutrality.
It is only a softer
name
indeed, wherever I have yet been,in Ken· for tbe same diabolical fact; 1'eZ,ellion against
tucky, and that is, ('II demoralizing influences the gov'ernment.
But these things do not
of slavery. People, who try to carry Chris· come by chance. The)! are the natural outtianity in one hanl and slavery in t]le oth. growth of the "peculiar institution."
Kcner; must, necessarily, lower the standard Of tucky 11aslong sown to the willd, and must,
Eible mortality, to suit the abominable prac- neccssarily, reap the wlJirlwind. It is just
tices incident to thElrelations of master and as natural to find insubordination herc, as
slave; or, it would be impossible to quiet that effect should follow cause, in any dctheir own consciences. Ullintentionally it partment of the natural world. Thosc, who
may pe, but none the less certainly, has the in childhood, are taught to domineer ovcr
writings and oral teaclJings, of several of the slave children; and are left to gratify
our most prominent men, contributcd to their unbridled passions on all occasions,
bring about this sad state of immorality, can not reasonably be expected to make loyin thc very pale of the so called "Chnstian al citizens to a governmcnt which imposes
communion."
The people havc been taught, any barrier to tho execution of their wickthat sla,CI y is not incompatible with the ed devices. The all.engrossing institution
Christian churches; hence, they have gradu- of Kentucky, which her people love morc
ally lowered the standard of Christianity; than their Country, or their God, is one that
to makc it correspond with the robbery, is intrinsically opposeu alikc to the same
licentiousness, cruelty, and general debauch- Democratic Principle and Apostolic Chris.
ery, incidental to slnve.holding communi- tianity. That institution must be remedied
ties. The consciousness of robbing men before patriotism Or Christianity will flourand women of their earnings, their family i~h on her "sacred soil."
J. B.
rebtions, their citizenship, and thc Bible,
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unfortrilate victim turns, temptation lures
him on to the drunkard's grave, and the
~l'mJ TE~rPERANCE'CAUSE.:-One of the drunkard's hell.
•
greatest evils growing out of the belligerent
Can nothing be done to stay thr march of
atitude necessarily assumed by our Gov- the fell destroyer, p3ssing over our cOllntry
ernment, in order to put down the stupen. like the angel of death, spreading desolation,
dous pro-slavery rebellion which has de- and crime, and disease, and wretchedness
veloped itself in our midst, is the greatly among all classes of our citizens'? Where
increased use of intoxicating beverages. are the watchmen who stand on the walls of
Both among soldiers and citizens, the moral our national zion? Where are our preachinfection is huly alarming. The drinking ers, and religious editors; whose business
mania pervades all classes, from the highest it is, to give moral tone to the community?
to the 10 \vest; all ages from the beardless Wherc are the leaders in the Temperance
youth, to the hoary headed veteran.
The organizations, that formerly were so unwhisfy sellers are making fo tme3 every tiring in their exertions to dethrone King
where, from the w olesale dealer and ex- Alcohol?
Silent everyone of them. Of
tensive manufacturer, down to the neighbor- all our exchanges not one that we recollect
hood distillcr and the cross roads dram of, has made any effort to call attention to
shop keeper.
The moral
bankruptcy, the subject. No Temperance sermons are
brought about by this sudden increase in being preached, by the ten thousand minthe consumption of whisky and its equiva- isters of the gospel who, weekly stand up to
lent, is incalc·ulable. It, however, pervadcs do battle against sin in the abstract!
No
every department of life; civil, as well as Temperance leagues are being formed to
military; public, as well as private. But ohield the youth of our land from the artithe more palpable ruin which it is working, fices of the fell destroyer.
The mind of the
is pecuniary and sanitary.
The sickness leligious world seem to hav~ been absorbed
incidental to camp life, is greatly augmented by other matter, and the devil, taking adby the use of intoxicating beverages; and vantage of the opportunity, has opened the
there are many men in the army who will sluice-gates of his liquid damnation, until
spend the last dollar they have for whisky, he has, well nigh deluged our land and
even of the meanest qunlity. Nothwith- nation.
standing the laws prohibiting its sale to
To a certain extent, the church is the
ooldiers, men, everywhere, can be fouRd, guardian of the public morals; and the
who are ready to violate any law, for the world holds her accountable to tbat extent.
sake of robbing the soldiers of their hard- But, a more fearful thougllt is, that God,
earned money.
also, holds the church accountable for all
TIut the evil is not confined to the camp. the moral power she can possibly exert
The disease. is fearfully contagious.
The upon the world. 'Yhat, then, can bE:'done?
citizens meet together to discu,s th) pro- Can Christians do anything to stay the tide
gress of the war and they too, swallow the of intemperance?
By a united, effort, we
intoxicating
beverage.
Boys see their doubt not, much might be accomplished.
seniors, and follow their example;
and We do not feel competent, nor even called
there has not been a time during the present upon, to suggest all the details. Our prEScentury, when our country bid so fair to ent object is, simply, to call attention to
become It nation of drunkards as now. It is the subject. But, there are some things,
on sale in some of its multiplied forms,· al- that would, obviously, prove advantageous.
:uost ~verywhere; legally, and illegally, Let all ministers of the gospel, preach one
publicly and privately, in the gilded saloon or more temperance sermons in their own
and the miserable cellar, at the fashionable pulpit, after due notice. Let all religious
hotel and the country tavern, wherever the editors, and others friendly to the cause,
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make it a special subject during the present
year. Get up as many county Temperance
Mass Meetings as possible and seCure the
most·efficient speakers. Have s.{Jort pithy
tracts written and sent all over th~eountry;
putting them in the hands of both citizens
and soldier.
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dulged in the fiery draught to abandon it
during their period of service, the desire of
his heart will be accomplished.
Intoxicating drinks have in modern times
done more to dccimate armies than all the
deadly enginery of war. Thousands who
have escapcd the pcrils of battle and endurcd the paivations, exposures and fatigue
Since the foregoing was written, we have of the camp and the march, have returned
received the following from the pen of Gen. to their homes physical and moral wrecks
from having formed intemperate habits.
S. F. Cary, long known as a veteran in the
The fatal delusion that intoxicatin~
temperancc cause. 'Ve publish it entire drinks will protect from miasm, prevent
as an illustration of what is needed.
disease from exposure to cold, or hot, or
wet weather, impart strength to endure
Letter to tlte Volunteers in the Federal Army: forced marches, and keep a change of water
Freedom's altar demands a new baptism or diet from deranging the functions of the
of blood. The Constitution of VOur coun. body, has sent tens of thousands to pretry is assailed, the Union is in· peril, and mature graves, and other thousands to their
traitor hands have been impiously stretched loved ones wholly demoralized and fitted
forth to de~troy our national flag, around only for the lazar honse and prison. Volumes Dfwell authenticated statistics can be
which cluster so many blessed mem0rics.
To stay the work of ruin, avenge the furnished, proving conclusively that total
insult to Our national honor, and punish abstinence from the use of Alcoholic drinks
the rebels whoso IlCarts are black with per- is the best safe~uard against the exposures
jury and treason, you have voluntarily ex- incident to a soldier's life. One' of our
ohanged your homes for the camp, become most experienced military officers says:
exiles from wife, mother, sister, child. The "On looking over the sick-list with the actGod of Our Fathers, the God of justice, ing surgeon and hospital steward at my elmercy and truth go with you! 1'be world bow to tell the cause of each man's sick.
has crowned the martyrs who bled from ness, I was assured that out of FORTY-SIX
Concord to Yorktown, and it will crown cases, tIle disceases of more than forty had
you with unfading laurels. Tbey prayed their origin in the use of strong drink." He
and fought tbeir way through blood and gives as the result of many years of close
achieved the boon of freedom. Your holy observation the opinion that ('THREEFOURTHS of the deaths amon;; the soldier's
mission is to defend and maintain it.
He al.
In this new fisld to which duty has sum- were occasioned by intemperance."
so
declares
that
FIVE-SIXTHS
of
all
military
moned you, you will be exposed to peculiar
dangers, trial~ and temptations witbout the offences tried before our court-martial rekindly protection and shields afforded in sult from the same cause. A distinguished
naval officer says, "NINE-TENTHS of all the
the blessed sanctuary of home.
difficulties which the officers have with the
The mother's 01' sister's vOiceso gentle in
men arise from the use of ardent spirits."
warning, the wife's bosom so full of sym"The use of ardent spirits has done more
pathy, the child's countenance so radiant
than anything else to deteriorate the charwith innocence and confidence, the house
acter of tbe soldier and unfit him for .the
of God clustering with holy associations; defence of his country."
all these influenccs leading the wayward
A veteran of Napoleon's army whofougllt
heart to aspire to a better life, are not now
your~.
more than one hundred battles and who
The object of the writer in addressing passed through the terrible campaign in
you is to warn you against a most insidious Russia unscathed, declares, that those who
and dangerous foe-an enemy under all cir- used no alcoholic drinks fared the best unCUlllstarwes, but in your situation one more der ALL CIRoUMSTANCES. "Hardly a man
to be feared than an "army with banners." who drank liquor returned from the Russian
The bane of the soldier's life is alcoholic campaign without the loss of a lim b or beliquor. If the writer shall encourage any ing otherwise disabled, while the water
one who has hitherto been shielded by the drinkers were wonderfnlly preserved."_
pledge oftol:1l abstincnee to remain true to Those who have endured the rigors of an
their vows, or induce anv w~o have in. arctic winter bear the Eame testimony. Liquor never warms but renders a person in-
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sensible to cold, and opens the avenues of kind of water may prorluce derangement,
life to its deadly ussaults.
but surely an angent which taxcs the vital
In tropical climates too, water is the on- forces impairs digestion, vitiates the blood,
ly safe drink.
Dr. Mosely who writcs on apd assails every part of the phy~ical ortropical disease:> say, "I aver from my own ganism, cannot impart to bad a healthful
knowledge that those who drink nothing
inJ1uence.
,
but water are but little affected by the cli.
If Alcohol does not pre~erve strength, if
mate ani can undergo the greatest
fatigue it fails to keep off disease by nelltralizlDg the-.
without inconvenience."
effects of bad air and water, will not cool in
Sir James l\IcGrcgor in speaking of the summer, or warm in winter, but rather
inmarch in Egypt of a Division of the British
crease the dangers incident
to change of
army sent from Hindostan to aid the main ar- season or climate; if it impairs physical en.
my in opposing the I,'rcneh under Napoleon,
ergy by wasting or over taxing vital limc.
says, "After crossing thc Great Desert in tion; if it produces demoralization
of all of
July, 1801, from a difficulty in procuring
the fine sensibilities
of the soul, will you.
cltrri!lge, no ardent
spirits WitS issued to noble defenders
of your country's flag use
the troops.
At this time there was much fa- it as a beverage?
"""Vine is a moc kcr, strong
tigue-duty,
which for want of followers was drink is raging,
and whoever is deceived
done by the soldiers themselves; tlley were thereby is not wise."
frcquently
exercised and were much in the
If you would avoid "'Vo, "sorrow, wounds
sun; the heat was excessive; in the soldiers without causc, redness of eyes, habblings
tents in the middle of the day, the mercury and contentions,"
touch not theintoxicatillg
in the thermometer
of Farenheit·
stood at draught!
from 114 to 118 degrees, but at no time was
Our remarks
have had refercnce
to Althe Indian army so healthy."
coholic liquors in their pure and unadulterThe idea that alcoholic
liquors imparts
ated forms.
When we can positively assert
strength
and prevents exhaustion
under se- that nearly all the liquors
which can be
vere fatigue has long since been dissipated.
procured are vilianous counterfeits
or base
~'he cffect is precisely the same as the whip Iy drugged, an additiOll:'ll and unswerable
or spur to a jaded horse. Who would insist argument in favor of total abstincnce
is adthat their application
would increase his duced. If the pure are destructive to health,
strength or restore his vigor?
intellect, morals and life, 110Wdeadly must
Ardent spirits are especially deleterious
those be which are compounded
of thc most
in warm weather.
'Who does not know that virulent poisonb in the mineral and vegetafew persons ever suffer from "sun.stroke"
blc kingdoms!
who drink nothing but water?
When the
Go forth, then, noble champions of the
rays of the sun are beating down upon thc right, with cool heads, strong arms, and
head of the soldier, it is as unwise to drink bravc hearts!
A holier
cause has ncvC't
alcoholic stimulants
to prcvent -the cffects summoned men to the battle field!
Let the
of the heat as it would be to pl)ur oil into a rebel army drain the cup of devils-it
is
building when thc roof is on fire to arrest THEIR appropriate
drink.
'fhey would stab
the prog-ress of the fla meso
the nation's heart, and thcy need the "bcv.
The A :tbs of the desert are among t11e erage of Hell" to cnable them to perpetrate
most 11
yof the human race, enduring the th~ir damning crime.
Pirates
who would
A'reatest atigue and exposure nnder a burn- scuttle and sink this noble ship of State,
in~ sun, and their habitual
drink is water.
freighted as it is with the glories of the past,
The long and rapid marches of the an- the blessings of the present, and the hopes
cient Greek and Roman armies and the pri- of the future need the inspirativn
of the
vations and labors underwent
were much bottle. 'fhe God of Justice clothe you with
greater then are endured by any modern sal- His armor, gird you with His strength, and
diery, yet these men drank no ardent spirits. inspirc you with His spirit.
Watcr is the natural and proper drink of
If, having avenged your country's wrongs,
man; indeed it is the grand beverage of or- you are permitted to return, come unscath.
ganized nature.
A natural
thirst and tne ed by the destroyer, and we will greet you
pleasure derived from its gratification
were with shouts of welcome; if you fall upon
given us to secure to the vital machinery
the battle-field,
go up to the judgment with
the supply of liquid necces~ary to its heath- undimmed vision and pure hearts, and he
ful movements.
When this natural
thirst as~ured that your names will be enbalmed in
occurs 110 drink tastes so good. and in truth the affections of a grateful people.
none is so good as water.
A change in tho
Yours truly,
S. F. CARY.
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WHO IS RICH!
The recent death, of our silver on deposit: nay, he . may be as desfellow citizcn, N.icholas Longworth, the titute of this world's goods, as w~: Lnzarus;
great million are of Cincinnati, has startcd yet, if he is indeed a Uhristian, he 'vill die
in our mind the im~ortant question, wbich rich. and will continue so during a vast
stands as'the captio~ of this article. A few eternity.
He may, in lJis lifetime, only.
days ago, he had at his comihand property, have had a cup of cold wilter at his comto the eJ"ormous amount, it is said, of four- mand; yet, ifhe gave that to a disciple, in
teen millions of dollars: now, unless he the name of a disciple,. he will receive a dishad an jn~erest in the blood of Christ, and ciple's reward.
was an heir Ith him of the everlasting inReader, that is not true ricIles, which we
heritance, (a question, which we do not must leave behind us at death; and there
propase to discuss,) he is as poor as it is is nothing we can take with us over the
possible for a human being to be.
dark Jordan but our cllaracters.
Would
Is that, truly to be called riches, which you be rich? As far as you have tIle power,
a man can only possess for a few years, at feed the hungry; give drink to the thirsty;
most, and then leave be hind him, and do clothe the naked;
visit the sick; minister
without through the countless ages of eter- to those who are imprisone 1. "Pure relignity? As well might the world call the ian and undefiled before G ad, the Father,
porter rich, who only carries the golden de- is to visit the widow and the orphan in their
posits to the vaults of the bank. Our afflictions; and to keep yourself unspotted
Savior,putthe qgestion in i~s true lightwhcn from the "world."
The way to obtain true
he asked:
"What shall it profit a man, riches then, is a plain one. None need die
though he gain the whole worlo. and loose poor. To him who has but one talent enhis own soul." The fact is, that the world's trusted to him, there is less responsibility
idea and estimate of riches, is one of the than if he had five talents given him. The
greatest delusions the devil has ever gotten millionare while living has it in his power
up to deceive mankind. Gold, and silver, to bless his fenows op a large scale; but,
and bouses, and lands, and merchandise by so doing; he gains no more of the true
'cannot make a man rich. All they Can riches, than the poor wid(]w, who divides
legitimately do, is to enlarge his steward- bel' last herring with thc hungry stranger
ship, and correspondingly increase his re- who demands food at her hands. 'The desponsibilities.
"The earth is tbe Lords and ccitfulness of riches, in the common acthe fullness thereof" and when men get the ceptation of the term is truly amazing.
control of nny portion of it honestly, over How we scram ble, and toil, and economise;
and above what is necessary to supply his and starve our bodies, and souls, and inpresent wants, he is accountable to God for tellects, that we may accumulate
'e things
a proper distribution of it.
of this world, and die rich. Mis
Ie de"lie died rich!" What a dceeptive lusion! The man would n be rich, even
phrase when applied as the world use it! should he gain the wholc world, if he lose
\Vho die rich? The man who has to leave his own soul. Bu't to the Christian, the
behind him all that his heart has baen I"et apostle says: "All things are yours;
upon for a lifetime? By no means! Such whether Paul, or Apollos, or Peter, or the
. an one is poor indeed! He enters eternity world, or life or death, or things present,
unprepared; and is poor and destitute, and OFthings to come: all are yours; and you
wretched and naked. 'The man who really arc Christ's, and Christ is God's."
dies rich,is the one who,iu his lifetime,has laid
up treasures in heaven. To die rich, he mu~t
SWALLOWINGA CAMEL! It was bad
be an heir of God, a joint heir with Jesus. rearling,on the part of the ; literatc preacher,
Such an one may have no deeds, nor mort., who read the quotation from our sermon, a
gages; no houses, nor lands; no gold nor part of which stands as the caption of the
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paragraph, as follows:
Ye strain at a gate obey,,or praqtice the·things which God has
and swallow a saw-mill. But, after all, it communicated to. the children of mim
was not very bad theology.
The propor~ through his word:
tion be.tween a gnat and a camel, and that
The Bible denounces adultery and forniof a g!lte· and saw-mill, are, perhaps, not cation; and teaches, th'at every man shoulu
greatly different. Either one would fall have his own wife, and every woman her
below the truth, in illustrating the dispro- own husband.
But, Slanry is a wholesale
portion, between the conduct of professors system of the most debasing concubinage
that is usually reproved, and that which is that the world bas ever known; a system
passed over_ in silence, by our religious of pollution,permeating all classes of Southeditors and scribes.
ern society. Yet, for some res on, Bro.
In the last No. of the "Evangelist," pub- Chatterton has no room in his periodical, to
lished by Bro. A. Chatterton, we find an say anything against this most hideous ineditorial condemning dancing, which, in stitution.
How can it be, that so good a
itself considered, is all right:
But, is it man as we have always esteemed him to be;
not strange, that one, who can see as small one who can see clearly the impropriety of
a thing as it is, cannot see the gigantic pro- dancing, cannot see the inconsistency of
portions of the great mamouth sin of the slaveholding by professors of Christianity.
age SLAVERY
? Not one word is said in tbe As a watchman on the walls of our Zion,
Evangelist, about the sinfulness, or the should not the Evangelist warn its readers
ruinous consequences of chattelizing our of the sin of Slavery? Especially at this
brethren in the South. Although our good time, when the combined moral force of the
brother strangles when the little gnat of Church is needed to remove it from our
dancing gets into his throat, he can swallow land? How can it or any other of our reo
the camel ofblavery without any difficulty ligious periodicals remain silent in such a
whatever.
Is there not great inconsistency moral conflict? All our editors, and scribes,
in such a course?
Is it not calculated to and preachers, should, with uniteu voice
make infidels?
Can' any good reason be and pen, come up to the help of the Lord
shown, why dancing should be held up to against the mighty. What is the fact of a
view in a religious periodical as immoral, rew giddy girls spendiug an evening in tt e
while a practice infinitely worse, and a thou- ball room, to that system of oppression
sand time:> more general, should be entirely which is robbing multiplied millions of their
ignored?
Jehovah says: A man shall manhood, their natural rights, and, as far
leave father and mother and cleave unto as possible, ef eternal lire? In the fear of
his wife, and the twain shall be one flesh. God, and in behalf of ~uffering humanity,
It is added, by the pen of inspiration:-':'
we ask the Evangelist to raise its voice
What
hath joined, let no Dlan put against that institution, ~hich a great man
:lssunder. Yet the Evangelist knows that defined to be "the sum of all yillainies."
the institution of Slavery, as practiced by Now is the hme to bear testimony against
many professed Christians,
violate -the this monster iniquity.
:May God, in mercy
above command daily. Iu the Slave States grant that all >vho claim the name Chr/sas far as slaves are concerned, husbands and I tian, >ViIIhenceforth fearlessly and faithwives are separated with the most perfect. fully giye their voiee against all sin, \\ hether
indiflerence.
popular or unpopular.
It is certailily use,
Jesus, before his ascension into heaven, less to spend time and Uloney in showing
gave the broad commision to disciple all the .si~ of dancing while ,ye fraternize as
nations and preach the gospel to every Chnshans and suffer to go unrcbuked, those
,
"
who are guilty of the sin of Slavery. Do
creature, and .yet, the Evangelist IS a.w~re, not "strain at a gnat," >vhi!e at tlw same
that Slavery mterposes and renders It Im- time you arc constantly swallowing a camel,
possible for the slaves either to learn, or or eyen a "saw-milL"
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the gospel. Since the 28th of December, there
HIRAM, 0., Feb. 4th, 1863. • has been nine additions to the church of Christ
BRO. BOGGS:-After so long a si'ence, permit at Viloqua.
Yours fra'ernally,
me to say, the cause of Christ is not entirely
J. HURD.
dead on the. Western Reserve. I have just cl08·
Viroqua, Wis., Feb. 2nd, 18G3.
·ed it series of meetings in cODner-tion with Bro.
..• •
_
Gates, ill. Southington,

resulting

in seven flcces-

OBITUARIES.

sions to the cause; four by confession and bapCOLUMBUS
CITY,IOWA,Jan. 21st, 1863.
tism, and three reclaimed
Also the promise of
BRO. BOGGs:-In the providence of God onf
two'more at our next meeting.
This congr,oga. brotherhOOd in rolumbu~ City have been cal'ed
tion, like many others, has been struggling for upon to mourn the loss of one of its worthy
on existence a number of years, amid troubles memberS. Bro. T. B. DILLEY, aged 21 years,
lind trials of an internal character, but thanks to departed this life, after a protracted and painful
the Lord she is outriding the storm. The Son illness on the 15th inst. in full hope of immorof Righteousness with his beams of l'ght and tality.
His disease wa, PUlmonary Cunsump_
love has already cheered and gladdened her heart, tion, contracte,] in the army, while serving his
while she beholds a general intere&t spreading country in the capacity of a (lo]'Jicr. Bro. Dilthrough the entire community, stirring
the ley was immersed by Bro. Samuel Lowe, and
hearts of even our good Methodist friends to became a member of the Church of Christ in this
rome and see if there call any good come out of pl.ce SGme 3 years ago, after which time his life
Nazareth.
May the Good Shepherd keep, and of ex:\mples were worthy of imitation.
He
bless the flock, especially the the tender lambs cheerfUlly responded to the call of his C, untry,
of the fold, Icst the wolf should dcvour them, and wellt forth one year ago last spl'in,:; a memand our labor be in vain.
bel' of Compo C,5th Reg. Iowa Vel., to contri.
Yours truly,
O. E. BROWN. bute his time, his strenllth and best ability, to
put down this horriblp. reb Ilion exis'iTJg in this
BRO. BOGGS;- We have recently concluded a
nation. He was engagM in the service for one
very interesting meeting at the Mt. Gilead con.
year when owing to the fatigues, privations, and
gregation in this coun'Y, of some eleven da'F.
hardships of a soldier's life, he was taken sick
including the 1st and 2nd Lord's days in this
and was placed in the Hospital at I1amb''Tgh.
month, ass'sted by the labors of D. Morris, C.
After rem.lining there for a time, was removed to
llining, and U. Downing, which resulted in setBenton BalTacks, St. Louis, and finally was sent
ting things in order that was found wanting, by
sometime !nst summer to Keokuk, where he linordaining 2 Elders, 2 Deacons, and 1 Evangelist,
gered until the last day of November, when he
Bro. M. Downing, a very promising young man,
was brought home, where in the bosom of his
. of good talent, and a good report without_
friends he was permitted to spend the last days
There was in all 27 additions to Ihe congregation
of his {rail and suffering life, and to receive the
as follows: 18 l.y confession and baptism, 2 from
cons'ant attentions of a kind and Chl'istinn
the New Lights, (so called) 2 from the Baptist~.
mother to the last moment. \Ve have every
2 by relation, and 3-r(claimed.
Among the con.
reason to believe that Bro. Dilley was of that
fessions there was 1Catholic, and 2 or 3 that
happy number of whom it is said, "Dle8sed are
had belonged to the Methodists.
'1'0 the Lord
the dead who die in the Lord, yea, henceforth
be all the praise.
J. NUL.
saith the Spirit that they may re"t from their
DrakevilIe, Iowa, Feb. 18th, 1863.
labors and their works do foll\Jw them." Serv;ces on the occasion of his bur:al bj' the writer.
BRO. BOGGs:-I have just closed a very inter.
W. SKEEl.S.
esting meeting with the brethren at Sugar
_II
••
The heart of man is as passive ill its first
Grove, Vernon Co. Our meeting continued
of God's image in regeneration,
eight days, and closed with twenty.one additions reception
to the congregation.
S xteen were baptized in as the canvas, upon which a painter Jays on
his colors: nor is it more able to resi~t the
the name of the Lord. Since last ~eptember,
operation of the agent.-Jl1ogg.
over forty have been added to that congr~gation,
God hears the heart, though without
principally through our labors. At our last appointment at Victory, Jan. 18th, two obeyed words; but he never hears words, without
the heart.-Hopkins.
/

TO THE FRIENDS OF THE LUMINARY.
DEAR BRETIIREN:-After
much hesita- publishing without stint, 60th side8 of all
tion and doubting, we hi'l"C ventured to practical questions upon which the brethren
commence another volume of the CHRISTIAN wished to b~ heard, cannot fail to commend
LUlIIINARY, at the same low price; not- it to all consistent advocates of.free speech,
withstanding the price of paper has gone and a free press. It is emphatically the
up one hundred per cent. We have made a Free Press of the current Refor~ation.
Another consideration we wish to urge,
calculation of the cXflenses for the present
year, counting paper at its present high in favor of the brethren making a strong
rates, and find, that if [teO thirds of those e1£ort to sustain the Luminary this year is,
who took the LUlIIINARYlast year, will take that we have always published it at a great
it and pa!! for. it, this year, we can meet the personal sacrifice. It is true, we have had
cash expenses of its publication, which is a few noble brethren, who, with pen and
all we require during the present times. purse, h'lvO co-operated with us. Both inlIost of the Newspapers and Poriodicaltl dividuals, and congregations, have contribhave raised their t'ubscription price, or cut uted to aid in sustaining the Luminary,
Still, the great burdown the size; and some have done both. and its predecessor.
den,
both
of
money
and
scandal, has fallen
The "American
Christian Redew"
has
upon
us
i
an~
now,
in
this
paper crisis, we
greatly diminished .ts size, and raised the
call
upon
our
friends
to
find us paying
subscription
price from $1,50 to $2,00,
besides devoting a considerable space to renders for the small edition we are printadvertisements.
The "..Millenial Har- ing. Every man, who feels any interest
binger, with twelve pages off of its Jormer in the perpetuity of the Luminary, will,
size, ha"s raised its subscription to $2; and certainly forward bis own dollar and do
almost all our excllanges, both secular and what he can to persuade his neighbors to
religious, have raised their subFcriptions do likewise.
Other Periodicals, are making special
in about the same proportion.
We might
appeals
to their patrons for assistance duhave done the same, and made some money
ring
the
paper panic, and we are assured,
on the Luminary this year, without any
that
in
some
cases at least, a hearty response
fault finding from our friends;
but, we
is
being
made.
Will the friends of the
choose to hold the LUMINARYat $1, a year,
Luminary
make
one
grand rally, and send
so that it would be acceSSible to all who
us
paying
subscribers
enough to clear off
desire to read it.
At the price fixed, the LUlIIINARYis, un- our whole edition ? We have confidence
doubtedly, the cheapest. Religious Period- that they will, most heartily respond to our
ical in the world I Its pages are larger appeal i and that the LUllINARY will be
than any other octavo, and no advertise- made to pay its own expenses, even at the
ments, of any kind, are admitted, except on low price of one dollar a year. Remember
the cover. In point of cheapness it will, that if the LUMINARY is not sustained,
therefore,
compare favorably, with any Anti-Slavery brethren will have no medium
'lhey could find no
other Publication, in or out of the Refor. of communication.
place
in
any
of
our
Periodicals, wiLh'one
mation.
partial
exception.
We
ask our friends
But, the special plea we wish to make,
then,
to
make
an
immediate
e1£ort to seat this time, to induce the brethren to suscure
the
renewal
of
old
subscribers,
and
tain the LUMINARY,is itll independent character. It does not ignore any practical the procuring of new ones. The price is
question.
Some good brethren have found rar below any other similar Periodical.
fault with it on that
u
but we think ONLY oNB DOLLARA YEARII
the course the LUMINANRY has pursued,

